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e d i to r ’s n ot e

An Open Canon
Surely nothing is more set, fixed, and established than the fact that the canon
of scripture is open, flexible, and expanding. Truly, we believe that God “will
yet reveal many great and important things pertaining to the Kingdom of
God” (Articles of Faith 1:9). We have not received the final word. There is
much, much more to come, as the scriptures of the Restoration attest. Elder
Neal A. Maxwell once wrote, “Today we carry convenient quadruple combinations of the scriptures, but one day, since more scriptures are coming, we
may need to pull little red wagons brim with books.”1
“There are those who would assume that with the printing and binding of
these sacred records, that would be the ‘end of the prophets,’” President
Spencer W. Kimball declared. “But again we testify to the world that revelation continues and that the vaults and files of the Church contain these
revelations which come month to month and day to day.”2 Our God speaks.
He will not be silenced. He will not fail to reveal his mind and will to his
children as they continue to importune him for revelation, both individually
and institutionally. That righteousness and truth may continue to rain down
from heaven and that we may treasure up the holy word is my earnest prayer.

Robert L. Millet
Publications Director
Religious Studies Center
1. Neal A. Maxwell, A Wonderful Flood of Light (Salt Lake City: Bookcraft, 1990), 18;
see also Maxwell, “The Children of Christ,” in The Book of Mormon: Mosiah, Salvation Only
through Christ, ed. Monte S. Nyman and Charles D. Tate Jr. (Provo, UT: Religious Studies
Center, BYU, 1991), 1.
2. Spencer W. Kimball, in Conference Report, April 1977, 115.
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Special Witnesses of
the Name of Christ
e l d e r dav i d a . b ed n a r

Elder David A. Bednar is a member of the Quorum of the Twelve Apostles.

Religious Educator (RE): Elder Bednar, what does it mean to you to be a
special witness of the name of Christ in all the world? (see D&C 107:23).
Elder Bednar: The role of an Apostle today is the same as it was anciently
(see Acts 1:22; 4:33). Our commission is to go into all the world and proclaim “Jesus Christ, and him crucified” (see Mark 16:15, 1 Corinthians 2:2).
An Apostle is a missionary and a special witness of the name of Christ. The
“name of Christ” refers to the totality of the Savior’s mission, death, and resurrection—His authority, His doctrine, and His unique qualifications as the
Son of God to be our Redeemer and our Savior. As special witnesses of the
name of Christ, we bear testimony of the reality, divinity, and resurrection of
Jesus Christ, His infinite and eternal Atonement, and His gospel.
RE: What does it mean to you personally to be called to be an Apostle?
Elder Bednar: We learn in the Bible that the ancient Apostles received
the keys of the kingdom (see Matthew 16:15–19; 18:18). Work at every level
in the Church is directed through priesthood keys. Priesthood leaders are
called and set apart “by the laying on of hands by those who are in authority”
(Articles of Faith 1:5) and receive keys to direct the Lord’s work, whether
1
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they be a deacons quorum or elders quorum president, a bishop or a stake
president. Today, fifteen living men—the First Presidency and Quorum of
the Twelve—each individually hold the keys necessary to direct the Lord’s
work in all the earth. However, only the senior Apostle, the President of the
Church, is authorized to exercise all priesthood keys.
It is not because of our background, experience, or capacity that we have
been called to these positions. The ancient Apostles were common men—
and that was an important part of their qualification to serve. It had to be the
Lord’s work because, given the magnitude and majesty of the responsibility,
it could not have been accomplished through mere physicians, tax collectors,
tentmakers, and fishermen. The same is true today. We are ordinary men, and
this work cannot prosper because of any capacities that we may have. It is the
Lord’s work, it is His restored Church, and we rely on His direction.
President Boyd K. Packer and I were talking one day when he made a
most helpful observation. He said the longer one serves as a member of the
Twelve, the weightier the mantle becomes and the more overwhelmed you
feel. I think this truth also applies to all Church callings. The longer I serve,
the more I see and understand the weight of the calling. Consequently, the
responsibility drives me to my knees and requires me to rely upon heavenly
help instead of the arm of flesh.
RE: And perhaps part of magnifying a calling is beginning to see aspects of
it that you had not seen before. What have you learned about your role as an
Apostle that has been clarified through experience?
Elder Bednar: I have learned that the ministry of an Apostle is to find the
one. Many people inside and outside of the Church may believe the primary
role of members of the Quorum of the Twelve is to speak in general conference or preside in large meetings. And certainly we do those things. But when
assigned to a particular conference in a specific location, I know I am there
not only because of the assignment but also to find the one. The keys of the
priesthood are sent to bless individuals. I am not using bless in a limited sense
of only “hands on the head.” The keys and the apostolic authority are sent by
the Lord to a specific place to bless individuals and families.
RE: What has been, or is, for you one of the most difficult things about the
transition from being the president of Brigham Young University–Idaho and an
Area Seventy to being an Apostle?
Elder Bednar: To have spent my entire adult life learning from
stalwart Brethren, individuals who have been my spiritual heroes and
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mentors—President Gordon B. Hinckley, President Thomas S. Monson,
President James E. Faust, President Boyd K. Packer—and then one day find
myself sitting in council with them in the same room is beyond description.
There was no formal orientation, just an expectation to act, to participate, and
to render judgment as if I had always been there. The change from sitting in
the audience in general conference to sitting on the stand among the Brethren
is overwhelming and indescribable.
RE: When you look at the Brethren—each with a separate personality, distinguishing strengths, backgrounds, educations, training—can you shed some
light about how unity is achieved on difficult questions?
Elder Bednar: In the presiding councils of the Church, ego and selfcenteredness are absent. No one is concerned about being right or receiving
recognition; everyone simply wants to get it right, whatever the issue. One
can participate in those councils fully and without apprehension because the
focus is on discerning the will and timing of the Lord and moving forward
the work of the kingdom. When proposals are presented or ideas discussed, it
is not abrupt; it is direct. It is not harsh; it is bold. With unity in purpose and

“I have learned that the ministry of an Apostle is to find the one. . . .When assigned to a particular conference in a specific location, I know I am there not only because of the assignment but also to find the one.”

4
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absence of personal agendas, the council can get to the heart of an issue and
have candid conversations that invite the Spirit of the Lord. It is remarkable.
RE: What is the role of seniority in the Quorum of the Twelve, as you see it?
How do you balance the two supposedly at-odds ideas of having not only the right
but the responsibility to speak up and contribute, with the ever-present matter of
seniority as an important principle?
Elder Bednar: Seniority is key, but the senior Brethren employ patterns that invite those who are junior to actively and completely participate
in councils. Everyone is invited and expected to express opinions and share
observations. For example, when I was the junior member, I frequently
would be called upon to speak first in meetings of the Council of the First
Presidency and the Quorum of the Twelve. When an Apostle who has served
decades longer than I speaks first, I certainly am willing to express a different
perspective or propose an alternative course of action, but I would be foolish
not to recognize that he knows much more than I do about the matter before
the council. I might, therefore, be strongly influenced by his opinion; thus
the presiding officer often chooses not to call on a senior member to speak
first. By using that simple pattern in council, all can be edified of all.
RE: If you were to use the apostleship as a pattern for Latter-day Saints in
general, in terms of their faith, testimony, spiritual growth, and closeness to the
Savior, what do you envision?
Elder Bednar: Many people may consider the leaders of the Church to
be dramatically different somehow—no physical ailments, no family challenges; totally smooth, wonderful lives. The Brethren are not exempted from
hardships and difficulties. There is opposition in all things for everyone.
Some people also may imagine that Church leaders obtain revelation in
ways that are fundamentally different from others—receiving direct, immediate, and specific answers, and then going forward easily to lead and do what is
required. The true pattern for leaders and for members basically is the same—
pressing steadfastly forward with faith in the Lord Jesus Christ—and as one
does so, guidance and answers typically come “line upon line, precept upon
precept, here a little and there a little” (2 Nephi 28:30).
Remember, Nephi went to Jerusalem to obtain the plates of brass
not knowing beforehand the things that he should do (see 1 Nephi 4:6).
Following the example of Nephi and the leaders of the Church, it is requisite
that members face the complex, demanding challenges in the world today,
always striving to do their very best. President Hinckley counseled, “If you
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do your best, it will all work out” (Ensign, October 2000, 73). That is the pattern. Summarized in my own words: “Be good, honor your covenants, keep
the commandments, and your steps will be guided, your utterances will be
inspired, yet the majority of the time you will not necessarily know in the
moment that you are being guided and inspired.”
RE: President Packer has taught, “Do not take counsel from your fears”
(Brigham Young University commencement, April 1994). Have you seen this
principle illustrated among the leading elders of the Church?
Elder Bednar: Yes, repeatedly. While serving as president of BYU–Idaho,
I attended a Church Board of Education meeting in Salt Lake City on the day
following the September 11 terrorist attack. I anticipated the Brethren would
highlight the horrific event that had taken place. President Hinckley entered
the room, sat down, and said, “Brothers and sisters, we live in troubled times.
Now, let’s get to work.”
There is a remarkable lesson in that episode. There was no hand-wringing,
no commiserating. This is the Lord’s work, and “no unhallowed hand can
stop [this] work from progressing” (History of the Church, 4:540). It is going
to prevail, and the leaders know that. I am not suggesting that they obliviously ignore current events. They are well informed and astutely attuned to
what is taking place in the world. But this is the Lord’s work. With the clear
understanding and certain knowledge that He is in charge, there is no fear.
RE: How has your present calling in any way affected your scripture study?
Elder Bednar: President J. Reuben Clark taught that a special endowment of power comes to those who are sustained as prophets, seers, and
revelators. I still read the scriptures chronologically, study by topic, and search
for patterns, but I have had remarkable experiences wherein a power beyond
my own has helped me. I still must ask, seek, and knock, but the Spirit of the
Lord unquestionably has helped me discern connections that I previously had
not seen.
RE: Do you perceive apostolic principles when you read something that
clearly pertains to you as an Apostle?
Elder Bednar: Certainly. A number of sections in the Doctrine and
Covenants contain specific instructions to the Twelve. I read and comprehend those instructions quite differently now. And as I read in 3 Nephi
about the Savior’s disciples on the American continent, the instructions they
received, and how they responded, I marvel at the change in my perception
and understanding. I see with new eyes.

6
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RE: How would you describe the relationship between the Council of the
Twelve and the Council of the First Presidency?
Elder Bednar: They are one in purpose and performance. Fifteen
Apostles, the senior Apostle presiding in the Quorum of the First Presidency,
the Twelve serving under the direction of the First Presidency, and the First
Presidency counseling with the Twelve—these quorums are one in heart, one
in mind, and certainly one in purpose. When you hear the Brethren say that
we are one and that we are more united than ever before in the history of the
Church, it is true.
The First Presidency presides. The Twelve would not overstep the bounds
of their respective authority. Yet the First Presidency would almost always seek
the counsel of and input from the Twelve. Thus the Twelve would never seek
to impose a point of view or decision, and the First Presidency would invite
the views of the Twelve. This aspect of our interaction is quite remarkable.
RE: You sit in meetings with those Brethren. What are one or two other
things you have learned from watching the dynamics of the Twelve?

Elder Bednar was sustained as a member of the Quorum of the Twelve on October 2, 2004.
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Elder Bednar: I have had the opportunity many times to observe the
Lord’s patterns of revelation. In my judgment, the most prevalent pattern is line
upon line, precept upon precept. In meetings, different members of the council make observations that contribute incrementally to an ultimate decision
or solution. Rarely is an issue ever introduced, discussed, and resolved in only
one meeting. Not only does each person contribute line upon line in a specific
meeting but across multiple meetings. In each successive council session, elements are added to the totality that could not have come in a previous session.
RE: So unity comes in process of time.
Elder Bednar: As we each individually ponder and pray and then continue to counsel together under the direction of the Spirit, we are benefitted
by the perspective and inspiration of everyone in the council. We take the
next step forward and then another step. As long as our feet are moving and
we are pressing forward, the way is always illuminated.
RE: In your view, what are a few of the most significant challenges the
Church faces today?
Elder Bednar: I believe the answer depends on where you are in the
world. I would suggest that in the developing Church the challenges are
(1) keeping the doctrine simple and pure and (2) helping people develop
spiritual strength and leadership for their homes and in the Church.
In areas where the Church has existed for a long time—the developed
Church—the challenges are (1) spiritual apathy and (2) false traditions—
practices incorporated into the culture of the Church that are erroneously
considered to be part of the doctrine or authorized practice.
RE: In your view, how do we balance the challenge to standardize the
Church across the world with maintaining the same kind of spiritual spontaneity that characterized the early Latter-day Saints?
Elder Bednar: There is a continuum, if you will, with uniformity at one
end and adaptability on the other. There are doctrines and ordinances and
practices that must be uniform everywhere; there is no room for deviation.
The sacrament prayers are not offered differently in various countries or cultures. The Lord has given clear guidance that this ordinance is to be uniform.
In other matters, room exists for local adaptation based upon needs and
circumstances. One example would be the ability of local priesthood leaders, with the approval of the Area Presidency, to use the Basic Unit Program
of the Church where the number of members is small and leadership is just
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beginning to develop. Also, Handbook 2: Administering the Church provides
additional guidance in chapter 17 about appropriate adaptations.
RE: There seems to be a growing secularity in the world, secularization of
cultures, particularly in Europe. In this country or other countries, how do we
engage the secular world? We have a world where fewer and fewer people care
about religion. Do we do anything differently?
Elder Bednar: Our responsibility is to bear authoritative witness of the
living reality and divinity of Jesus Christ, with love and boldness to all the
world. We should love and live the gospel, becoming an example of the believers and a light to the world.
There are pervasive misunderstandings about the Church and our beliefs,
perhaps more so in secularized areas of the world. I think we must recognize
how widespread those misunderstandings are. We do not ignore these challenges, but we also do not spend all our time responding to critics or attacks.
Misunderstandings are a barrier to honest seekers of truth learning about
the restored gospel and asking in faith with a sincere heart and real intent to
know of its truthfulness. The power of our example in relatively routine daily
activities can help those not of our faith overcome common misunderstandings as a preparation to receive the word and exercise faith.
RE: Because people feel the need for something deep and—
Elder Bednar: There is an emptiness, a hollowness to the things only the
world can provide. Because of the Light of Christ, all of God’s children resonate with the truth that we are sons and daughters of God. Divine truth will
not be overruled by secular philosophy.
RE: It seems that the Lord probably compensates honest seekers of truth in
terms of their depth, their strength, perhaps more so than those who have life
much easier.
Elder Bednar: I have been to countries where the people were indoctrinated for generations that God did not exist, yet they believed in God.
Looking into the faces of those people, I witnessed truly remarkable changes
as they learned restored truth about Christ and His Atonement—and about
faith and hope because of Him.
For example, I was involved in the final phases of obtaining legal recognition of the Church in Slovakia. My work in that country enabled me to meet
and visit with a sister living in a small city in Slovakia who was baptized in
the late 1930s.
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As a young girl she said to her parents, “I want to be baptized.” Because it
was winter and she would have to be baptized in a frozen river, they suggested
waiting until spring. Determined, she said, “I have to be baptized on my birthday.” Finally, the parents agreed, and she was baptized. Shortly thereafter, the
missionaries were taken out of her country after Hitler’s armed forces invaded.
Had this young sister not insisted on being baptized at that particular time,
she would not have had the opportunity until more than fifty years later.
I was in her home—an old, cramped, communist apartment—decorated
with beautiful gospel paintings on the walls. A family friend had painted these
portraits from 1940 era postcards of Temple Square and Church landmarks.
Her modest apartment was filled with inspiring artwork. I saw the light and
felt the power of the gospel in the modest home of this sister. I believe that in
a crowd of one hundred or even one thousand people from the same area of
that country, you would immediately identify this sister, because the light of
the gospel radiates in her countenance.
RE: The Religious Educator is a journal devoted principally to teachers
within the Church. What counsel do you have for the teachers of the Church?
Elder Bednar: In this day, it is imperative to help students more fully
understand the Father’s plan, to act as agents, and to exercise their agency
righteously.
Parents and teachers need to do much more with young people than say,
essentially, “Sit down and pay attention while we tell you what you need to
know.” Parents and leaders should become guides who help young people
learn how to find answers for themselves. Youth need to act as agents and
properly exercise their agency in order to obtain and retain a strong testimony
and to become converted—instead of primarily depending spiritually upon
someone else. We cannot borrow from another person what is necessary
“to stand as witnesses of God at all times, and in all things, and in all places”
(Mosiah 18:9). With multitudes of secular influences trying to counteract
the truth about and from God, no one can thrive by attempting to borrow
light from the spiritual lamps of other people.
The role of a teacher is to invite a learner to act in accordance with the
truth taught by the Savior. As teachers, we cannot push truth into the hearts
of young people. Our best efforts can only bring the message of truth unto
the heart (see 2 Nephi 33:1). Ultimately, a learner needs to exercise agency in
righteousness and thereby invite the truth into the heart.

10
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RE: Many of those who read the Religious Educator will have students or
acquaintances, maybe even loved ones, who are wrestling with their faith or with
their testimony or have encountered some opposition to the Church. How would
you counsel teachers in terms of how to help those who are struggling?
Elder Bednar: The Apostle Paul declared that in the dispensation of the
fulness of times, all things would be gathered together in one, in Christ (see
Ephesians 1:10; D&C 27:13). All truth from previous dispensations will be
restored in this dispensation, and new truth has been and will yet be revealed
(see D&C 121:26–27; 124:41; 128:18).
Some individuals may wrestle with their faith or testimony, for example,
because of concerns about episodes in Church history or because of unpleasant interactions with priesthood and auxiliary leaders. I believe the answer is
to consider those historical events and interpersonal experiences in the totality of all things gathered together in one—and not allow an incident about
which we may not or cannot know the complete context or an uncertainty to
obscure the view of the comprehensive majesty of this work.
Consider that as a young man Joseph Smith was an instrument in God’s
hands through whom hundreds of pages of new scripture were brought forth,
the Savior’s church was restored, priesthood authority and keys were returned
to the earth, and saving ordinances and covenants were reestablished. Could
such spiritual truth come from one individual, endure to this day, and grow
and prosper throughout the world unless it was accomplished under the
direction of the Lord? I do not believe so.
To dwell upon certain historical episodes, about which some of the details
perhaps are unknown, unrecorded, or unknowable, and become blinded to
all of the truths gathered together in one, in Christ, in these latter days is
unwise. Likewise, to focus upon human frailties so evident in all of us also
is injudicious. I am not suggesting that we summarily dismiss or ignore challenging aspects of Church history or condone inappropriate behavior. Rather,
I am recommending we look at the larger gospel perspective for greater context and deeper understanding.
RE: So it’s the principle that the whole is far greater than the sum of the parts.
Elder Bednar: All of the parts are fitly framed together (see Ephesians
2:19–21). My hope, especially for people who are troubled by such occurrences, is that they will ask themselves this question: “Am I willing to set aside
or lose the entirety of restored truth because of historical events about which
we may not know all of the relevant information or because of awkward
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experiences with other Church members?” To judge wisely, consider the
entirety of the gospel of Jesus Christ—all of the truths revealed in the dispensation of the fulness of times.
RE: Is there anything else you would like to share with us?
Elder Bednar: I would like to express how much the leaders of the
Church love you faithful teachers for your work in bearing witness of the
divinity of Christ and helping students learn His doctrines. You have the
privilege to assist others in coming unto Christ and to experience an everdeepening conversion. We recognize that helping students learn is a joy for
you as religious educators; it is also the ultimate service you can offer. We love,
appreciate, sustain, and support you in all you are doing in righteousness.

Artist unknown, National Portrait Gallery, London. Courtesy of Wikimedia.

Tyndale was the first to translate the New Testament from Greek
and parts of the Old Testament from Hebrew into English.

Revisiting William Tyndale,
Father of the English Bible
r ay l . h u n t i n gto n a n d w. j ef f rey m a r s h

Ray L. Huntington (ray_huntington@byu.edu) is a professor of ancient scripture at BYU.
W. Jeffrey Marsh (jeffrey_marsh@byu.edu) is an associate professor of ancient scripture
at BYU.

T

he year 2011 marks the four hundredth anniversary of the translation
and publication of the King James Bible (the KJV). While we applaud
the work of the King James translators, their task was made easier through
the labors and sacrifices of earlier Bible translators. Indeed, besides using the
Greek and Hebrew texts of the Old and New Testaments, the King James
translators used earlier Bible translations to assist them in their work. One
of their primary sources was the New Testament and partial Old Testament
translations of William Tyndale. Indeed, Tyndale was the first to translate the
New Testament from the Greek text and parts of the Old Testament from the
Hebrew text into English. The King James translators found his 1534 New
Testament to be an excellent translation and incorporated most of it into their
own work. Thus the KJV translators were deeply indebted to Tyndale for his
groundbreaking work, and it is with that indebtedness to Tyndale that we
revisit his history, celebrate his life and works, and pause to express gratitude
for his contributions and sacrifices in making God’s word available in English
to millions of readers.
13
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William Tyndale

In the early part of the sixteenth century, many people throughout England
hungered for increased freedom and prosperity. While the privileged few
enjoyed the comforts of wealth and ease, many longed for greater freedom of
religious thought and action. These seekers of truth yearned to read and study
the Bible in English rather than the official Latin text used by the Roman
Catholic Church. But the church, always distrustful of new ideas or practices
that challenged tradition, had subjected the translation and even the reading
of the Bible in English to ecclesiastical approval. The church’s rigid policy
was not idle chatter. Those daring to challenge the official stance were fined,
imprisoned, or even executed.
Despite the Catholic Church’s rigid stance on Bible translations, some
were not intimidated from reading biblical texts in English. Nonconformists
secretly gathered to read Wycliffe and his associates’ fourteenth-century
English translation of the Bible. Some readers had enjoyed access to Wycliffe’s
elaborately handwritten Bible for over a century, but those living in the sixteenth century found the Middle English translation archaic and difficult to
read. Understandably, these people desired a Bible translation in the English
of their day, or even better, a translation of the original Hebrew and Greek
texts into common English.
Reformers such as Martin Luther argued that the Bible, not papal authority, represented God’s authoritative voice on earth. The false practices and
doctrines of the Catholic Church, they argued, resulted from the church’s
refusal to acknowledge the Bible as the highest authority for Christians.
While proclaiming the authority of the biblical word, Luther translated
the Bible into German from the Greek and Hebrew texts available to him.
Perhaps unwittingly, Luther encouraged other Reformers to begin translating
the Bible into their native tongues.
One of the most important voices amongst these Reformers during
the early sixteenth century was William Tyndale. Like Wycliffe and Luther,
Tyndale vigorously challenged papal authority and proclaimed that people
should have the freedom to read the Bible in their own language. He believed
an English Bible would challenge Catholic doctrines and practices in England.
His reasoning for an English Bible was simple:
Christ commandeth to search the scriptures ( John 5). Though that miracles bear
record unto his doctrine, yet desired he no faith to be given either unto his doctrine
or unto his miracles, without record of the scripture. When Paul preached (Acts 17),
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the other searched the scriptures daily, whether they were as he alleged them. Why
shall not I likewise, whether it be the scripture that thou [the Catholic Church]
allegest? Yea why shall I not see the scripture and the circumstances and what goeth
before and after, that I may know whether thine interpretation be the right sense, or
whether thou jugglest and drawest the scripture violently unto thy carnal and fleshly
purpose? Or whether thou be about to teach me or to deceive me?1

It is not surprising, then, that Tyndale’s greatest accomplishments were
his English translations of the New Testament and parts of the Old Testament.
His groundbreaking 1526 New Testament was the first printed English edition translated from Greek. His translations became a standard for later Bible
translations, including the 1611 King James Bible. Linguistic scholars who
compared the King James Version with Tyndale’s translations found that
“nearly 84 percent of the New Testament and close to 76 percent of the portions of the Old Testament that Tyndale translated have been transmitted to
the KJV just as he left them.”2
In some cases, Tyndale coined new English words and phrases to capture the meanings of some of the Hebrew and Greek words. We are indebted
to Tyndale for phrases like “eat, drink, and be merry” (Luke 12:19), “fight
the good fight” (1 Timothy 6:12), “seek, and ye shall find” (Matthew 7:7),
“the salt of the earth” (Matthew 5:13), and “no man can serve two masters”
(Matthew 6:24). Tyndale also gave us words such as Jehovah, Passover, and
scapegoat. These linguistic gems have endured the test of time and continue in
use today. Because his translations rest at the heart of later Bible translations,
he has been titled “the Father of the English Bible.”
We cannot fully appreciate the heritage of the King James Bible without
reviewing the life of Tyndale, including his early life and education, his Bible
translations, a sampling of his Reformation theology, and his betrayal and
martyrdom.
Sixteenth-Century England and the Roman Catholic Church

At the beginning of the sixteenth century in England, both king and country
were Catholic. Even though regal figures like King Henry VIII chaffed at the
pope’s invasive authority, Rome’s power still dominated England. The church
possessed a wide range of traditional privileges and immunities granted by the
English government. These privileges produced great wealth for the papacy,
which owned as much as one-fifth of English lands.3
Those who faithfully attended their parish church each week, participated in Mass, confessed their sins to the priest, accepted penance, obtained
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indulgences for their shortcomings, and sought blessings through prayers
to long-dead Saints. Each week, Latin (the official language of the church)
echoed throughout the naves and aisles of churches and cathedrals. Some
church authorities believed the use of Latin endowed church rituals and practices with a sense of mystery, of awe, and of the divine presence. That may have
been the case for some, but for many parishioners the use of Latin, including
the Latin text of the Bible, made church rituals incomprehensible.
Despite the pleas for an English translation of the Bible, the Roman
Catholic Church refused to amend their policies regarding Bible translations.
Those who read from an English Bible, some church officials argued, would
become less dependent upon the clergy for spiritual guidance, be easily misled by their personal (and false) interpretations of the scriptures, and be more
willing to disagree with church practices not explicitly supported by the text
of the Bible. Any Bible translated outside the jurisdiction of the church was
considered the work of heretics. Thus church authorities obsessed over ways
to repress unsanctioned Bible translations.
Although authorities tried to steady the course and squelch the translation
of a vernacular Bible, they found this impossible due to a number of extraordinary events. Two of these events were of paramount importance. The first
was the Renaissance and its emphasis on “new learning.” Universities across
Europe added courses on classical literature, history, science, and languages to
accompany the traditional diet of theology and philosophy. This inevitably
produced scholars who could read classical manuscripts in the original Greek.
Many of these scholars, known as humanists, enthusiastically shared a passion
for the revival of Greek and biblical Hebrew and an increased knowledge of
Latin.4 A number of these humanists—such as Desiderius Erasmus, a Dutch
theologian and scholar who could read and write Greek—taught at one of
the two major universities in England: Oxford and Cambridge. Tyndale was
a beneficiary of Erasmus’s earlier work to establish courses in Greek; it was at
one or both of these universities that Tyndale mastered Greek, enabling him
to produce a Greek-to-English translation of the New Testament.
A second influence that led to the publication of an English Bible
was the work of Martin Luther. A former Augustinian friar, Luther adamantly rejected many of the traditional teachings of the Catholic Church.
He staunchly affirmed that salvation was a gift made possible through the
grace of Christ alone, rather than the mediation of church ritual and liturgy.
Luther’s message alarmed church leaders, and for good reason. For centuries,
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the Catholic Church had taught that Christ dispensed his divine grace only
to those who participated in the seven sacraments.
If, as Luther maintained, Christ bestowed his grace freely upon those
who simply believed, what would happen to the church’s monopoly on salvation? Luther’s translations further complicated matters for the church, since
Germans could now read the Bible in their native tongue and rely upon its
promises of salvation through faith in Christ without the mediation of a priest
or the church. Indeed, Luther’s message emboldened many across Europe to
protest the traditions and practices of the Roman Catholic Church. And if
that were not enough, ardent proponents of the new sola scriptura (by scripture alone) and sola fide (by faith alone) factions began smuggling Luther’s
writings into England, where people of similar mindsets read and studied
them. Luther’s writings undoubtedly inspired men and women to push for
religious reform in England. His writings may have also fueled Tyndale’s
passion for increased religious autonomy, which included a vernacular translation of the Bible.
Tyndale’s Early Life and Education

History is nearly silent about Tyndale’s birth, early childhood, and adolescent
years. Some sources indicate he was born “about the borders of Wales,” in the
English county of Gloucester, in 1495.5 William had two brothers, John and
Edward, who supported the Reformation and Martin Luther’s teachings.6
Their sympathies for the Reformation conceivably influenced young William
even before he attended school in Oxford at the age of twelve. By 1515, he
had completed his bachelor and master of arts degrees. The grueling years at
Oxford provided Tyndale with a solid background in grammar, logic, and
rhetoric—skills that would facilitate his efforts to translate the Bible.7 John
Foxe, the sixteenth-century historian, also noted that Tyndale “increased as
well in the knowledge of tongues,”8 learning Greek, Latin, French,9 and perhaps other languages as well. As his language skills increased, Tyndale probably
devoted as much time as he could to reading the Greek New Testament, and
in all likelihood, sharing what he learned with schoolmates:
[Tyndale was] brought up from a child in the University of Oxford, where he, by
long continuance, increased as well in the knowledge of tongues, and other liberal
arts, as especially in the knowledge of the Scriptures, whereunto his mind was singularly addicted; insomuch that he, lying then in Magdalen hall, read privily to certain
students and fellows of Magdalen college some parcel of divinity; instructing them
in the knowledge and truth of the Scriptures. His manners and conversation being
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correspondent to the same, were such, that all they that knew him, reputed him to
be a man of most virtuous disposition, and of life unspotted.10

After completing the master of arts, Tyndale was obligated to teach for
one year at Oxford, after which he moved to Cambridge, where he “likewise
made his abode a certain space, . . . being now further ripened in the knowledge of God’s Word.”11 The move to Cambridge was a logical choice: it was
smaller than Oxford, less conservative, and more importantly, home to a
number of pro-Reformation scholars such as Robert Barnes, Miles Coverdale,
John Frith, and Thomas Bilney. These men met at the Cambridge White
Horse Inn to discuss new theological ideas, including Luther’s controversial
writings. Indeed, many of these Cambridge men, who were later called evangelicals, were the engines driving the English Reformation in the early part of
the sixteenth century. Their rejection of church practices, their message of salvation through Christ alone, and their insistence that an English translation
of the Bible be made available would ire Catholics and eventually cost many
of these people their lives. William Tyndale would be one of them.
From Cambridge to Gloucestershire

Following his days at Cambridge, Tyndale returned to the rolling hills of
Gloucester to tutor the children of Sir John Walsh, a prominent and distinguished resident. Fired with Reformation zeal and his unique perspectives
of the scriptures, Tyndale expounded his religious views to the local clergy.
These lively discussions often took place around the Walshes’ dinner table:
There resorted to him [Walsh] many times sundry abbots, deans, archdeacons, with
divers other doctors, and great beneficed men; who there, together with Master
Tyndale sitting at the same table, did use many times to enter communication, and
talk of learned men, as of Luther and of Erasmus; also of divers other controversies
and questions upon the Scripture.
Then Master Tyndale, as he was learned and well practiced in God’s matters,
spared not to show unto them simply and plainly his judgment, and when they at
any time did vary from Tyndale in opinions, he would show them in the book, and
lay plainly before them the open and manifest places of the Scriptures, to confute
their errors and confirm his sayings. And thus continued they for a certain season,
reasoning and contending together divers times, till at length they waxed weary, and
bare a secret grudge in their hearts against him.12

Timidity was not one of Tyndale’s weaknesses. Abruptness evidently was.
He shared his religious views with the local clergy and, to their consternation, supported his doctrine with scriptural text and sound reasoning. But
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he also made enemies—those who bore “a secret grudge” against him, and
who evidently accused him before church authorities.13 In time, the bishop’s
chancellor summoned Tyndale to his home, accused him of heresy, threatened and reviled him, and treated him “as though he had been a dog.”14 In the
end, however, nothing came of the charges.
Despite his encounter with the bishop’s chancellor, Tyndale refused to
alter his convictions or mediate his strong feelings about the necessity of a
vernacular Bible. Tyndale voiced these feelings during a conversation with a
local priest, who replied that it would be better to have the pope’s laws than to
have God’s laws as found in the scriptures.15 Defiantly, and with great conviction, Tyndale made his now-famous declaration, “I defie the Pope, and all his
laws. . . . If God spare my lyfe ere many yeares, I will cause a boye that [driveth]
the plough, shall knowe more of the Scripture then thou doest.”16 And how
would the common, uneducated English plowboy come to know the Bible as
well as, if not better than, the clergy? Tyndale’s answer was through a readable
English translation.
London

Translating the Bible from Greek and Hebrew into English would be a daunting task. It would require language skills, focus, and drive. Tyndale possessed
the latter two and was constantly improving his linguistic abilities in Greek
and later in Hebrew. But a serious problem shadowed the project: how could
he devote huge blocks of time translating the Bible while also supporting
himself ? Tyndale needed a patron—someone to endow him with money,
resources, and a roof over his head. More importantly, he needed permission from an ecclesiastical authority to proceed with the project, since a law
drafted in 1408 required explicit permission from church authorities to translate or even read the Bible in English.
After consulting with John Walsh, Tyndale determined to seek the
patronage and ecclesiastical support of Cuthbert Tunstall, bishop of London.
Tunstall seemed a likely choice. By all accounts, he was a forward-thinking
man: a fellow Oxford graduate who studied Greek, mathematics, law, and,
more importantly, a humanist scholar.17
After arriving in London in July 1523, Tyndale arranged a meeting
at Tunstall’s home. Tunstall was cordial enough but unwilling to support
Tyndale’s proposal or grant him permission to begin the translation. Tyndale
described the interview in this short narrative: “Whereupon my lord
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answered me, his house was full, he had more than he could well find, and
advised me to seek in London, where he said I could not lack a service. . . .
[I] understood at the last . . . that there was no room in my lord of London’s
palace to translate the new testament.”18
Clearly disheartened by Tunstall’s rejection, Tyndale preached in
London and scoured the city for financial backing during the next year, until
he “understood, not only that there was no room in the bishop’s house for
him to translate the New Testament, but also that there was no place to do it
in all England.”19
Germany and the 1525 Cologne Manuscript

Tyndale left England and arrived in Germany sometime around April or May
1524. It is likely he never saw his family or his homeland again, a price he willingly paid to fulfill his oath to provide the Bible to the plowboy.
Following his arrival in Germany, it appears Tyndale traveled to the university town of Wittenberg—home to Martin Luther—where he resided for
the better part of a year.20 Did he attend the university and study Hebrew?
How much time did he spend with Luther or his associates? These questions
and others regarding Tyndale’s Wittenberg experience remain unanswered.
One thing seems certain, however, while in Wittenberg, Tyndale became
acquainted with William Roye, a friar from England and a recent graduate of
Wittenberg University.21 A competent linguist, Roye offered to assist Tyndale
in translating the New Testament, which they probably commenced while
still in Wittenberg.
Tyndale and Roye toiled long hours using Erasmus’s Greek edition of
the New Testament, the Textus Receptus, as their primary source. Erasmus’
translation had its shortcomings, but it was one of the few Greek collations
available. How long the translation took and how much of it they were able
to complete in Wittenberg is uncertain. Sometime in August 1525, Tyndale
and Roye moved to Cologne and arranged with Peter Quentel, the renowned
German printer, to publish their New Testament manuscript.22
The first pages to roll from Quentel’s press contained Tyndale’s prologue,
which begins with this straightforward statement: “I haue here translated
(brethern and sisters moost dere and tenderly beloued in Christ) the newe
Testament for youre spirituall edyfyinge, consolacion, and solas.”23
Because Cologne was loyal to the papacy, it was not long before John
Dobneck (surnamed Cochlaeus), an antagonist of Luther and an opponent
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of vernacular Bible translations, overheard Quentel’s printers boasting of the
English New Testament. He also heard them claim “the whole of England
would shortly be Lutheran whether the King and Cardinal wished it, or
not.”24 Dobneck wasted no time in alerting city officials, who quickly arrested
Quentel and shut down his printing operations.25 As for Tyndale and Roye,
they rescued their New Testament manuscript, together with a large number
of the pages Quentel had managed to print, and fled up the Rhine River to
the city of Worms.
The Worms 1526 New Testament

An impressive structure with towering spires, the Worms Cathedral overlooks
a city steeped in religious history. For centuries, the cathedral represented the
might and grandeur of the Roman Catholic Church. But the shepherd of
German souls had given way to the rising tide of Luther’s movement. At the
time of Tyndale’s hasty arrival in Worms, city officials had recently given its
allegiance to Luther and the Reformation.
Bolstered by the city’s new loyalty, the two Englishmen employed the
printing services of Peter Schöffer and possibly other printers in the area.26 It
was not long before the efficient German presses were generating page after
page of Tyndale’s English New Testament. The Worms edition, printed in
octavo size,27 was much smaller than the partially completed Cologne text,
and in this case smaller was better—much better. English merchants who
supported Tyndale’s work found it easier to smuggle the smaller, compact
edition among cloth bales or other goods shipped to England.28
The 1526 Worms edition was monumental. It was the first printed
New Testament translated directly from Greek into the English of its time.
Tyndale’s vernacular New Testament infused life and power into the English
Reformation. But it did more than that. His prose, his choice of words, and
the smooth, easy flow of his sentences inspired and dignified the English
language. Phrases like “Blessed are they which honger and thurst for rightewesnes: for they shalbe filled”29 were unmistakably clear to the reader in
Tyndale’s day, and remain so in modern English. The common folk, eager to
read or hear God’s word in their own language, purchased thousands of the
immensely popular translation between 1526 and 1528.30 Little did Tyndale
realize the impact he would have on later New Testament translations. Most
of these later translations (such as the work of Coverdale, Matthews, and the
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Geneva and King James translators) would incorporate much of Tyndale’s
work into their own New Testament editions.
But what of the 1525 fragment rescued from Quentel’s printing house in
Cologne? It appears Tyndale made use of the partially printed New Testament
by smuggling to his homeland unbound copies of the incomplete 1525
Cologne translation, which consisted of a prologue, the book of Matthew,
and possibly a portion of the book of Mark. Only a single copy, which contains the prologue and Matthew 1 to Matthew 22, is known to exist.31
Opposition to the 1526 Worms Edition

While John Dobneck had warned city officials about the heretical English
Bible, he also wrote to church and government officials in England like Sir
Thomas More, the king’s chancellor, about the renegade text and the “two
apostates from England.”32 Dobneck never specified Tyndale’s name in his
letters, but the mere mention of an English Bible alarmed church and state
authorities—and well it should have. Government and church overseers such
as Thomas More, Bishop Tunstall, and Cardinal Wolsey sent their people to
scour the docks of London and other English ports for the renegade translation. Both sides knew the stakes were high: if the established church wanted
to safeguard their traditions, they could never allow circulation of Tyndale’s
text. Conversely, if the reformers wanted people to evaluate the normative
religious practices of Catholicism against the teachings of the Bible, they
would need an English text. Indeed, for both sides, the continued absence or
presence of a vernacular translation would empower their cause.
Officials seized and burned (or even purchased, oddly enough) as many
copies of the Bible as they could find but failed to halt the flow of Tyndale’s
translations, since book smuggling had become an art. One historian
described the smugglers’ cadre of tools:
Bales of cloth or fabric not infrequently contained well-hidden flat printed sheets.
Barrels or casks, apparently full of wine or oil, might secrete watertight boxes holding dangerous propaganda. Cargoes of wheat or grain, hides or skins were not
always made up exclusively of these items. Flour sacks often held carefully packed
contraband books strategically placed in the meal. Chests with false sides or bases,
hidden receptacles or secret compartments brought over documents which, discovered by Government officials, might cost the owners their heads.33

Cardinal Wolsey, the powerful overseer of Catholicism in England,
ordered a gathering of bishops in the summer of 1526. During the meeting,
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Wolsey declared that the “untrue translations” should be burned and that
those who had translated the work, distributed it, or read its contents should
be punished.34 Tyndale’s nemesis, Bishop Tunstall, confiscated and burned
as many of the New Testaments as he could find at London’s St. Paul’s Cross
in October 1526. As the flames engulfed Tyndale’s work, Bishop Tunstall
preached a spirited sermon, denouncing the English New Testament as the
work of “many children of iniquity, maintainers of Luther’s sect, blinded
through extreme wickedness, wandering from the way of truth and the
Catholic faith.”35
Church and government officials condemned the translation, continued burning the books, and even sent some of its readers to the stake.
Nevertheless, Tyndale’s Bible continued to sell, and in doing so, unlocked the
New Testament for those fortunate enough to obtain a copy. They could now
read about the life and teachings of Jesus: his sermons upon grassy hilltops;
his stilling of storms, cleansing of lepers, and raising of the dead. No longer
dependent upon the clergy for Bible scholarship or interpretation, the people
could now access Christ’s world for themselves through Tyndale’s English
New Testament.
Church authorities understood the gravity of the situation and began
devising wild schemes to halt the spread of Tyndale’s work. One plan,
described by Edward Hall in 1548, involved Bishop Tunstall, who traveled
to the low countries in order to purchase and burn the troublesome books
for the last time. In Antwerp, he met a London merchant named Augustine
Packington, a man “of a great honesty” who “highly favoured William
Tyndale.”36 Packington was only too happy to help Tunstall and assured
him that he knew “the Dutch men and strangers that have bought them of
Tyndale, and have them here to sell, so that if it be your lordship’s pleasure, to
pay for them. . . . I will then assure you, to have every book of them, that is
imprinted and is here unsold.”37
With the bishop’s money in hand, Packington met with Tyndale and
revealed Tunstall’s devious plan. Tyndale remarked that he was “gladder, . . .
for these two benefits shall come thereof, I shall get money of him for these
books, to bring myself out of debt, (and the whole world shall cry out upon
the burning of God’s word). And the overplus of the money, that shall remain
to me, shall make me more studious, to correct the said New Testament, and
so newly to Imprint the same once again.”38 Tunstall purchased the books,
leaving Tyndale with the money to pay his debts and finance the revision of
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the 1526 New Testament. And when the 1534 revised translations “came
thick and threefold into England,” Tunstall was mystified, never realizing he
was the financier of Tyndale’s revised New Testament.39
Tyndale was used to opposition. In fact, it probably steeled his resolve to
continue translating the scriptures, as evidenced by something he once wrote
in The Parable of the Wicked Mammon: “Some man will ask peradventure
why I take the labor to make this work, inasmuch as they will burn it, seeing they burnt the gospel? I answer, in burning the New Testament they did
none other thing than that I looked for, no more shall they do if they burn
me also; if it be God’s will it shall so be. Nevertheless, in translating the New
Testament I did my duty, and so do I now, and will do as much more as God
hath ordained me to do.”40
The 1530 Pentateuch

From 1526 to 1536, the ever-focused Tyndale devoted the last ten years of his
life to publishing his theological beliefs, producing a partial translation of the
Old Testament, and revising his 1526 New Testament. He accomplished all
of this by vigilantly keeping his attention on his writings and on his enemies.
Tyndale was a fugitive, a hunted man wanted by the church and state for his
heretical views, his papal criticisms, and his meddling with the scriptures.
Thus, for most of these ten years he lived a solitary life in Antwerp and possibly other European cities, carefully choosing his friends and drawing as little
attention to himself as possible. Fortunately for Tyndale, a cadre of English
merchants living abroad generously supported Tyndale with money and ships
to smuggle his translations into England.
While his contraband New Testaments invaded England, Tyndale
labored in dimly lit rooms on his translation of the Old Testament. He, like
many other scholars, worked in solitude—a solitude that allowed him to read
pensively from the Hebrew text of the Bible and methodically translate it
into English. He was a good Hebraist and presumably mastered the language
while studying with Jewish scholars in cities like Wittenberg and Worms.41
Tyndale published the Pentateuch (Genesis through Deuteronomy) in the
early part of 1530. Shortly thereafter, copies of the precious volume, bearing
the initials “W. T. to the Reader,” began appearing in England.
Tyndale unlocked the Old Testament treasury with his newest English
translation. Churchgoers had been suckled on a diet of Latin for centuries:
Latin Mass, Latin prayers, and Latin scriptures. A few understood Latin; most
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did not. Imagine the excitement of those who could now read the account of
the Creation in simple, common English: “In the begynnynge God created
heaven and erth. The erth was voyde and emptie, and darcknesse was vpon
the depe. . . . Than God sayd: let there be lyghte and there was lyghte.”42
Old Testament characters like Adam and Eve, Cain and Abel, and
Abraham and Sarah sprang to life through Tyndale’s translation. Tyndale’s
simple English painted various images for the common reader: Cain’s brutal
murder of his brother Abel; a lonely mountaintop altar where Abraham laid
his bound son, Isaac; Joseph and the redemption of his estranged brothers;
Moses, manna, the tabernacle, and the parting of the Red Sea.
Like his New Testament, Tyndale’s Pentateuch demonstrated his remarkable gift for diction, style, and simplicity. In this translation, Tyndale coined
English words and phrases such as “mercy seat,” “Passover,” “scapegoat,” “apple
of his eye,” and “blind lead the blind,” to name only a few. His creation of
the English word “Jehovah” left his literary mark on the Christian world past,
present, and future. Indeed, Tyndale’s creative and masterful use of English
validates Shakespeare’s statement that “sweet religion makes a rhapsody of
words.”43
For the first time, Tyndale employed a number of marginal notes in the
Pentateuch in order to explain passages of scripture or to editorialize. Some
of his marginal notes were highly critical of the pope. For example, where
the text of Exodus 34:34 states that Moses “came out and spake unto the
Children of Israel that which he was commanded,” Tyndale added this marginal commentary, “The Pope speaketh that which he is not commaunded.”44
Similarly, where Moses requests the people to discontinue their offerings for
the building of the Tabernacle (Exodus 36:5–7), Tyndale’s marginal note
reads, “When will the Pope hold, and forbid to offer for the building of
Saint Peters church: and when will our clergy saye hold, and forbid to give
them more land? Never verily until they have all.”45 These notes may seem
humorous by today’s standards, but it certainly added to the already growing
displeasure of Roman Catholic officials toward Tyndale.
Tyndale labored to make the 1530 Pentateuch user-friendly. After all, his
work was meant for individual readers or small study groups. Consequently,
he began each of the five books of the Pentateuch with a prologue containing
admonitions to the reader, explanations of the text, short sermons, and lists
of difficult words with their meanings. For example, one of his exhortations
to his readers contained the following counsel: “As thou readeste therefore
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thinke that every sillable pertayneth to thyne awne silf, and sucke out the pith
of the scripture, and arm thy silf ageynst all assaultes.”46
Tyndale’s Final Translation: The 1534 New Testament

The Pentateuch translation marked the beginning of Tyndale’s Old Testament
endeavors. While completing his translation of the first five books of the
Old Testament, Tyndale also translated the book of Jonah and the text from
Joshua to 2 Chronicles. Although they were not published during his lifetime,
John Rogers, Tyndale’s close associate, included them in his 1537 translation
of the Bible, called the Matthew Bible.47
Despite his enthusiasm for the Old Testament translation, Tyndale suddenly laid aside the Old Testament project and began revising the 1526 New
Testament. Why the sudden change? Rising demands for the popular English
New Testament had motivated a few conspiring European printers to publish
pirated copies of Tyndale’s New Testament.48 These renegade texts irritated
Tyndale, but worse, they contained numerous typographical errors and deliberate changes to his translation, like replacing the word “resurrection” with
“life after life.” The sloppy printing and the altered text of the bootleg editions
pushed Tyndale to revise the 1526 translation. Additionally, Tyndale had had
also promised his readers the revision. His pledge, tucked neatly into a postscript in the last pages of the 1526 translation, states: “In tyme to come . . .
[we] will endever oureselves, as it were to sethe [set] it better, and to make it
more apte for the weake stomakes: desyrynge [desiring] them that are learned,
and able, to remember their duetie, and to helpe thereunto: and to bestowe
unto the edyfyinge of Christis body (which is the congregacion of them that
beleve) those gyftes whych they have receaved of god for the same purpose.
The grace that commeth of Christ be with them that love hym. praye for us.”49
Tyndale made over four thousand changes from the 1526 New Testament,
with about 50 percent of these revisions designed to make his English correspond more closely to the original Greek.50 If the 1526 New Testament was a
good translation, this one was even better.
The 1534 edition, a small, thick book of four hundred pages, fits comfortably into the reader’s hand. It is six inches tall, four inches wide, and about
one and a half inches thick.51 Beyond the physical appearance of this edition,
however, is the beauty of Tyndale’s rhythm and his simple and direct language
that set the standard for later New Testament translations, including the 1611
King James Bible. Tyndale’s audience consisted primarily of ordinary men
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and women who read the New Testament for themselves or to one another
“round the table, in the parlor, [or] under the hedges.”52 Commenting on the
1534 edition, one scholar noted that “Tindale’s honesty, sincerity, and scrupulous integrity, his simple directness, his magical simplicity of phrase, his
modest music, have given an authority to his wording that has imposed itself
on all later versions. With all the tinkering to which the New Testament has
been subject, Tindale’s version is still the basis in phrasing, rendering, vocabulary, rhythm, and often in music as well.”53
This edition, printed at Antwerp in November 1534, sold thousands of
copies to eager readers throughout England. It was clearly a best seller in its
day.
Tyndale’s Religious Beliefs

Early reformers such as Luther and Tyndale were intent on establishing a new
kind of faith founded solely on the authority of the Bible, without popes,
penance, Mass, or confession. They pictured themselves as being a “congregation” rather than a “church” because, to them, the latter implied dogmas,
procedures, hierarchy—in a word, Catholicism. Instead, they desired a congregation of believers, a community who relied upon the mercies and grace
of Christ for their salvation, rather than on the mediation of what they saw
as a corrupt church.
Tyndale, an outspoken critic of Catholic doctrine, published several
books in which he vigorously attacked the practices of the Roman Catholic
Church, including confession, penance, holy relics, and prayers to dead saints.
Tyndale believed that it was only through the scriptures that one could be
shepherded to receive God’s grace. The wells of personal salvation, Tyndale
believed, were filled by the grace and mercy of Christ—not the church’s
seven sacraments, not the doctrines of the pope, and not the mediation of the
clergy. Tyndale was not conciliatory on these issues, as evidenced by his harsh
criticisms: “Iudge [judge] whyther yt be possible that any good sholde come
oute of theyr domme [dumb] ceremonyes and sacramentes in to thy soule.
Iudge theyr penaunce, pylgrymages, pardones, purgatorye, praynge to postes,
domme blessynges, domme absolucyons, theyr domme paterynge [pattering] and halowynge [howling], theyr domme straunge holy gestures, wyth all
theyr domme disgysynges [disguisings], theyr satisfaccyons and iustefyenge
[justifying]. And because thou fyndest them false in so many thynges / truste
them in nothynge, but iudge them in all thinges.”54
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On another occasion, he chastised “the fools” who “bound themselves”
to the pope’s doctrine, allowing their “life and soul” to be ruled by the pope
rather than by God’s word.55
Moreover, he viewed priestly confession as an exercise in unrighteous
dominion—a wholly self-serving practice designed to exploit the clergy’s
hold over their parishioners: “Wherefore serveth confession, but to sit in thy
conscience and to make thee fear and tremble at whatsoever they [the clergy]
dream and that thou worship them [the clergy] as Gods: and so forth in all
their traditions, ceremonies, and conjurations they serve not the Lord: but
their bellies.”56
Though extremely harsh and critical at times, Tyndale also possessed the
literary skills to nudge his readers towards increased confidence in what he
saw as the centerpiece of his reformation doctrine—justification through
Christ’s grace alone: “We are justified through faith [and] are at peace with
God through our Lord Jesus Christ.” Tyndale reasoned with his readers that
since God “hath promised and sworn to be merciful unto us and to forgive us
for Christ’s sake, we believe and are at peace in our consciences.”57 Indeed, to
Tyndale, grace, as well as other heavenly gifts, was freely bestowed upon the
believer, since “if we ask we shall obtain, if we knock he will open, if we seek
we shall find, if we thirst, his truth shall fulfil our lust.”58
Tyndale’s religion was personal and based upon a “feeling faith.”59 That
is, he believed that people experienced God’s power through the scriptures.
These feelings, he declared, motivated believers to perform good deeds60 and
to “desire God to give strength to do better daily.”61
Tyndale’s doctrines left little room for theological fence-sitting. His followers admired and respected him, while the church he criticized sought to
silence him. And in the end, his enemies used his teachings, more than his
English translations of the scriptures, to condemn him to death as a heretic.
Betrayal and Death

Tyndale once wrote that the difference between the children of God and children of the devil was that “the children of God have power in their hearts to
suffer for God’s word which is their life and salvation, their hope and trust
and whereby they live in the soul and spirit before God.”62 Tyndale knew a
great deal about God’s power. He felt it surge through his soul when he promised the plowboy his Bible; he felt it during the hours, days, and months he
dedicated to scripture translation; and he felt it as he soberly contemplated
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the difficult road God called him to travel. Soon, however, the fires of adversity would test his faith as they had never done before.
During his last years, Tyndale resided at the English House, home of the
English merchants living in Antwerp. The sympathetic merchants’ guild protected him, and that may explain why the ever-cautious Tyndale temporarily
let down his defenses—a lapse that would prove fatal.
It began when Tyndale befriended Henry Phillips, a fellow Englishman
and an agent employed by Tyndale’s foes to track and capture the illusive
translator. Phillips curried Tyndale’s friendship, all the while scheming to
deliver him to the authorities. In May 1535, Phillips borrowed forty shillings
from Tyndale and then graciously offered to take him to dinner. En route
to the local inn, Phillips led the unsuspecting Tyndale into the clutches of
his enemies. His captors quietly swept Tyndale from town and imprisoned
him in the cold, wet dungeon of Vilvorde, a fortress located a few miles from
Brussels, where he remained for one year and 135 days.63 Tyndale’s friends
begged the authorities for his release and even petitioned Henry VIII to
intercede on Tyndale’s behalf. Sadly, their pleadings could not deliver their
friend from prison, trial, or execution.
While awaiting execution, the Apostle Paul wrote Timothy, informing
him that he suffered in his bonds and desiring Timothy to visit him and bring
“the cloke that I left at Troas with Carpus, when thou comest bring with thee,
and the books, but especially the parchments” (2 Timothy 4:13; see also
4:9–13). Tyndale’s only remaining letter from his own prison experience is
hauntingly similar. In it, he pleads with his captors for warm clothing and his
Hebrew Bible. The melancholy letter portrays the dismal prison conditions
Tyndale endured:
I beg your Lordship and that by the Lord Jesus, that if I am to remain here through
the winter, you will request the commissary to have the kindness to send me from
the goods of mine which he has, a warmer cap: for I suffer greatly from cold in the
head, and am afflicted by a perpetual catarrh [a cold] which is much increased in
this cell. . . . But most of all I beg your clemency to be urgent with the commissary
that he will kindly permit me to have the Hebrew Bible, Hebrew grammar, and
Hebrew dictionary that I may pass the time in study. . . . I will be patient abiding the
will of God, to the glory of the grace of my Lord Jesus Christ, whose spirit (pray)
may ever direct your heart. Amen.64

In August 1536, the ecclesiastical court found Tyndale guilty of heresy
and delivered him to the secular authorities for execution, since the church
supported the principle of Ecclesia non novit sanguinem, or “the Church
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does not shed blood.”65 On the morning of October 6, 1536, Tyndale was
taken from the castle to the town of Vilvorde, where he was chained to a
stake, strangled until he was dead, and then burned. Tyndale’s last words were
“Lord! open the King of England’s eyes.”66 True to the very last, Tyndale pled
that Henry VIII would open both his heart and his kingdom to an authorized English Bible. God answered his prayer within a few short years.
Tradition tells us that the authorities dumped Tyndale’s ashes in a river
near Vilvorde, hoping that if there were no remains of Tyndale—no physical
evidence that he ever existed, no body to memorialize, no grave to visit—then
he might become a distant, faded memory. They were wrong.
Conclusion

The authorities could easily remove William Tyndale’s physical remains, but
removing his Bible translations, his writings, and his overwhelming influence
on later Bible translations would be impossible. For Tyndale, you see, has
never left us. When we read large portions of the King James Bible, we read
Tyndale. When we quote certain biblical words or phrases such as “Jehovah”
or “ye are the salt of the earth,” we quote Tyndale. When we praise the early
Reformers who laid the foundation for the Restoration, we include Tyndale’s
name.
The English translator fought with those who opposed the English
Bible—and won. His translations paved the way for later Bible editions, like
the Geneva Bible and the King James Bible. Each successive translation of the
Bible, to the 1611 King James edition and beyond, owes a debt of gratitude to
William Tyndale. He used the power of simple, common English to convey
God’s word to a nation and initiated a sequence of events that enabled the
English Bible to become an accepted standard for studying God’s word.
Those privileged to be involved in the glorious Restoration built upon a
foundation of gospel truth because they possessed the English Bible. Joseph
Smith studied from the Bible that bore the imprint of William Tyndale.
Other good men and women in the early days of the Restoration were prepared to embrace the gospel because they read and studied God’s word from
the English Bible. The Bible taught them to ponder, to pray, and to anticipate
God’s involvement in their lives.
We shall always be grateful for the man who, like Wycliffe and Luther,
helped to give us our English Bible and enabled the plowboy in all of us to
study the God’s word.
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Brad Wilcox and Brent Top each wrote a book about how the Savior
and the Atonement can help people in their everyday lives.

Applying the Atonement
a co n ve r sat i o n w it h b ren t l . to p a nd b r a d w i lcox

Brent L. Top (brent_top@byu.edu) is a professor of Church history and doctrine at Brigham
Young University.
Brad Wilcox (brad_wilcox@byu.edu) is an associate professor of teacher education.

Religious Educator (RE): You have written the books The Continuous
Atonement and When You Can’t Do It Alone. Both of you must have had personal experiences that gave you the ideas for these two books. Were you inspired
by somebody in your family, an experience of your own, or something you witnessed? Why don’t we start with Brad [Wilcox]? What inspired you to write The
Continuous Atonement?
Wilcox: The idea came to me when I was a bishop in a young single adult
ward. I kept seeing so many young people experience great relief after confessing, doing what they were supposed to, and repenting. Then they would end
up doing the same things again. They would come in again and again and
then finally say, “I can’t do this. The scriptures say confess and forsake (see
D&C 58:43). I confessed. I repented. I didn’t forsake, and so it’s over for me.”
These were good returned missionaries; these were solid kids in the Church
who knew enough to come and confess and were even willing to come and
confess again. But after going through that process several times, they would
finally just say, “Forget it.” I kept thinking that if the option is perfection or
quitting, we are teaching this wrong. There has to be a way to teach people
35
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that there is a place for plodding
along, for moving forward, for
breaking bad habits, for making
progress over time. People need
to see that they don’t have to have
everything taken care of before
they can be worthy to pray and to
go to church. I even had a young
man tell me, “I’m not worthy to
repent.” Something is wrong when
you think you have to be worthy to
These books teach that Christ lives and how he
repent.
Obviously we need to share
can help people in their lives today.
the message of the Atonement—the
message of grace—in a more hopeful way. It isn’t presenting new doctrine. It’s
figuring out how to teach the doctrine in a way that inspires hope instead of
discouragement.
RE: Brent [Top], your book is called When You Can’t Do It Alone. What
inspired you to write this book?
Top: For me it was a personal crisis, though I certainly never intended
to write a book about it. It was only after the fact that I realized there were
some things I had learned from my own difficult experiences that I felt could
help others. The personal crisis came while I was serving as mission president.
As Brad well knows, the pressure of the schedule, the endless problems, and
trying to do everything right is immense. I remember feeling I was totally
unprepared and not as spiritually strong as all the other mission presidents
around me. Everything came crashing down one Sunday morning when I had
a speaking assignment. I started having an anxiety attack, and I couldn’t get
out of bed or bear the thought of one more thing to do; I just fell apart at the
seams. I was surprised by that because I had always considered myself a relatively capable, conscientious person. I think it was the Lord’s way of saying to
me, “The only way you are going to succeed as a mission president and in life
is to quit trying to be everything to everyone. I just want you to do it my way.”
At that point I crashed and said, “I can’t do this.” The thought of three years of
not being able to do it, to use Alma’s words, brought me “inexpressible horror”
(Alma 36:14). As I was crying in bed, my wife held me in her arms and said,
“You can do this. Focus on Christ.” At that moment, I realized I had said those
exact same words to students, to ward members, and to people I had worked
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with throughout the years, but at the moment of my own personal crisis I
didn’t really know how to apply them to myself. I was like the man in Mark
chapter 9 who asks the Savior to heal his son. The Savior says to him, “If thou
canst believe, all things are possible.” The man says, “Lord, I believe; help
thou mine unbelief ” (vv. 23–24). At that moment I realized that during the
thirty years of my Church education career I had been teaching about grace
and faith. But now, faced with my own personal challenges, I had yet to learn
how to really exercise faith. I still had not learned how to let the Savior lift me.
The book came out of the practical, personal lessons in which I learned what
it means to actually exercise faith. A wonderful statement from C. S. Lewis
became even more meaningful. He said, “You will never know how much you
believe something until it is a matter of life or death” (God in the Dock: Essays
on Theology and Ethics, ed. Walter Hooper [Grand Rapids, MI: Eerdmans,
1970], 52). He compares faith to a string or a piece of twine that you would
use to tie up a box. He said that it is one thing to say that your faith is strong
if all you have to do is to take that piece of string and wrap it around a box,
but you only really find out how strong the string is if you are hanging over a
cliff holding onto it. That is what I had to find out. In a way, the book is about
lessons I learned when the Lord forced me to my knees and said, “I’m going
to help you now with your unbelief.”
RE: Both of you are well-known teachers in the Church and are obviously
well grounded in the scriptures. You have great ideas, and if you could write forever you could probably get all of your ideas out on paper. But to get these books
down to a certain page length you had to distill your thinking. What did you
gain from this process?
Wilcox: People sometimes believe that before you can write you have to
have something to say. I don’t think that is correct. Sometimes you discover
what you have to say in the act of writing. It is like when you are asked to give
a sacrament meeting talk and are assigned a topic that you know nothing
about. You panic! But then, all of a sudden, as you’re trying to prepare that
talk you realize that you’re thinking and learning new things. I think writing is the same way. I don’t think that when I started writing this I thought,
“Okay, here is what I’ve got figured out and now I want to share it.” I think
the writing became the vehicle for me to figure it out. I didn’t know if I had
anything to say until I started writing. Writing actually helped me to clarify
my thinking and be more sensitive to the Spirit.
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Top: Personally, I didn’t intend to write a book about the experience I
mentioned. But then it became very clear to me that what I was experiencing
was not unique. In almost every series of interviews, I would interview an
elder or a sister who said, “I don’t think I can do this. This is so much harder
than I thought it was going to be. I want to go home.” And I’d say, “I want to
go home—I can’t do this either. But neither one of us can go home because
the Lord has called us.” It was at that point that I realized that what the Lord
was teaching me could also benefit others. Throughout the mission, I started
to think about the lessons I had been learning and how they had helped me
to put more trust in the Savior. So when we came home I thought, “I’m going
to share my thoughts, feelings, and experiences.” This is when the book really
started to come together. I don’t want this to sound too mystical, but the
truth is that the concepts and titles of every single chapter came to me that
very night. I had a notepad by the side of my bed, and the book was organized
and outlined in a matter of minutes. Then as I sat down and started to write,
scriptures and personal experiences would come to mind. So what did I get
out of the writing? I am a totally different person in terms of my faith. I now
understand what it means to take the Savior’s hand. I had been teaching others how to do it but had never really been forced to do it myself.
Wilcox: I was also changed by the writing experience. Preparing this
manuscript has changed the way I pray, ponder, partake of the sacrament,
and speak about the Savior. Even with the base of knowledge that we gather
throughout all our experiences in the Church, it is only when we start trying
to teach the gospel that we really start to live it on a higher level. I think that
principle is an important one for all teachers. We all learn quickly that we
are the ones who benefit the most; every religion teacher out there is learning just as much as any student is learning. Missionaries are being taught the
gospel, but it’s not until they teach it with their own words and experiences
that they suddenly internalize and value it. My life is different because of the
experiences I shared in the book, but also because of the experience of producing the book. Several conferences back, President Henry B. Eyring talked
about writing in a journal. He taught that one of the ways faith is increased
and strengthened is by acknowledging the hand of God more in our lives (see
“O Remember, Remember,” Ensign, November 2007, 66–69). That is one of
the real benefits that came to me from writing the book. As I was writing and
trying to get the things that I had experienced on paper, I would see more and
more the hand of the Lord. I was able to connect the dots better because I was
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looking at a panoramic view of what God had done for me. I would begin to
say, “Oh, now I understand that doctrine or that principle.” I began to delight
in the scriptures, not just because I loved reading and discussing them but
because I was teaching them.
RE: Let’s talk about the titles of your books. How did you choose your titles?
Were they original or did the publishers choose them?
Wilcox: Many of the books that I have written have been titled by the
publisher, but this one was my title and the subtitle was mine as well. I think
that the publisher may have been hesitant to use the title because it seems
so similar to Tad Callister’s The Infinite Atonement. There are a lot of words
associated with the Atonement—infinite, eternal, everlasting, personal, incomprehensible—but continuous is a word that needs to be associated with the
Atonement more. I’m glad that the editors let me keep that title because I
think that it brings hope. One of the first reviewers of the book said that
the Atonement is not continuous. He wrote, “Jesus Christ suffered, it’s over,
it’s done. He doesn’t continually suffer when we sin.” Obviously the title
was saying something different to him than I intended, but I think that for
most people it has communicated what I wanted it to communicate: Christ’s
Atonement is not just a one-shot deal. Christ’s grace isn’t limited in time to
after all we can do. The enabling power is continuous. It’s not light at the end
of the tunnel; it’s power throughout the entire journey. As Elder Bruce C.
Hafen says, “We may receive his grace before, during, and after the time when
we expend our own efforts” (The Broken Heart: Applying the Atonement to
Life’s Experiences [Salt Lake City: Bookcraft, 1986], 155).
RE: Brent, you also have a great title—When You Can’t Do It Alone. Was
that your title or the publisher’s?
Top: It was the publisher’s title, and I hated it at first. I’m pleased with it
now, though. I originally entitled the book Focus on Christ because those were
the words that my wife said to me when I was saying, “I can’t do it.” I initially
didn’t like the title because it implied that we face trials alone. I didn’t like
that implication.
Wilcox: When I read it, the implication that came to my mind is that too
often we try to do it alone.
Top: That’s why the title works. There was a book a few years ago called
Don’t Sweat the Small Stuff . . . And It’s All Small Stuff. I would have liked my
book to be called When You Can’t Do It Alone . . . And in Reality You Never
Can Do It Alone. But with the wonderful photograph from Mark Mabry
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on the cover, it really appeals to me now. It reminds me of the scripture in
Matthew chapter 14 where Peter says to the Savior, “Lord, if it be thou, bid me
come unto thee on the water” (v. 28). And as Peter walks to him on the water,
the wind and the waves bash against him and he begins to doubt. Because he
takes his focus off Christ, he falls, crying out, “Lord save me” (v. 30). I think
the image of Peter walking on the waves arm-in-arm with Christ by his side is
beautiful. We are all going to have those moments where we say, “I’m sinking;
Lord, save me,” and we have to take the hand of the Savior.
RE: When all is said and done, what is the central message that you would
hope everybody who reads your book understands?
Top: I want people to learn that there’s nothing wrong with you when you
feel like you are sinking, because the Lord actually wants to teach us to take
his hand and to rely on him. We are all going to have those sinking moments
so that we can learn greater faith. What I want my reader to gain is that there
are some very simple, practical things that we can do each day that help us
to take hold of the Savior’s hand of grace. For instance, singing the hymns
focuses our minds on the Savior. Years ago, President Boyd K. Packer told us
to sing a hymn when we had bad thoughts. But, in reality, singing a hymn not
only helps us to avoid bad thoughts, it also gives us those enabling, empowering thoughts of Christ. I hope that readers will realize that the Savior’s hand
is there and that they can take it every single day.
Wilcox: I think the message of my book is that the Atonement is real, its
purpose is to transform us, and it will be there as long as that transformation
process takes—even continuously. We need to cut ourselves a little slack as
we go through this perfecting process. I hope people will come away from
my book no longer talking about “his part” and “my part.” I think too often
in the Church you hear people say, “Well, you’ve got to meet God halfway.”
At one point in the book, I talk about how too often we see Christ’s grace
supplementing our works or our works supplementing Christ’s grace as if we
are trying to reach some type of minimum height requirement. Instead we
need to think a little less about height and a little bit more about growth.
We need to think a little less about this ratio of “his part” to “our part” and
think more about how we are in a relationship that is greater than the sum
of the parts. Is there something that we have to do? Yes. Christ does require
that we have faith, repent, make covenants, receive the gift of the Holy Ghost,
and endure to the end. There are things that are being required of us, but not
because we somehow must pay Jesus back. Instead, these things help us to
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feel grateful for and use the opportunities that Christ gives to be transformed.
The requirements that we sometimes think are way too much to ask are not
being required as any sort of full or partial payment; they are being required
for our own good—to change us. Jesus, who paid justice, can and does ask
something of us, but he asks it for a different purpose than punishment or
payment. It’s the difference between paying off debt and making an investment. It’s the difference between walking on a treadmill and really getting
somewhere. Once you understand that, it gives a whole different perspective
to everything.
RE: Would you share with us something that you have learned from each
other?
Wilcox: I have loved Brent’s Doctrinal Commentary on the Book of
Mormon. That series has been extremely impactful for me, and I quote Brent
in my book. I have also read When You Can’t Do It Alone. I love his image of
the iron rod as the arm of Christ. I had never thought about the verse, “The
iron rod . . . was the word of God” (1 Nephi 11:25) in conjunction with the
scripture, “And the Word was made flesh” ( John 1:14). It was a moment of

“It was a moment of great inspiration for me when I saw that grabbing the iron rod is like grasping the arm
of Christ.”
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great inspiration for me when I saw that grabbing the iron rod is like grasping
the arm of Christ.
Top: I remember the first time I read Brad’s Continuous Atonement I was
sitting on an airplane and read it cover to cover during the three- or four-hour
flight. I liked not only the repentance part but also the part about changing
our lives and habits. He gives a humorous list of excuses we use and that made
me smile. I really liked the difference he explains between saving and redeeming: I think this section is really helpful because it does not just focus on
overcoming sins but also talks about finding the strength to make it through
each day. So many people outside the Church condemn us because they think
that we believe we can work our way to heaven. They jump on little phrases
that we use a lot in Latter-day Saint culture and say that we do not understand
grace. I think that both of these books will not simply clarify our beliefs on
grace for members of the Church but also for those who are not of our faith.
As Brad says in his book, a born-again friend often asked him, “Have you been
saved by grace?” He said, “Yes, I have. Completely. Absolutely. Totally.” And
then he added with a wink, “Have you been changed by grace? Have you been
transformed by grace?” I think sometimes they get so excited about being
saved by grace that they don’t realize there is a little bit more to Jesus’ gift.
RE: Evangelicals did a study on how many kids really are living the law of
chastity and how many are honest on their tests. They discovered there are a lot
of evangelicals who can tell you the day they were saved but don’t live lives that
reflect that. Do we struggle in the same way?
Top: I’m sure many young Latter-day Saints have similar struggles, but
I think that we sometimes do the opposite. We take 2 Nephi 25:23, “We
are saved by grace, after all we can do,” and we create this image of Christ
as the Lord of the gap. Robert L. Millet emphasizes that grace is not about
filling a gap. Jesus already filled the gap. Grace is now about filling us. Jesus
is concerned with making us more like him, more like our Heavenly Father,
and more able to continue to grow in the eternities. But because it is such a
common way of teaching grace in the Church—Jesus making up the difference—that people don’t stop to realize that there are other ways to think of it.
RE: Sometimes we go to general conference or read the Ensign and we take
the teachings and put them into our own preconceived frameworks. But from
the beginning grace has always been a vital doctrine of the gospel. The question
is, how do we find what is already there? How do we change our perspective and
adopt a different view that gets us closer to finding the meaning of the text?
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Wilcox: If you read the Book of Mormon, grace is clearly there. I think
we simply get scared of falling into the extreme of saying, “Nothing matters,
I’m saved. I don’t have to do anything.” Instead, we need to say, “Yes, I’ve been
saved, and now it’s time to focus on what I’ve been saved for—to become
more like Christ.” Hopefully, these books are helping members of the Church
to see that we’re not beating the drum for works or the drum for grace. We’re
beating a drum that says there is a little more to both grace and works than
paying our debt. I like to compare the Savior’s relationship with us to a mom
offering a young child piano lessons. Mom pays the piano teacher and is therefore in a position to ask the child to practice. The child is missing something if
he is just happy the debt is paid by someone else. Mom wants the child to practice and improve. Because that practicing is hard, sometimes the child says, “I
don’t understand why I have to practice.” That’s just because he lacks Mom’s
perspective. Does the child’s practice pay the piano teacher? Does it pay Mom
back for paying the bill? No. Practicing is how the child takes advantage of
what Mom is offering—the opportunity to live on a higher plane.
Top: In Latter-day Saint contexts, when we speak of the Atonement,
the first thing that pops into our minds is forgiveness of sins. Personally, I
have been forgiven; I have felt the love of Christ cleanse me from my sins. I
think that both these books point out that forgiveness of sins is truly a part
of grace, but another part of the Atonement, a part that most of us neglect, is
empowerment. Grace is strength. When I wrote my book, I started to understand better than ever what the Apostle Paul meant when he talked about
the strength of Christ and being able to do all things through Christ (see
Philippians 4:13). I need grace every moment of every day, not just to overcome sins. I need grace to give me strength to resist temptation, strength to
endure, strength to exercise greater faith. As I take hold of the Savior’s hand,
I am infused with power. In the book I talk about Lehi’s vision in a chapter
entitled “Hold On.” I talk about how you do not see people in Lehi’s dream
make it to the tree of life or partake of the fruit without holding on to the
iron rod. It does not matter how good their sense of direction is or how good
their pressing forward is or how strong their desire is—the only way they
make it is by holding on to Christ.
Wilcox: Ultimately, the only way that we will pass through the veil that
stands between us and the celestial kingdom, between our current states
and all the possibilities that await there, is by holding on to Christ. Nobody
appears at the veil and can just go in alone. Everyone goes through with
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Christ. The miracle of the Atonement is not just its power to cleanse and not
just its power to console us during hard times or sicknesses. The miracle of the
Atonement is also its power to transform—not only can we go home to God’s
presence, but we can feel at home there.
RE: There is a passage in Psalm 73 about a faithful Israelite who has been
observing the wickedness of the rich. He says, “Even after everything I’ve done, I
am plagued.” But then he goes to the house of the Lord and says, “I went into
the sanctuary of God; then understood I their [ fate]” (v. 17). He ends by saying, “Nevertheless I am continually with thee: thou hast holden me by my right
hand. Thou shalt guide me with thy counsel, and afterward receive me to glory”
(vv. 23–24). The idea of holding the Savior’s hand is quite explicit in those verses.
Top: Yes, there is also a wonderful passage in Isaiah 41 where the Savior
says, “I, the Lord God, will hold thy right hand” (v. 13), and that is why I
think the imagery is so beautiful. Personally, one of the things that this whole
experience did for me is that it made me a different person. I was strengthened.
Interestingly, not long after I got home from being a mission president, I was
called to be a stake president; I knew exactly what was going to happen. As
we were walking up the stairs to the stake center, I told Wendy, my wife, “This
feels a lot like when I was walking up the stairs to President Monson’s office
and was falling apart at the seams wondering how I could ever do this.” And
Wendy said to me, “But now you know that the Lord will keep his promise
and be with you.” Now, as I serve as a stake president, there are still problems
and pressure. I am approaching it totally differently, though, because of what
I learned and what I experienced.
In the preface to my book, I explain that I was very reluctant to share
my own experiences. In fact, there were some people who said, “Brother Top,
you may not want to be that honest because it could make you look weak.” I
told them that that was the point. I want this book to make me look weak in
myself but strong in Christ. The thing that has been most gratifying to me
is that there are people who will write to me or call me and say, “I thought I
was the only one feeling this. I thought I was the only one. And now I know
that even someone in your position goes through some of these challenges.”
It gives them hope because it shows that the Atonement is real and that they
truly can trust in the Lord. People who struggle with problems and challenges
often say, “I believe that the Atonement is for someone else.” It was wonderful
to hear people say, “Now I know it is for me.” I got an e-mail just the other
day from a mission president who had just read the book, and he said that
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it had helped him. All of us look at other people and say, “They have got it
together. I’m the only one who doesn’t have it together.” Of course, I would
not want, through my book or my other writings, to hold myself up as some
role model or example. That is not the intent. I have been very open in sharing
the insights that I have learned because it transformed me so profoundly. I am
so incredibly grateful for the hardships that I had to go through. They forced
me to my knees, and that forced me to the Lord.
Wilcox: I think a message of these books is that none of us are alone.
There are others who have struggled over and over and over with some of the
same problems and God and Christ are there. The message is the same to
everyone: hang on, don’t ever give up. Don’t ever lose hope.

Jean Leon Gerome Ferris (1863–1930), Writing the Declaration of independence.

Thomas Jefferson, John Adams, and Benjamin Franklin
meet to review a draft of the Declaration of Independence.
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hrough the ages, prophets have foreseen and testified of the divine mission
of America as the place for the Restoration of the gospel in the latter days.
Beginning with the European Renaissance and the Age of Enlightenment,
piece after piece of the Lord’s plan fell into place, ultimately leading to Joseph
Smith’s First Vision in 1820. A review of colonial lawyers’ activities reveals
their significant role in laying the groundwork for this long-awaited event.
To the Prophet Joseph Smith, the Lord confirmed both the Revolutionary
War and the founding of America as culminating preludes to the Restoration:
“And for this purpose have I established the Constitution of this land, by the
hands of wise men whom I raised up unto this very purpose, and redeemed
the land by the shedding of blood” (D&C 101:80).
President Joseph F. Smith put into perspective the import of this revelation to Joseph Smith. “This great American nation the Almighty raised up
by the power of his omnipotent hand, that it might be possible in the latter
days for the kingdom of God to be established on earth. If the Lord had not
prepared the way by laying the foundations of this glorious nation, it would
have been impossible (under the stringent laws and bigotry of the monarchial
47
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governments of the world) to have laid the foundations for the coming of his
great kingdom.”1
From the foregoing prophesies and teachings, a premise becomes clear;
those Founding Fathers inspired in the cause of America were concurrently
engaged in the work of the Restoration. The one was preparatory to the
other. And as we will see in the chain of these events, many of these Founding
Fathers, through the instrumentality of their legal training and experience,
became central characters in preparing this land for the Restoration.2
Appropriately, a consideration of the work of the Founding Fathers
should begin with a review of who they were. Unfortunately, no generally
accepted definition exists of who actually belongs in this group. Some credit
Warren G. Harding for having first coined the phrase Founding Fathers as
he spoke as an Ohio senator at the 1916 Republican National Convention.
However, neither he nor any of the myriad sources on the subject seem to find
consensus as to who exactly qualifies for the title. Most would agree that at the
very least, elected delegates who debated and voted the issues, and certainly
those who signed the key documents, would fall into this company. Perhaps
others, simply by virtue of their commanding influence for independence and
self-rule, such as the uniquely influential writer Thomas Paine, should also be
numbered among the Founding Fathers.
The Lawyer-Founders

As a general overview, consider the following with respect to three of the most
important documents in American history, from whence the appellation of
“lawyer-founders” as a subset of the Founding Fathers may be appropriate.
First, of the fifty-six signers of the Declaration of Independence, at least
twenty-eight were lawyers.3 It is well known that the document was authored
by the tall and soft-spoken lawyer from Monticello. Perhaps less well known
is the fact that the Continental Congress actually appointed a committee of five men for this task, Benjamin Franklin being the only non-lawyer
among them. The four lawyers included John Adams, Robert R. Livingston
Jr., Roger Sherman, and Thomas Jefferson. In their collective wisdom, they
relied on what Adams described as Jefferson’s “happy talent for composition”
and “peculiar felicity of expression” in choosing the comparatively youthful
Virginian (only thirty-three years of age) as the principle draftsman.4
Second, the Articles of Confederation, initiated in 1776 but not fully
ratified by all thirteen colonies until 1781, became the governing instrument
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of the intercolonial alliance until the US Constitution took effect eight years
later. Of the forty-eight who signed it, twenty-two were lawyers.5
Third, the US Constitution was adopted in 1787 with the signatures of
thirty-nine Constitutional Convention delegates, including an astonishing
representation of twenty-one lawyers, amounting to more than half of the
signers of this world-altering document.6
Between these three documents, each of which has so many lawyer-signers,
there were surprisingly few duplicated lawyers. For example, neither John
Adams nor Thomas Jefferson even attended the Constitutional Convention.
In fact, of all the twenty-eight lawyer-signers of the Declaration, only four
were also signers of the US Constitution, these being Roger Sherman, James
Wilson, George Read, and John Rutledge. Only one lawyer, Roger Sherman,
signed all three documents. Accordingly, the influence of lawyers was not
confined to one small group of activists.
In his book The Founding Fathers on Leadership, Donald T. Phillips discusses the phenomenon of differing leadership skills coming forward at the
right time and place during America’s struggle for independence. He states his
theory thus: “At a most crucial moment in time, the great men now renowned
as America’s founding fathers rose from the masses to lead the people of their
homeland. They acted as a team—preparing for the Revolution, winning
the war, and following through after victory was achieved. At appropriate
times, when their individual skills, knowledge, and expertise were needed,
some assumed the role of team leaders—then stepped back when another
phase necessitated the need for others to be out in front.”7 Consistent with
Mr. Phillips’s theory, we see during the decades of the American chronicle a
continual sequence of lawyer-founders rising to leadership or influence when
their unique competencies became crucial to the cause.
Just after King George III succeeded to the throne in 1760, Parliament
began to impose upon the colonies a new breed of taxes and regulations.
Unpopular as they all were, it was the Stamp Act of 1765 that really stimulated a congealing of discontent. This act imposed a tax on just about every
kind of paper product in the colonies. Understandably, this new levy on all
legal and commercial documents stirred a particular umbrage within the
legal community. Their financial hit was particularly harsh. “By increasing
the expense of lawsuits,” wrote John C. Miller, “the Stamp Act threatened to
destroy the practice of colonial lawyers. Thus, at the outset of its quarrel with
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the colonies, the British government aroused the enmity of one of the most
influential classes of men in America.”8
Before the Continental Congress or any other formal organization
among the colonies existed, a Stamp Act Congress convened in opposition
to this new tax burden. This event, the brainchild of Massachusetts lawyer
James Otis, saw the first meeting of colonial delegates for a common cause
in opposition to Britain. Of the twenty-seven colonial delegates in attendance, nearly a third (eight) were lawyers.9 Those gathered elected another
Massachusetts lawyer, Timothy Ruggles, as president of the assembly. John
Dickinson, a lawyer delegate from Philadelphia, authored the document
adopted by the congress in opposition to the Stamp Act, a “Declaration of
Rights and Grievances.” As a result of the colonial outrage following this
highly lawyered-up congress, the Stamp Act was repealed the next year.
The Continental Congress first convened in 1774 in response to the
Intolerable Acts and continued until 1789, when the US Constitution
took effect. During that period, fourteen men served as president of the
Continental Congress (two served twice). Half of them were lawyers.10
Once the newly created United States government became operative, a
surprising number of lawyers held many of the highest offices in the land. Of
the first five presidents of the United States of America (1789–1825), all but
George Washington were lawyers.11 During the same period (1789–1825),
of the six men who served as vice president, lawyers accounted for five.12
Through the same years of 1789 through 1825, all eight of the first secretaries
of state were lawyers.13 The treasury secretaries numbered five out of seven.14
In addition to the official positions mentioned above, the following are
but a few representative examples of notable lawyer contributions of a less
formal nature. Samuel Adams cofounded the Sons of Liberty, a group of
rogue patriot operatives known for the riotous Boston Tea Party and other
clandestine activities that greatly fomented the spirit of revolution. His preponderant influence as an activist, through both tongue and quill, earned
him the honorary title “Father of the Revolution.”15
In 1763, a brash young Virginia lawyer named Patrick Henry tried one
of the first lawsuits to challenge the Crown’s authority in the colony. In a
case called the “Parsons’ Cause,” what started out as a dispute over a piece
of local legislation turned into a political flashpoint. As the established religion in Virginia, the Anglican Church clergy received their compensation
from local taxes, payable in fixed poundage of tobacco. To avoid windfall
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compensation due to temporarily inflated tobacco prices, Virginia enacted
a one-year measure to pay clergymen in currency based on a reduced market
rate of the existing tobacco price. When King George vetoed the local law,
the Reverend James Maury filed suit for back wages and Henry stood for the
defense. Reverend Maury actually won the liability phase of the case, but with
only a pyrrhic victory as the jury awarded him a single penny for damages—a
classic case of winning a battle but losing the war.
More importantly, in Patrick Henry, the slow-rising schism between
colony and Crown had truly found an explosive and passionate voice. In his
courtroom description of the king, Henry drew a distinct line in the political sand: “A King, by disallowing Acts of this salutary nature, from being the
father of his people, degenerated into a Tyrant and forfeits all right to his
subjects’ obedience.”16 Twelve years later, as Henry stood as a member of the
Virginia House of Burgesses, he made this memorable pronouncement that
spoke to the hearts of his countrymen: “Is life so dear, or peace so sweet, as to
be purchased at the price of chains and slavery? Forbid it, Almighty God!—I
know not what course others may take; but as for me, give me liberty or give
me death!”17
The adoption of Jefferson’s declaration on July 4, 1776, garners much
credit as the seminal step toward independence. However, the official act of
colonial separation, initiated by a fellow Virginia lawyer, had actually gained
congressional approval two days prior to the Declaration of Independence.
On June 7, 1776, Richard Henry Lee, who later signed the Declaration of
Independence, proposed to the Continental Congress what became known as
the Lee Resolution, seconded by fellow lawyer John Adams. It contained the
following text, the ratification of which would change the world: “Resolved:
That these United Colonies are, and of right ought to be, free and independent States, that they are absolved from all allegiance to the British Crown,
and that all political connection between them and the state of Great Britain
is, and ought to be, totally dissolved.”18
Congress postponed the vote on the Lee Resolution to enable delegates
to counsel with their respective colonies. In the interim and with the prospect
of an affirmative vote, Congress commissioned the above-referenced committee of five to draft a declaration to King George so that it would be ready in
the event the Lee Resolution ultimately passed.
In contemplation of Richard Henry Lee’s resolution, John Adams prophetically foresaw the consequences at stake. “Objects of the most stupendous
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magnitude, and measures in which the lives of millions yet unborn are intimately interested, are now before us. We are in the midst of a revolution, the
most complete, unexpected and remarkable, of any in the history of nations.”19
The Continental Congress adopted the Lee Resolution on July 2, 1776.
This vote marked the definitive act of dissolving the political ties with Britain.
The Declaration of Independence, approved two days later, served as the letter to the king and Parliament pronouncing the separation and stating the
offenses that compelled it.
The Federalist Papers were influential, groundbreaking essays about the
US Constitution that effectively promoted its unanimous ratification by
the colonies. Three lawyer-founders coauthored these momentous papers—
Alexander Hamilton, John Jay, and James Madison. These men also became
the first secretary of state, the first chief justice of the US Supreme Court, and
the fourth president of the United States, respectively. For his superb leadership at the Constitutional Convention and as its principal draftsman, James
Madison also earned the symbolic title “Father of the Constitution.” 20
An interesting insight into the lawyer-founders comes from a historian
who knew many of them firsthand. David Ramsay, MD (1749–1815), served
both as a field surgeon during the war and as a delegate to the Continental
Congress from South Carolina. He also survived the passing of two wives,
one the daughter of a signer of the Declaration of Independence (Frances
Witherspoon) and the other the daughter of one of the Continental Congress
presidents (Martha Laurens). From this unique perspective, he authored his
two-volume set The History of the American Revolution, first printed in 1789.
His philosophical impressions provide perhaps a glimpse as to why the Lord
saw the need to add legal skills to the mix of Founding Father talents: “No
order of men has, in all ages, been more favourable to liberty, than lawyers.
Where they are not won over to the service of government, they are formidable adversaries to it. Professionally taught the rights of human nature, they
keenly and quickly perceive every attack made on them. While others judge
of bad principles by the actual grievances they occasion, lawyers discover
them at a distance, and trace future mischiefs from gilded innovations.”21
Two hundred years after the publication of Dr. Ramsay’s history,
Kenneth W. Starr, former solicitor general of the United States, added
his personal view on the lawyer-founders and the coming forth of the US
Constitution, the crown jewel of the Revolution. In his speech at the convocation of the J. Reuben Clark Law School on April 27, 1990, he said, “They
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were great men at the convention, and some of the greatest were not lawyers.
But when one examines the records of that convention, one quickly discovers
that the intellectual leaders—the true shapers of our government—were lawyers. From Madison and Randolph of Virginia, to Wilson of Pennsylvania,
Elsworth of Connecticut, and Paterson of New Jersey, these were individuals
who had been called to the bar.”22
Nothing should be inferred from the foregoing that lawyers carried all or
even most of the water in the long quest for independence and self-government.
The wisdom and courage that prevailed were certainly not confined to members of the bar. Where a seemingly impressive one-third of a body of delegates
happened to be lawyers, clearly, two-thirds were not. Among the Founding
Fathers, we see a spectrum of occupations such as farmers, merchants, ministers, bankers, physicians, and tradesmen. Without the business acumen of
a John Hancock, the wit and wisdom of a Ben Franklin, or the spirituality
of a Reverend Witherspoon, all the lawyers combined would likely not have
accomplished alone the whole of what the Lord intended for this land. The
miracle of the American story resulted from the diverse talents and thinking
of all the Founding Fathers whom the Lord inspired for that purpose.
The diversity of the Founding Fathers notwithstanding, the statistical relevance of the relatively few lawyers in relation to the colonial population as a
whole is worthy of note as a historical fact. The non-slave population within
the thirteen colonies in 1776 approximated two million. By comparison, the
number of colonial lawyers hardly scored a blip on the radar.
Insufficient data prevents a fully accurate count of colonial lawyers at any
particular point. In his renowned account of early American law and lawyers, History of the American Bar, first published in 1911, Charles Warren
includes a few numbers from which we can glean the clear minority status
of colonial lawyers. With respect to the Virginia Bar, he states, “Between the
years 1750 and 1775, there was a marked growth in the size and ability of
the Virginia Bar.”23 Without stating that these were the only Virginia lawyers,
Mr. Warren mentions just sixteen names. With respect to the Massachusetts
bar, Warren says, “By 1768, the order of barristers was so well recognized that
it is known that there were then twenty-five.”24 And for New York he notes,
“Valentine, in his History of the City of New York, gives a list of only fortyone lawyers practising in the city between 1695 and 1769.”25 As for South
Carolina he adds, “In 1761, at the time when John Rutledge, the earliest of
South Carolina’s lawyers, began to practise, the Bar consisted of probably not
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more than twenty, and prior to the Revolution no more than fifty-eight had
been admitted to practise.”26
Considering this scant information from four of the most prominent
bars in the colonies, a legitimate inference may be drawn that the relative
percentage of lawyers in the colonial population would be very small. In
fact, with a population of two million, it would take twenty thousand lawyers to amount to even one percent! Thus, in a tally of who’s who among
the Founding Fathers, the lawyer-founders played a comparatively significant
role. It should also be noted, however, that within the colonial-lawyer population, not all stood in lockstep agreement with independence. Unlike those
patriot-lawyers described above, many of the colonial lawyers remained steadfast in their loyalty to Britain and were not part of this movement to prepare
the land for the Restoration.
The Eighteenth-Century Evolution of the Colonial Lawyer

Through the first half of the eighteenth century, it would not appear that lawyers would be playing such prominent roles in the coming events. Their status
as leaders would of necessity have required a level of social trust and prestige
that they did not enjoy in the early 1700s. However, at that critical time when
their collective skills and influence came to bear, their community standing
had rapidly changed.
Warren explains the social and commercial factors affecting the standing
of colonial lawyers at that time:
With the beginning of the Eighteenth Century, however, a new set of factors began
to work to produce the American Bar, which soon counteracted the old retarding
influences. . . .
Means of education increased. . . .
There was, at the same time, a very rapid extension of commerce, of export
trade, of shipbuilding, fisheries and slavetrading. A class of rich merchants began
to control in the community. Questions as to business contracts and business
paper began to rise. . . . The political liberties guaranteed by the principles of the
English Common Law became increasingly more vital to the colonists, as the Royal
Governors attempted to enlarge their own powers, and the King and Parliament
began to trespass on what the Colonies regarded as their own prerogatives.27

He concludes:
And so arose the need for lawyers versed in law as a science. . . .
And it was this superior education and training which befitted the lawyer of
the Eighteenth Century to become the spokesman, the writer and the orator of the
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people when the people were forced to look for champions against the pretensions
of the Royal Governors and judges and of the British Parliament. So that when the
War of the Revolution broke out, the lawyer, from being an object of contempt . . .
had become the leading man in every town in the country, taking rank with the parish clergyman and the family doctor.28

This same point had been urged earlier by a Massachusetts lawyer and
frequent contributor to the Atlantic Monthly on topics of colonial law and
politics. In an article published in 1889, Frank Gaylord Cook wrote, “From
the middle of the eighteenth century to the Revolution, politics more and
more employed the services of the legal profession; and for this work they
were well fitted by their broad experience in affairs and by their simple but
vigorous discipline. The standard for admission to the bar had everywhere
been raised.”29
Symbolic Contributions

Much more could be written of lawyer-founders in the substantive making
of America, both nationally as well as within the local colonial governments.
Ironically, perhaps the two most important symbols of America also came
from lawyers. While American folklore attributes the sewing of the first
American flag to Betsy Ross, Francis Hopkinson, a New Jersey lawyer and
signer of the Declaration of Independence, takes credit as the actual designer
of the first Stars and Stripes. And while a New York lawyer sat captive aboard a
British vessel during the War of 1812, he watched the relatively new Congreve
rockets flashing through the night sky over Chesapeake Bay with their arcs of
red flame. As morning dawned and he saw the flag at Fort McHenry still waving, Francis Scott Key jotted on the back of an envelope the first words that
would later become our national anthem.
The Making of a Colonial Lawyer

Christopher C. Langdell, dean of the Harvard Law School from 1870 to
1895, described the objective of a legal education thus: “Law, considered as
a science, consists of certain principles or doctrines. To have such a mastery
of these as to be able to apply them with constant facility and certainty to
the ever-tangled skein of human affairs, is what constitutes a true lawyer; and
hence to acquire that mastery should be the business of every earnest student
of the law.”30
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The requirements of becoming a colonial lawyer certainly did not rise
to the level that contemporary law school students face, but their objectives
were the same. And while perhaps less strict than today’s standards, there
were some fairly recognizable procedures for regulating the practice of law.
By the time of the Revolutionary War, each of the thirteen colonies exercised some level of control over the practice of law, and most had actual bar
admission requirements. For example, Massachusetts passed a statute in 1701
providing for the licensing of all lawyers as well as a form of oath to be taken.
Virginia passed a similar statute in 1748. In New York the first law licenses
were issued by the governor in 1709. Representative of the deeper south,
South Carolina’s statute for admission to practice in court was passed in 1721.
The first lawyers on American shores imported their legal educations
from England. Since the Middle Ages, legal education in Britain had been the
province of the Inns of Court. Not exactly colleges or universities, these were
societies where students could take residence and receive their legal training.
Several of the lawyer-founders learned their trade at one of the British Inns of
Court, just as many of the sons from wealthy colonial families also received
their general education in British schools.
In colonial America there were no Inns of Court. An alternative method
of legal education developed in which a student paid a standing member of
the bar for mentoring. This also required the rigorous study of the relatively
few law books available in America. In some cases, lawyers became certified to
practice with only a thorough personal study on their own. Such was the case
with the brilliant orator and trial lawyer Patrick Henry.
Law books were scarce in colonial America and most came from British
publishers. By 1776, only a few law books were printed in America, as well as
the proceedings of a few significant court cases. Some of the more common
books found in colonial-lawyer libraries included Coke on Littleton, Comyn’s
Digest, Bacon’s Abridgment, and Hale’s or Hawkins’s Pleas of the Crown.
Interestingly, with the increased need for more competent counsel in the
mid-1700s, as described by Warren, came the printing of a new set of law
books adding to the rapid evolution of the colonial lawyer. This four-volume
set, entitled Blackstone’s Commentaries, was published in England between
1765 and 1769. Consider Warren’s reasoning on the impact of this new treatise: “It was the advent of Blackstone which opened the eyes of American
scholars to the broader field of learning in the law. He taught them, for the
first time, the continuity, the unity, and the reason of the Common Law—and

Sir William Blackstone, by unknown artist, National Portrait Gallery, London.
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then perhaps it follows that Sir William Blackstone
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just at a time when the need of a
unified system both in law and
politics was beginning to be felt
in the Colonies.”31
Even though rising numbers
of would-be lawyers may have
been intrigued by the opportunities of a growing colonial economy,
at least one prominent historian
saw an accompanying altruism in
their collective preparations. The
late Page Smith, professor emeritus of history, observed in one of
his more than twenty books that
many colonial lawyers exhibited
a sense of a greater purpose in
preparing themselves for the exigencies of the day:

It was not simply their reading—law,
history, political and moral philosophy—that made the colonial lawyers the most learned men of their age, the most
scholarly statesmen in the history of this or any other republic; it was the context in
which their reading took place. The generation of revolutionary lawyers read with a
special intensity; they searched through all the wisdom of the past to find a formula
in the name of which the liberties of all Englishmen might be preserved. . . . Like
schoolboys cramming for an examination, they devoured every book they could get
their hands on that seemed to speak to their own particular situation. They gained,
thereby, a vast access of power; they stepped forward, often quite self-consciously, to
take a place in that same history of which they were such assiduous students, and in
so doing they shed, almost casually, the limitations and inhibitions of provincials, of
haphazardly trained and indifferently schooled colonials, and appeared as men able
to hold their own intellectually in any company.32

In summary, in the mid-1700s, commercial, intellectual, and social
changes were afoot amongst the colonial lawyers and their communities, creating opportunity to put strategically capable people in the right place and at
the right time to advance the work of the Revolution, in preparation for the
Restoration that would follow.
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Higher Education in Colonial America

In The Americans: The Colonial Experience, Daniel J. Boorstin, noted
American history professor, librarian of Congress, prolific author, and attorney, explained that while Britain was limited to only two legally authorized
universities, Oxford and Cambridge, higher education had become a much
more extensive pursuit in America. Although the thirteen colonies were all
subjects of the same British sovereign, they still developed and operated independently one from another. Before the era of the Revolution, there was no
sense of nationalism that would foster institutions of higher learning for the
benefit of the colonies as a whole. And since the colonial authority to create such educational institutions was at best unclear and at worst illegal, the
colonies relied on the old adage that it is easier to obtain forgiveness than
permission in developing their own regional institutions of higher learning.
These were mostly instituted by the various religions of the day.
By the time of the Revolution, Harvard, Yale, the College of William
and Mary, New Jersey College (later Princeton University), Rhode Island
College (later Brown University), Rutgers, Dartmouth, King’s College (later
Columbia University), and the College of Philadelphia (later the University
of Pennsylvania) were all in the business of granting degrees, even though
most lacked any authorization to do so from the Motherland.
Not only were American colleges more numerous than Britain’s, but they
also operated from a different perspective, as Boorstin explained:
The primary aim of the American college was not to increase the continental stock
of cultivated men, but rather to supply its particular region with knowledgeable
ministers, lawyers, doctors, merchants, and political leaders. . . .
In England, the leading families sent their sons away to the few best “public”
schools, and afterwards these young gentlemen were gathered—if only for hunting
and wassailing—at Oxford and Cambridge. . . .
No American who could afford the fee of ten pounds a year for four years
could fail to secure, if he wanted it, the hallmark of a “higher” education. American
colleges were not just distributing to the many what in England was reserved for the
privileged few; they were issuing an inflated intellectual currency. . . .
American colleges, in contrast to England, were more anxious to spread than
to deepen higher learning.33

In summary, as opposed to Britain, higher education in the colonies was
more broadly dispersed and more practical than traditional.
Concurrent with this American notion of extending higher education to the common man, there also arose a widespread interest in gaining
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a familiarity with the law, meaning the English common law upon which
most of colonial jurisprudence was based. Boorstin noted: “If the American
lawyer sometimes possessed less legal learning than his English counterpart,
the literate American layman possessed more of it. . . . Needless to say, colonial America produced no great legal systems or encyclopaedias. What it did
produce were the varied, dispersed, and miscellaneous efforts of hundreds of
laymen, semi-lawyers, pseudo-lawyers, and a few men of solid legal learning.”34
The English statesman Edmund Burke made this same observation in his
famous 1775 speech to the House of Commons in urging reconciliation with
the colonies. “In no country perhaps in the world is the law so general a study.
The profession itself is numerous and powerful; and in most provinces it takes
the lead. The greater number of the deputies sent to the Congress were lawyers. But all who read, and most do read, endeavor to obtain some smattering
in that science.”35
Blackstone’s Commentaries, the treatise that greatly facilitated the legal
education of colonial lawyers, had a similar impact on many curious-minded
laymen as well. Boorstin described the influence of Blackstone not only on
those who sought to become lawyers but also on those who wished merely to
familiarize themselves with the basics of law. “Blackstone was a godsend to
the rising American, to the ambitious backwoodsman and the aspiring politician. One of the delightful ironies of American history is that a snobbish Tory
barrister, who had polished his periods to suit the tastes of young Oxford
gentlemen, became the mentor of Abe Lincoln and thousands like him. By
making legal ideas and legal jargon accessible in the backwoods, Blackstone
did much to prepare self-made men for leadership in the New World.”36
If we accept as true that the Lord had a purpose in raising up these many
lawyers as leaders in the American cause, then perhaps it follows that Sir
William Blackstone himself, by virtue of his unique and timely contribution to
the legal education of both patriot-lawyers and laymen, may have also been one
of those “wise men” described by the Lord in Doctrine and Covenants 101:80.
This notion of such a broad understanding of law among the colonial
populace raises an interesting point with respect to the phenomenon of so
many colonial lawyers being elected to leadership. It may have been more
than mere chance or blind ignorance on the part of the voting public. With
such a widely dispersed interest in and understanding of the law among the
population, colonial voters in general may have intentionally selected so
many lawyer-delegates based on at least some awareness of what they were
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likely getting in such legally trained representatives. In other words, it may
have been the result of what lawyers often refer to as informed consent. And
perhaps this too was wrought by the hand of the Lord.
A Poetic Historical Ending

In 1826, John Adams, age ninety, and Thomas Jefferson, eighty-three, being
two of only three remaining signers of the Declaration of Independence, were
invited to attend Fourth of July celebrations in Boston and Washington DC,
respectively. Each declined due to failing health. During the latter years of
their retirement, the baton of leadership having long since passed to younger
men, Adams and Jefferson reconciled the deep and personal differences that
had separated them during the early years of the new government. Having
buried the hatchet, they engaged in a most tender and enduring correspondence for the rest of their lives. On that very July Fourth, being the fiftieth
anniversary of their declaration, Adams and Jefferson each passed quietly into
history. Adams uttered his final words, “Thomas Jefferson still survives.”37 He
did not have the benefit of phone, fax, or CNN from which to learn that
Jefferson had shortly preceded him in death.
The significance of these simultaneous deaths on that date was not lost on
a grateful citizenry. The Albany Argus and City Gazette published an obituary
just six days later:
No common event has clothed our columns in the habiliments of mourning. Two
of the great and gifted of our countrymen, the venerated fathers of our Republic,
THOMAS JEFFERSON and JOHN ADAMS, are no more! It is not amongst
the least of the events so wisely ordered in the progress of this country, that the
Author of the Declaration of its Liberties, and his eminent associate in that duty,
should be permitted not only to live, and to witness the prosperous experiment of
half a century, but that on that day fifty years on which they signed and issued their
Declaration to the world, they should be called, both together, from amongst a people so signally blessed by their labours. They were glorious in their lives, and in their
deaths they were not divided. They have enjoyed in their life-time equal and the
highest honours within the gift of a grateful country. In their deaths, the measure of
their fame is full. Their memories are hallowed.38

Some may think it a mere coincidence. Others may call it heaven’s way
of putting an exclamation point on the miracle of the Revolution. Either way,
surely none would disagree that the death of these two particular signers on
the fiftieth anniversary of the Declaration of Independence was an epic event.
Both Adams and Jefferson, over their long lifetimes, had undeniably given
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their lives and their fortunes to their country, and in so doing they consecrated that sacred oath made long before when they were brave young lawyers.
Neither Adams nor Jefferson had likely known that just six years prior to
their passing, the heavens had again opened and a fourteen-year-old boy had
been called to restore all things within a country they were so instrumental
in creating. The only other surviving signer of the Declaration lived another
six years—Charles Carroll, a Maryland lawyer and ardent revolutionary who
lived two years beyond the restoration of the Church of Jesus Christ in 1830.
It seems poetic that these three would tarry long enough as representatives of
their noble colleagues, and perhaps even as honored sentinels, to be present
on Earth for the ushering in of those crucial events which their selfless service
had helped to make possible.
The Faith of the Lawyer-Founders

In 1877, Wilford Woodruff, then serving as president of the St. George
Temple, experienced a sacred visitation. He later testified:
I will say here, before closing, that two weeks before I left St. George, the spirits of
the dead gathered around me, wanting to know why we did not redeem them. Said
they, “You have had the use of the Endowment House for a number of years, and yet
nothing has ever been done for us. We laid the foundation of the government you
now enjoy, and we never apostatized from it, but we remained true to it and were
faithful to God.” These were the signers of the Declaration of Independence, and
they waited on me for two days and two nights. . . . I straightway went into the baptismal font and called upon brother McCallister to baptize me for the signers of the
Declaration of Independence, and fifty other eminent men, making one hundred
in all, including John Wesley, Columbus, and others; I then baptized him for every
President of the United States, except three; and when their cause is just, somebody
will do the work for them.39

One of those deceased participants in this sacred visitation, while yet in
life, declared his belief in an eternal doctrine which had not yet been fully
revealed in his day, a doctrinal blessing to which he later made claim at the
hands of President Woodruff in the St. George Temple. Following the death
of his beloved companion, Abigail, in 1818, John Adams expressed his tender
feelings in a letter to his old friend, Thomas Jefferson:
I know not how to prove physically, that we shall meet and know each other in a
future state; nor does Revelation as I can find, give us any positive assurance of such
a felicity. . . . I believe in God and in his wisdom and benevolence; and I cannot
conceive that such a being could make such a species as the human, merely to live
and die on this earth. If I did not believe in a future state, I should believe in no
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The artist John Trumbull depicts the presentation of the Declaration of Independence to Congress for
approval and signing.

God. . . . And if there be a future state, why should the Almighty dissolve forever all
the tender ties which unite us so delightfully in this world, and forbid us to see each
other in the next?40

This temple service performed by President Woodruff and Brother
McCallister on behalf of the Founding Fathers and “other eminent men”
included many lawyer-founders. There were at least twenty-eight lawyers
among the fifty-six Declaration signers. Of the fifteen US presidents who
were vicariously baptized, ten were lawyers, noting that John Adams and
Thomas Jefferson were both Declaration-signers and US presidents.41 Any
description of President Woodruff ’s experience in the St. George Temple
should not omit the fact that in conjunction with the vicarious baptisms of
these men, Brigham Young’s wife Lucy Bigelow Young stood as proxy for the
baptisms of approximately seventy “eminent women,” some of whom were
wives of Founding Fathers, including Martha Washington (George), Abigail
Adams ( John), Dolly Madison ( James) and Sarah Jay ( John).42
Wilford Woodruff spoke reflectively of the character of these Founding
Fathers at the April 1898 general conference, saying, “Those men who laid
the foundation of this American government and signed the Declaration of
Independence were the best spirits the God of heaven could find on the face
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of the earth. They were choice spirits, not wicked men. General Washington
and all the men that labored for the purpose were inspired of the Lord.”43 In
the April 1957 general conference, President J. Reuben Clark Jr. concurred:
“There has not been another such group of men in all the . . . years of our history, no group that even challenged the supremacy of this group.”44
In their own words, many lawyer-founders publicly pronounced their
faith in God as the moral compass of their lives. And some had specific
feelings about the divine origin of what they created. These are a few representative examples:
Thomas Jefferson: “The God who gave us life gave us liberty at the same
time.”45
Samuel Adams: “Revelation assures us that ‘Righteousness exalteth a
Nation’—Communities are dealt with in this World by the wise and just
Ruler of the Universe. He rewards or punishes them according to their general character.”46
John Jay: “We should always remember, that the many remarkable and
unexpected means and events by which our wants have been supplied, and
our enemies repelled or restrained, are such strong and striking proofs of the
interposition of Heaven, that our having been delivered from the threatened
bondage of Britain, ought, like the emancipation of the Jews from Egyptian
servitude, be forever ascribed to its true cause, and instead of swelling our
breasts with arrogant ideas of our power and importance, kindle in them a
flame of gratitude and piety, which may consume all remains of vice and irreligion. Blessed be God.”47
Alexander Hamilton: “For my own part, I sincerely esteem it a system,
which, without the finger of God, never could have been suggested and agreed
upon by such a diversity of interests.”48
Charles Pinckney: “When the great work was done and published, I was
. . . struck with amazement. Nothing less than that superintending hand of
Providence, that so miraculously carried us through the war . . . , could have
brought it about so complete, upon the whole.”49
Patrick Henry: “There is a just God who presides over the destinies of
nations and who will raise up friends to fight our battles for us.”50
James Madison: “It is impossible for the man of pious reflection not to
perceive in it a finger of that Almighty hand which has been so frequently and
signally extended to our relief in the critical stages of the revolution.”51
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Conclusion

These lawyer-founders, like their fellow Founding Fathers and other similarly inspired individuals, willingly performed the unique roles for which
they were prepared and moved to accomplish. When the time ripened for a
religious awakening, the Lord inspired the likes of John Calvin, a trained lawyer turned theologian. To reveal the Americas to the world, the Holy Ghost
touched the heart of a courageous explorer. And at that moment in history
when the Lord’s timetable called for their particular talents, there stood ready
and willing a group of colonial lawyers with minds trained in law and politics,
rooted in judgment and wisdom, which surely numbered them among the
inspired Founding Fathers.
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Being convicted of his sins and having a desire for forgiveness led
Joseph to the grove and later to his encounters with Moroni.
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W

hen in 1832 Joseph Smith first narrated his vision of the Father and the
Son in the woods of western New York, he told it as a story of personal
repentance and forgiveness. It is a great story, a heartening story. It begins
with Joseph telling us that at about age twelve he began thinking seriously
about the welfare of his soul. He says that his mind became “exceedingly distressed for I become convicted of my sins . . . and I felt to mourn for my own
sins and for the sins of the world.” Joseph tells us that he “cried unto the Lord
for mercy” and that the Lord heard his cry in the wilderness. Joseph’s story
hinges on the Savior saying to him, “Joseph my son thy sins are forgiven thee,”
and ends with Joseph remembering that “my soul was filled with love and for
many days I could rejoice with great Joy and the Lord was with me.”1
Beginning with his rich autobiographical descriptions of being convicted
of his sins and how his desire for forgiveness led him to seeking, to prayer,
to the grove, and later to his encounters with Moroni, Joseph provides us
a wonderful, lifelong example of repentance. Moreover, the revelations the
Savior gave Joseph, and the teachings Joseph gave us from the Savior’s revelations, include the restored doctrine of repentance in crystal clarity, potency,
69
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and beauty. I wish to teach and testify of this doctrine by drawing on Joseph’s
autobiographies, revelations, and teachings to tell the story of Joseph Smith
and hearty repentance.
Joseph lived in a culture that was much more conscious of its sins than
our culture is. His ancestors had been told frequently that they were totally
depraved sinners whom God would arbitrarily elect or not in an act of inscrutable will beyond their control. But the world had changed rapidly, and by
the time Joseph was twelve, salvation from sin had become his responsibility. Joseph paid attention to the religious crosscurrents of his culture and to
the spiritual stirrings of his soul. Growing consciousness of his teenage sins
and the incessant reminders of revival preachers caused him to “become convicted” and therefore to successfully seek forgiveness in the Sacred Grove.
Joseph later wrote about his second formal act of repentance. “When I
was about 17 years . . . after I had retired to bed; I had not been asleep, but
was meditating upon my past life and experience. I was well aware I had not
kept the commandments, and I repented heartily for all my sins and transgressions, and humbled myself before him, whose eye surveys all things at a
glance.”2 I am captivated by Joseph’s phrase that he “repented heartily.” He
liked that adverb heartily. He used it frequently but not carelessly. He used
it as intended, to mean “in a hearty manner,” or “with full or unrestrained
exercise of real feeling; with genuine sincerity; earnestly, . . . really . . . . with
courage, zeal, or spirit; . . . . with good appetite; . . . abundantly, amply . . . to
the full, completely, thoroughly.”3
Joseph’s clear, candid, autobiographies help us understand what he
meant by hearty repentance: (1) Joseph identified and confessed his sins.
(2) Joseph mourned for his sins. (3) And he prayerfully sought forgiveness.
Notice that Joseph did not soften sin as our culture is inclined to do. He
called sin by its ugly name and identified it in himself. In one of his autobiographies, Joseph described the years between finding forgiveness in the grove
and again three-and-a-half years later at his bedside: “I was left to all kinds of
all kinds of temptations;” he said, “and, mingling with all kinds of society, I
frequently fell into many foolish errors, and displayed the weakness of youth,
and the corruption <foibles> of human nature; which, I am sorry to say, led
me into divers temptations to the gratification of many appetites offensive in
the sight of God.”4
Joseph used the language of the revival preachers and his own vernacular
to tell us that his “mind become exceedingly distressed for I become convicted
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Joseph Smith and Hearty Repentance

The incessant reminders of revival preachers caused young Joseph to “become convicted” and seek forgiveness in the Sacred Grove.

of my sins . . . and I felt to mourn for my own sins.” Joseph was aware of himself. He tells us that he pondered and meditated about his predicament. He
did not avoid the inner feelings that his actions were “not consistent with
that character which ought to be maintained by one who was called of God
as I had been” ( Joseph Smith—History 1:28). He did not justify or rationalize his sins or postpone repentance. He chose to act on the heartfelt need for
renewal that a generous God had planted in his soul. And he did it heartily. He did it with his whole heart. Listen carefully to Joseph’s descriptions.
Listen to the way he constructs sentences. “I cried unto the Lord for mercy,”
Joseph wrote. “I . . . humbled myself.” “I repented heartily for all my sins.”5
With himself as the subject and with vigorous verbs, Joseph puts agency—by
which I mean the power to repent or not—squarely on his own shoulders. He
acts powerfully and penitently in his sentences to catalyze the change from
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convicted sinner, to sorrowful soul, to forgiven Son. As a result of such repentance, the Lord revealed to Joseph that his sins were forgiven, and Joseph was
filled with love and rejoiced with great joy. To Joseph, hearty repentance was
an active process. He had to do his part—confess his sins, mourn for them,
and cry to the Lord—as a witness to the Savior, who would then do his part—
namely, forgive.
These are the “conditions of repentance” (D&C 18:12) outlined in the
scriptures, and particularly clearly in the scriptures revealed through Joseph.
I testify to the paradox that it is liberating to become convicted of one’s sins,
to become conscious that because of the Fall our nature is evil (see Ether 3:2).
Why would conscious acceptance of my sinful nature be liberating? Because,
as President Ezra Taft Benson taught, “No one adequately and properly
knows why he needs Christ until he understands and accepts the doctrine of
the Fall and its effect upon all mankind.”6 The genius of Martin Luther and
of every born-again Christian is the liberating recognition that it is the hearty
confession of one’s sinfulness that leads the soul to depend completely on the
redeeming Lord Jesus Christ.
I was a missionary teaching the restored gospel from the Book of
Mormon before I finally recognized what it says on nearly every page, namely
that because of the Fall of Adam and Eve, I am fallen and inherently sinful; that because of God’s grace and His Son’s infinite Atonement, I am also
empowered to forsake my fallen nature, to yield to God and his invitations
to come to Christ and partake of his redeeming love—to heartily repent. The
Book of Mormon is full of this doctrine and of the conversion narratives of
born-again Christians who acted on it. I invite you to revisit the conversion
narratives of Enos, both Almas, and Amulek, in particular. And listen to these
words the Savior revealed to Alma the Younger as he was unconscious, having
been convicted of his sins and in the process of mourning for them. “Marvel
not,” the Savior said, “that all mankind, yea, men and women, all nations, kindreds, tongues and people, must be born again; yea, born of God, changed
from their carnal and fallen state, to a state of righteousness, being redeemed
of God, becoming his sons and daughters; and thus they become new creatures; and unless they do this, they can in nowise inherit the kingdom of God”
(Mosiah 27:25–26).
Until we acknowledge and mourn our fallen natures and determine to let
Christ help us conquer them, we will not appreciate our need for Jesus Christ
and his atoning sacrifice and redeeming love. It is for that reason that we want
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to become convicted of our sins and to mourn for them. In Joseph’s autobiographies, in the Book of Mormon conversion narratives, and in the Savior’s
descriptions of his Atonement in Doctrine and Covenants sections 18 and 19,
joy follows pain and suffering.
Joseph’s hearty repentance continued throughout his life. Hearty repentance characterized the four-year probationary period before he received the
Book of Mormon plates as well as the months that immediately followed.
Martin Harris, the prosperous Palmyra farmer and benefactor to Joseph,
traveled to Harmony, Pennsylvania, in the spring of 1828 to scribe as Joseph
translated the Book of Mormon. Martin resented how his wife’s gossip damaged his reputation. He asked Joseph for the chance to take the manuscript
home to Palmyra to prove to her that he was no fool. Martin was older than
Joseph and so supportive. How could he say no? Who would write for Joseph
or provide needed money if Martin quit? Joseph asked the Lord for permission to send the manuscript with Martin. The Lord repeatedly told Joseph no
but left him free to act for himself. Joseph tried to please both Martin and the
Lord. He made Martin vow solemnly to show the pages only to his wife, Lucy,
and a few others. Moroni, meanwhile, confiscated the seer stones. Sincerely
but unwisely, Martin left for a brief trip to Palmyra with the translated manuscript. He never returned.
After a few weeks and at his wife’s urging, Joseph caught a stagecoach
headed north toward his parents’ Manchester, New York, home. Hour after
depressing hour he rode, reliving the extraordinary events of his life—the
confusion and anxiety prior to his first vision, his feelings of sinfulness in the
following years, the repeated disappointments and rebukes before receiving
the plates. Each of those setbacks recurred now, bringing an ominous feeling
with them. Joseph neither ate nor slept as he traveled toward an uncertain
encounter. He realized he had acted unwisely and with more concern for the
will of Martin Harris than his Heavenly Father. Joseph stepped off the stagecoach with twenty miles remaining between him and home. The hour was
late, the night dark, and he had no way to travel but walk. A stranger walked
him home, where he arrived with the dawn.
Joseph wanted to see Martin Harris immediately, so the Smiths invited
him for breakfast, assuming he would come quickly. “At eight o’clock we set
the victuals on the table, looking for him every moment,” Joseph’s mother
wrote. “We waited till nine, and he came not; till ten, and he was not there;
till eleven, still he did not make his appearance. At half past twelve we saw
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him walking with a slow and measured tread toward the house, his eyes fixed
thoughtfully upon the ground.” Martin paused at the gate, then sat on the
fence and drew his hat down over his sullen eyes.
Full of suspense, the Smiths and their guest began to eat, but Martin
dropped his utensils. “Are you sick?” Joseph’s brother asked. “I have lost my
soul,” Martin bawled. “I have lost my soul.” Unable to suppress his worst fears
any longer, Joseph jumped up. “Oh! Martin, have you lost that manuscript?
Have you broken your oath and brought down condemnation upon my head
as well as your own?”
“Yes,” Martin confessed. “It is gone and I know not where.”
“Oh, my God, my God,” Joseph uttered humbly, “all is lost! What shall
I do? I have sinned. It is I who tempted the wrath of God by asking him for
that which I had no right to ask.” And he wept and groaned and paced the
floor, forsaken.
Joseph ordered Martin to return home and find the manuscript.
“It is all in vain,” Martin replied, “for I have looked every place in the
house. I have even ripped open beds and pillows, and I know it is not there.”
“Then must I return to my wife with such a tale as this?” Joseph asked. “I
dare not do it. . . . And how shall I appear before the Lord? Of what rebuke
am I not worthy from the angel of the Most High?” Deeply discouraged,
Joseph left for home the next morning.7
He retired into the Pennsylvania woods and prayed mightily for redemption, pouring out sorrow, confessing weakness. Moroni appeared and
returned the seer stones. Joseph looked and saw the strict words of a just God
enumerating a catalog of specific sins: “Remember, remember that it is not
the work of God that is frustrated, but the work of men; for although a man
may have many revelations, and have power to do many mighty works, yet if
he boasts in his own strength, and sets at naught the counsels of God, and follows after the dictates of his own will and carnal desires, he must fall and incur
the vengeance of a just God upon him.” The Lord’s words pierced Joseph, convicting him of sin. “Behold, you have been entrusted with these things, but
how strict were your commandments; and remember also the promises which
were made to you, if you did not transgress them.” Joseph recalled Moroni’s
commission to be responsible for the sacred records and powers of translation. But Joseph had often been persuaded by men, especially Martin Harris,
to transgress these commands. “How oft you have transgressed the commandments and the laws of God, and have gone on in the persuasions of men,” the
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Lord continued firmly. “You should not have feared man more than God.”
Martin Harris rejected the Lord’s words, but Joseph knew better. By yielding
to Martin, Joseph turned his back on the Savior’s will. “Thou wast chosen
to do the work of the Lord,” Jesus warned, “but because of transgression, if
thou art not aware thou wilt fall” (D&C 3:3–9). These words “were hard
for a young man who had lost his first-born son and nearly lost his wife [in
childbirth], and whose chief error was to trust a friend, but there was comfort
in the revelation as well.”8
The tone of the heavenly revelation switched dramatically. “Remember,”
it says halfway through, “God is merciful; therefore repent of that which thou
hast done which is contrary to the commandment which I gave you, and thou
art still chosen, and art again called to the work” (D&C 3:10).
Joseph received the words gladly, as if they were cool water for his singed
soul. They illustrated God’s perfectly harmonized justice and mercy. They
showed that repentance fully qualifies one for mercy, whereas stubborn willfulness leads to God’s just vengeance. The revelation marked a turning point
for the young seer. Only twenty-two years old, he would no longer be bound
by his youthful temptations. He was not perfect, but his eye was becoming
single to God’s glory. Moroni had taken the seer stones while Joseph acted
on the revelation’s command to repent. Then in September 1828, one year
after he first received them, the plates and the marvelous stones were again
entrusted to Joseph. By choosing to repent heartily, Joseph was still chosen
and again called to the work of translating the Book of Mormon.
Joseph’s subsequent revelations repeatedly emphasize repentance. As he
called early missionaries, the Lord told them in various ways to “say nothing
but repentance” (D&C 11:9). To two Whitmer brothers, the Lord elaborated a rationale for helping others repent. “The thing which will be of the
most worth unto you,” he told them, “will be to declare repentance unto this
people, that you may bring souls unto me, that you may rest with them in the
kingdom of my Father” (D&C 15:6, 16:6). To Oliver Cowdery and David
Whitmer, the Lord elaborated much further, linking repentance to his infinite atonement. “Remember the worth of souls is great in the sight of God,”
the Savior declared (D&C 18:10).
We know this passage so well that I fear we take it for granted. Let me
contextualize it a bit in an effort to increase appreciation for its profundity
and power. It is part of a revelation to Apostles. It tells Apostles what they
should think about and do. And if we had to boil it down to a single sentence,
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it would be that Apostles are to help people repent because repentance results
in joy. “I command all men everywhere to repent,” the Lord declares before
he commands the Apostles to remember how valuable souls are (v. 9). Please
see and understand that Jesus commands us all to repent because he values
us so much. How much? “The Lord your Redeemer suffered death in the
flesh; wherefore he suffered the pain of all men, that all men might repent
and come unto him. And he hath risen again from the dead, so that he might
bring all men unto him, on conditions of repentance” (vv. 11–12). This is the
restored rationale of repentance. We “are called to cry repentance unto this
people”(v. 14) because their souls are of such great worth to the Lord Jesus
Christ, who suffered for them.
To Martin Harris, the Savior waxed even more explicit about the link
between repentance and his Atonement. Early in June 1829, Joseph and
Martin asked Palmyra printer Egbert Grandin to publish the Book of
Mormon. Grandin was reluctant, agreeing to the controversial project only
after Martin returned with news that a Rochester printer would do the publishing if Grandin refused. They worked out an agreement in which Grandin
would print and bind five thousand copies of the Book of Mormon for three
thousand dollars, with Martin putting up more than 150 acres of land as collateral. Martin mortgaged the land on August 25. He had eighteen months to
pay the debt, hopefully with proceeds from book sales, or else Grandin could
sell the property.9 Once the paperwork was finished, Grandin’s employees
began printing.
In January 1830, Joseph and Martin agreed to share profits from the
Book of Mormon until Martin’s mortgage was paid. In March, as the first
copies came from the press, Martin became alarmed. He met Joseph on the
road from his Pennsylvania home to Palmyra to check on the printing. Arms
full of books, a distraught Martin Harris told Joseph, “the books will not sell
for nobody wants them.”
“I think they will sell well,” Joseph responded.
“I want a commandment,” Martin demanded, seeking a reassuring
revelation.
“Fulfill what you have got,” replied Joseph, referring to the Lord’s earlier
instructions to Martin (see D&C 5:17).
“I must have a commandment,” Martin said, increasingly anxious.
Martin stayed that night with Joseph at the Smith home. Restless, he
had an anxious dream that an enormous dog was pouncing on him. He rose
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in the morning, again demanded a revelation, and left for home. That afternoon Joseph received Doctrine and Covenants section 19 as Oliver Cowdery
scribed.10
Six times in that section the Savior commands Martin to repent in order
to escape suffering that the Lord alone could fathom. “I . . . have suffered
these things for all, so that they might not suffer if they would repent,” the
Savior told Martin, “but if they would not repent they must suffer, even as
I” (D&C 19:16–17). Elder David B. Haight taught that “if we could feel or
were sensitive even in the slightest to the matchless love of our Savior and his
willingness to suffer for our individual sins, we would cease procrastination
and clean the slate, and repent of all our transgressions. This would mean
keeping God’s commandments and setting our lives in order, searching our
souls, and repenting of our sins, large or small.”11
Through Joseph, the Lord commanded the talented but arrogant
William W. Phelps to repent and, in the process, taught us how to discern
real repentance: “By this ye may know if a man repenteth of his sins—behold,
he will confess them and forsake them” (D&C 58:43). We all know that one
of the conditions of repentance is confessing our sins. But why? Doesn’t the
omniscient Lord know our sins? The question assumes that the Lord requires
confession for his benefit, but perhaps he requires it for ours. Joseph said that
he humbled himself in order to repent. The humility required to confess our
sins is a condition of repentance. There is no repentance without penitence.
And penitence is lacking in the soul who is unwilling to confess their sins.
Thus contrite confession is a key to repentance. So is forsaking sin. The willingness to give away all our sins to know God is evidence that we have met
the conditions of repentance. Compare King Limhi’s prayer, “O God . . . I will
give away all my sins to know thee” (Alma 22:18), with Augustine’s, “Grant
me chastity and continence, but not yet” (da mihi castitatem et continentiam,
sed noli modo).12
Joseph Smith received a revelation (D&C 66) for a man named William
McLellin. Like many of us, William was deciding whether to be like Limhi or
Augustine. Prior to meeting Joseph, William secretly prayed that God would
“reveal the answer to five questions through his prophet, and that too without
his having any knowledge of my having made such request.” In 1848, ten years
after bitterly parting ways with Joseph Smith, William wrote, “I now testify
in the fear of God, that every question which I had thus lodged in the ears
of the Lord . . . were answered to my full and entire satisfaction. I desired it
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for a testimony of Joseph’s inspiration. And I to this day consider it to me an
evidence which I cannot refute.”13
I count twenty-two commandments in the thirteen verses of section 66,
and the first of them is “repent . . . of those things which are not pleasing in
my sight, saith the Lord, for the Lord will show them unto you” (D&C 66:3).
William kept some of the commands all of the time, and all of the commands
some of the time. But he also broke several specific commandments consciously and in some cases blatantly. All the while he testified “that Joseph
Smith is a true Prophet or Seer of the Lord and that he has power and does
receive revelations from God, and that these revelations when received are of
divine Authority in the church of Christ.”14 When William broke the command to “commit not adultery—a temptation with which thou hast been
troubled” (D&C 66:10), he was called before a bishop’s council for Church
discipline.
He did not heartily repent. He was not convicted of his sins. He was not
humble. He did not cry unto the Lord for mercy. He only half-heartedly confessed. He said that he thought that Church leaders were not being faithful,
so “consequently <he> left of[f ] praying and keeping the commandments
of God, and went his own way, and indulged himself in his lustfull desires.”
Joseph Smith asked William whether he had actually witnessed the sins with
which he had charged Church leaders. No, William answered, he judged from
gossip. The clerk keeping the minutes of the disciplinary council couldn’t
resist entering the important lesson into the record: “O!! Foolish Man! What
excuse is [it] that thou rendereset, for thy sins, that because thou hast heard
of some mans transgression, that thou Shouldest leave thy God, and forsake
thy prayers, and turn to those things that thou knowest to be contrary to
the will of God, we say unto thee, and to all Such, beware! beware! for God
will bring the[e] into judgment for thy sins.”15 The Church excommunicated
the unrepentant William, and he spent the rest of his long life struggling to
resolve the dissonance between his sure testimony of Joseph the revelator and
his unwillingness to obey the revelation’s commandment to repent.
A main difference between Joseph Smith and William McLellin is hearty
repentance. The decision to repent heartily or not came from inside each
of them. Both had the same gospel of repentance clearly explained to them.
Both covenanted, signifying their willingness to take the Lord’s name upon
them, always remember him, and keep the commandments he had given
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them. William didn’t have greater temptations. He had less love for God, less
will to repent.
Brothers and sisters, will you join with me in a commitment to repent
heartily? But what if I’m lacking the will to repent, you might ask. What if I’m
like Augustine or William McLellin, knowing well that repentance is needed
but lacking the desire, opting to postpone hearty repentance and justify sinfulness a little longer? In that case, I urge you to pray for the desire to desire
to repent. Begin where you are and keep going until you become convicted
of your sins. You will know that you’re becoming convicted of your sins when
they begin to cause you to mourn. You may notice that your feelings transition from what Mormon called “the sorrowing of the damned” (Mormon
2:13), meaning the frustration of those who cannot find happiness in sin, and
become more akin to the pain and torment Alma described of the period
that he was “harrowed up by the memory of [his] many sins” just before Jesus
replaced those memories with sweet, exquisite joy (Alma 36:19).
As part of my invitation to you, I add another adverb to Joseph’s description of hearty repentance. I invite you to repent relentlessly. Joseph taught that
frequent, feigned repentance trifles with the Atonement of Jesus Christ.16 But
that is not what I mean by relentless repentance. By repentance I mean repentance and its conditions as defined and illustrated in the restored scriptures.
And by relentless I mean that we doggedly do not relent to what Lehi called
“the will of the flesh and the evil which is therein, which giveth the spirit of
the devil power to captivate” (2 Nephi 2:29). And I mean that as often as
we fall short of that standard we repent. I mean that we never relent to the
sin of giving up on the worth of our own souls, for which the Savior paid
infinitely. If we can see ourselves as he sees us, we will repent relentlessly. We
will never give up on him or on us. Relentless repentance means that by humbling ourselves and crying to the Lord we gain and exercise power over Satan
and consistently refuse to give him power over us.17 I mean what Shakespeare
meant when he had Hamlet urge,
Confess yourself to heaven;
Repent what’s past; avoid what is to come;
Refrain tonight,
And that shall lend a kind of easiness
To the next abstinence; the next more easy;
For use can almost change the stamp of nature,
And either master the devil, or throw him out
With wondrous potency.18
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Relentless repentance is like scrambling up and finally conquering a long,
steep slope. There may be backsliding, scraped knees, and muscles that scream
at the work required to continue the unyielding ascent. The mountain may
seem to conquer the will to continue, to mock the determination to surmount. But the relentless repenter keeps climbing the mountain. Sisters and
brothers, keep climbing your mountains. Repent relentlessly. Help each other
repent relentlessly so that you can rejoice with the Savior in the repentant
soul. Allow each other to repent so sorrow can be replaced with compensatory joy. Allow yourself to repent, as Joseph did; appropriately confess and
mourn your sinfulness as a prerequisite to having your soul filled with love
and rejoicing. Cry unto the Lord for mercy, and he will hear your cry in the
wilderness and say to you as he said to Joseph more than once, “Your sins
are forgiven you; you are clean before me; therefore, lift up your heads and
rejoice” (D&C 110:5).
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Joseph Smith “told the brethren that . . . a man would get nearer to God by
abiding by [the] precepts [of the Book of Mormon], than by any other book.”
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T

he Book of Mormon serves its readers and users in many ways. On its
pages are found rare and precious explanations of the gospel and doctrine of Jesus Christ, the plan of happiness and of salvation, and the Nephite
prophetic worldview situating the entire world in relation to the covenants
made by God with the house of Israel with promises to all of his children on
this earth. Through invitations and exemplars, it provides sage tutorials in
cultivating spirituality through the testimony of Jesus Christ enlivened by the
power of the Holy Ghost.
Less often recognized but equally present on its pages are the foundational administrative principles of the restored gospel of Jesus Christ.
Administrative principles are scattered among the revelations and experiences
of Nephite religious leaders and their people, and with little difficulty an alert,
interested reader can assemble from the Book of Mormon beneficial principles, practices, and procedures of Church governance.
This paper seeks to identify which of those principles were used by the
earliest believers in the Book of Mormon, who often followed the Book of
Mormon precisely and sometimes even explicitly. It makes sense that they
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would do this. By compiling textual, practical, and historical details, this
paper draws attention to the foundational role that the Book of Mormon
played in authoritatively establishing important principles of Latter-day Saint
religious and ecclesiastical administration.
At the time it was translated in the second quarter of 1829, the Book of
Mormon was the main revelation authoritatively binding on the entire congregation of the fledgling Church of Christ, as it was called from 1830 to
1834. Without delay, Joseph Smith and Oliver Cowdery and their compatriots began baptizing, worshipping together, and establishing what would
become the written and unwritten order of the growing Church. Not only its
doctrines and instructions for personal living but also its many administrative
guidelines came to them with a seal of divine approval and investiture. Only
at their peril could believers as well as nonbelievers ignore these church policies, principles, and practices.
Although most modern Latter-day Saints do not regularly recognize their
deep indebtedness to the Book of Mormon for many of their institutional
assets, the administrative character and personality of The Church of Jesus
Christ of Latter-day Saints has indeed grown directly from the genetic material found in the Book of Mormon, which can easily be seen as the nucleus in
the germination of the Restoration. Indeed, a few years after the organization
of the Church, the Prophet Joseph Smith identified the Book of Mormon
with the mustard seed prophetically referred to by Jesus in one of his parables
in Matthew 13. The Prophet explained that this tiny seed had come forth
out of the earth and would become “the greatest among herbs” (Matthew
13:32), a great tree giving shelter and nesting space to the birds of the air.1 Said
another way, Joseph Smith saw the organizational framework on which the
peoples of the world would be brought together and given place as growing
out of the Book of Mormon.
Most people, however, have paid little notice to the essential role of the
Book of Mormon in the administrative history of the Church, perhaps for
several reasons. Few people have paid enough attention to the administrative
history of the Church in any regard, let alone the contributions made by the
Book of Mormon to that history. Familiarity with well-established Church
practices tends to obscure in modern minds the distinctiveness that many
passages in the Book of Mormon would have had to its initial readers in the
1830s. Others have not thought of the Book of Mormon on par with “historical” documents, such as letters or contemporaneous journal entries. But
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because the writers of the Book of Mormon often assured their readers that
they had seen the modern day and were writing this book to benefit modern
people (as in 2 Nephi 28 or Mormon 8:26–34), the Book of Mormon would
have sounded in the ears of its audiences from the outset as having been written directly to them, and therefore understanding their practical response to
this book holds an important place in our efforts to reconstruct the perceptions, attitudes, motives, and practices of early Latter-day Saints.
Some people have searched for, and for the most part not found, much
evidence that early Church meetings and practices were being modeled on
directions taken from the Book of Mormon. But newly published documents,
databases, and search engines yield more evidence than has been previously
set forth. Based on the following, I believe that people should no longer
ignore this elephant in the room, namely the Book of Mormon, as a persistent
and even dominant source of Church administrative genius.
Verbatim Use of the Book of Mormon in the 1829 “Articles of the
Church of Christ”

The first evidence that the Book of Mormon was understood and used as a
Church administrative guide came as early as the end of June 1829, shortly
after the translation of the Book of Mormon had been completed. As initial
steps were then being taken to receive divine instructions relative to “building up the church of Christ, according to the fulness of the gospel,”2 Oliver
Cowdery undertook to draft three pages entitled the “Articles of the Church
of Christ,”3 most likely late in June 1829.4 The manuscript of this rarely seen
text, preserved in the Church History Archives, identifies itself as a “true
copy,” apparently written a little later from an original that is no longer extant.
Its full text5 reads as follows, with bolding6 and citation references added to
show the sources Cowdery quoted:
A commandment from God unto Oliver how he should build up his church and
the manner thereof—
Saying Oliver listen to the voice of Christ your Lord and your God and your
Redeemer and write the words which I shall command you concerning my Church
my Gospel my Rock [D&C 18:4; cf. 3 Nephi 11:39–40 (my rock); 27:8–10 (my
church, my gospel)] and my Salvation. Behold the world is ripening in iniquity and
it must needs be that the children of men are stirred up unto repentance both the
Gentiles and also the House of Israel for behold I command all men every where
to repent [3 Nephi 11:32] and I speak unto you even as unto Paul mine apostle
for ye are called even with that same calling with which he was called Now therefore whosoever repenteth and humbleth himself before me and desireth to be
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baptized in my name shall ye baptize them [3 Nephi 11:23] And after this manner did he command me that I should baptize them Behold ye shall go down and
stand in the water and in my name shall ye baptize them And now behold these
are the words which ye shall say calling them by name saying Having authority
given me of Jesus Christ I baptize you in the name of the Father and of the Son
and of the Holy Ghost Amen And then shall ye immerse them in the water and
come forth again out of the water and after this manner shall ye baptize in my
name For behold verily I say unto you that the Father and the Son and the Holy
Ghost are one and I am in the Father and the Father in me and the Father and I
are one [3 Nephi 11:23–27].
And ye are also called to ordain Priests and Teachers [Moroni 3:1] according to the gifts and callings of God unto men [Moroni 3:4] and after this manner
shall ye ordain them Ye shall pray unto the Father in my name and then shall ye
lay your hands upon them and say In the name of Jesus Christ I ordain you to
be a Priest or if he be a Teacher I ordain you to be a Teacher to preach repentance and remission of sins through Jesus Christ by the endurance of faith on
his name to the end Amen [Moroni 3:2–3] And this shall be the duty of the Priest
He shall kneel down and the members of the Church shall kneel also which Church
shall be called The Church of Christ and he shall pray to the Father in my name for
the church and if it so be that it be built upon my Rock I will bless it [3 Nephi
18:12] And after that ye have prayed to the Father in my name ye shall preach
the truth in soberness casting out none from among you but rather invite them
to come [2 Nephi 26:33] And the Church shall oft partake of bread and wine
[Moroni 6:6] and after this manner shall ye partake of it The Elder or Priest shall
minister it and after this manner shall he do he shall kneel with the Church and
pray to the Father in the name of Christ and then shall ye say O God the Eternal
Father we ask thee in the name of thy Son Jesus // Christ to bless and sanctify
this bread to the souls of all those who partake of it that they may et <eat> in
remembrance of the body of thy Son and witness unto thee O God the Eternal
Father that they are willing to take upon them the name of thy Son and always
remember him and keep his commandments which he hath given them that
they may always have his spirit to be with them Amen [Moroni 4:1–3] And then
shall ye take the cup and say O God the Eternal Father we ask thee in the name of
thy Son Jesus Christ to bless and sanctify this wine to the souls of all those who
drink of it that they may do [it] in remembrance of the blood of thy Son which
was shed for them that they may witness unto thee O God the Eternal Father
that they do always remember him that they may have his spirit to be with them
Amen [Moroni 5:1–2] And now behold I give unto you a commandment that
ye shall not suffer any one knowingly to partake of my flesh and blood unworthily when ye shall minister it for whoso eateth and drinketh my flesh and blood
unworthily eateth and drinketh damnation to his soul Therefore if ye know that
a man is unworthy to eat and drink of my flesh and blood ye shall forbid him
nevertheless ye shall not cast him out from among you but ye shall minister
unto him and shall pray for him unto the Father in my name and if it so be that
he repenteth and is baptized in my name then shall ye receive him and shall
minister unto him of my flesh and blood but if he repenteth not he shall not be
numbered among my people that he may not destroy my people For behold I
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know my sheep and they are numbered nevertheless ye shall not cast him out
of your Synagogues or your places of worship for unto such shall ye continue to
minister for ye know not but what they will return and repent and come unto
me with full purpose of heart and I shall heal <heal> them and ye shall be the
means of bringing Salvation unto them Therefore keep these sayings which I
have commanded [3 Nephi 18:28–33] you that ye come not under condemnation
for wo unto him whom the Father condemneth—
And the church shall meet together oft [3 Nephi 18:22] for prayer and
sup[p]lication [Alma 31:10] casting out none from your places of worship but
rather invite them to come [2 Nephi 26:33] And each member shall speak and tell
the church of their progress in the way to Eternal life
And there shall be no pride nor envying nor strifes nor malice nor idoletry
nor witchcrafts nor whoredoms nor fornications nor covetiousness nor lying nor
deceits nor no manner of iniquity [very close to the lists in Alma 1:32 and 16:18]
and if any one is guilty of any or the least of these and doth not repent and show
fruits mee<a>ts [meets] for repentance [Alma 12:15] they shall not be numbered among my people that they may not destroy my people [3 Nephi 18:31]
And now I speak unto the Church Repent all ye ends of the Earth and come
unto me and be baptized in my name which is Jesus Christ and endure to the end
and ye shall be saved Behold Jesus Christ is the name which is given of the Father
and there is none other name given whereby men can be saved Wherefore all
men must take upon them the name which is given of the Father for in that name
shall they be called at the last at <day> Wherefore if they know not the name by
which they are called they cannot have place in the Kingdom of my Father [D&C
18:22–25; cf. 3 Nephi 27:20; Mosiah 3:17; 5:12] Behold ye must walk uprightly
before me and sin not [D&C 18:31] and if ye do walk uprightly before me and
sin not my grace is sufficient for you [D&C 18:31] that ye shall be lifted up at the
last day [3 Nephi 27:22] Behold I am Jesus Christ the Son of the liveing God I
am the same which came unto my own and my own received me not [3 Nephi
9:15, 16] I am the light which shineth in darkness and the darkness comprehendeth it not these words are not of men nor of man but of me [D&C 18:34] Now
remember the words of him who is the first and the last the light and the life of
the world [3 Nephi 9:18] And I Jesus Christ your Lord and your God and your
Redeemer by the power of my Spirit hath spoken it Amen
And now if I have not authority to write these things judge ye behold ye
shall know that I have authority when you and I shall be brought to stand before
[Ether 5:6] the judgment seat of Christ Now may the [manuscript torn] [grace]
of God the Father and our Lord Jesus Christ be and abide with you all // \\ and
[manuscript torn] [finally] save you Eternally in his Kingdom through the Infinite
atonement [2 Nephi 9:7; Alma 34:12] which is in Jesus Christ Amen—
Behold I am Oliver I am an Apostle of Jesus Christ by the will of God the
Father and the Lord Jesus Christ Behold I have written \\ the things which he hath
commanded me for behold his word was unto me as a burning fire shut up in my
bones and I was weary with forbearing and I could forbear no longer Amen—
Written in the year of our Lord and Saviour 1829—
A true Copy of the articles of the Church of Christ &c.
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While a number of questions remain about this important document—
such as the immediate circumstances that inspired Oliver Cowdery (who here
identifies himself as an Apostle of Jesus Christ) to receive this revelation, or
the reasons why it was never publically used by Oliver or Joseph Smith—for
present purposes, several things can be said with confidence about this text.
First, it can certainly be described as the earliest step in preparing an
administrative handbook for the Church. It is clear that as soon as Joseph
Smith and Oliver finished the translation of the books of 3 Nephi and Moroni,
Oliver was on fire with the spirit of urgency to build up the Church of Christ.
Second, the great inspiration of this text, received as a revelation by
Oliver, perhaps with encouragement if not direction from Joseph, was to
gather out of the mass of about 608 original Book of Mormon manuscript
pages7 the basic instructions and guidelines upon which the Church should
be organized and administered. That selection process alone would have been
a daunting task unless aided by the guidance of the Holy Ghost to help him
remember where in that sheaf of papers these administrative provisions were
to be found.
Third, at a glance one can see that about two-thirds of the words in this
document (bolded above) are verbatim quotes from eight chapters in the
Book of Mormon, namely the words of Jesus in 3 Nephi chapters 9, 11, 18,
and 27 and significant quotes from Moroni chapters 3–6, along with isolated
phrases from 2 Nephi 26; Alma 1, 12, 16, 31, 34; and Ether 5, and also from
seven verses in Doctrine and Covenants 18 (vv. 4, 22–25, 31, and 34).8
Fourth, this heavy use of the Book of Mormon makes perfect sense, especially because Joseph, Oliver, and David Whitmer had sought guidance on
how to build up the Church of Christ “according to the fulness of the gospel,”9 and the Book of Mormon was generally understood to contain or to
be directly associated with “the fulness of the gospel” (see D&C 14:10; 20:9;
27:5).
Fifth, the abundance of administrative topics found in this document
deal with the following:
•
Paragraph 1 states the need for universal repentance and baptism or
rebaptism, followed by the manner of performing the ordinance of
baptism and the exact words of the baptismal prayer. Before 1835,10
the words used in the baptismal prayer were those found in the 1829
translation of the Book of Mormon.
•
Paragraph 2 gives the manner for the ordination of priests and teach-
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ers, including the very words used by the Nephite elders in performing
those ordinations. Then the manner of administering the sacrament
and instructions regarding not allowing people to partake of the sacrament unworthily are taken (with only one word reversal in verse 28)
from six full verses in 3 Nephi 18.
Paragraph 3 contains the definition and instructions concerning what
constitutes unworthiness. A natural outgrowth of the administrative
requirement to forbid people from partaking of the sacrament unworthily is the need for a definition of worthiness. This suggests that the
list found in paragraph 3 may be the first effort made in the restored
Church to assemble the equivalent of a list of questions to be asked of
oneself or by a priesthood interviewer in determining a person’s worthiness to be baptized or to partake of the sacrament.
Paragraph 4 extends another universal call to repentance and explains
what it means to take upon oneself and bear the name of Jesus Christ,
walking uprightly and receiving the grace and testimony of Jesus, including his own declaration of his identity, which he spoke out of the
darkness over the land in 3 Nephi 9.
Paragraph 5 then ends with a seal of authority that these words will
stand at the judgment seat of God, words taken from Ether 5. Oliver
Cowdery had learned the necessity of speaking by divinely invested
authority, and thus he certifies that he speaks as “an apostle of Jesus
Christ.”

The long blocks of verbatim quotes from the Book of Mormon in this
1829 text make this document the primary exhibit in demonstrating that the
Book of Mormon was literally followed, and was to continue to be followed,
as the initial administrative handbook of the Church.
The Continued Direct Use of the Book of Mormon in Doctrine and
Covenants 20

Revealed on April 10, 1830,11 another document (originally known as the
“Articles and Covenants of the Church”) eventually became numbered as
Doctrine and Covenants 20. It can easily be described as the first official
handbook of the Church, focused especially on the establishment and operation of newly founded branches of the Church.12 Although one should not
see the 1829 Articles of the Church of Christ either as a source for or an early
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draft of section 20,13 one clear similarity between the 1829 document and section 20 is that they both make use of numerous words and specific directives
found in the Book of Mormon.
For example, the sacrament prayers are found in Doctrine and Covenants
20:77, 79, but these words were once again drawn from the Book of Mormon.
In the first known printing of Doctrine and Covenants 20 in the 1831
Painesville Telegraph, it simply states in lieu of these verses: “And the manner
of baptism and the manner of administering the Sacrament are to be done
as is written in the Book of Mormon.”14 Similarly, other early iterations of
Doctrine and Covenants 20, rather than spelling out the words of the sacrament prayers, mechanically refer the reader to “Book of Mormon, Page
175” (in other words, page 175 in the 1830 edition of the Book of Mormon),
or they place the material from Moroni 4–5 and 3 Nephi 11 in quotation
marks.15
Other administrative instructions in section 20 draw on the Book of
Mormon. For example, those blessing the sacrament are told to kneel (20:76;
compare Moroni 4:2), and the procedures for baptism are given (20:72–74;
see 3 Nephi 11:23–26). The leaders of the Church are told to keep a list of the
names of all members, numbering those who have been baptized (20:82; see
Mosiah 6:1; 3 Nephi 30:2; Moroni 6:4) and to blot out the names of those
expelled from the Church (20:83; as in Mosiah 5:11; 3 Nephi 18:31; Moroni
6:7). Members overtaken in fault are to be “dealt with as the scriptures direct”
(20:80), which would seem to be an explicit reference to the unique words of
the Lord on this very subject in 3 Nephi 18:28–32. Other elements in this
section that relate to the Book of Mormon include the declarations that those
who receive the Book of Mormon in faith will “receive a crown of eternal life”
(D&C 20:14–16; compare obtaining “eternal life” in 2 Nephi 31:18; Jacob
6:11) and that all need to be baptized and endure to the end (20:25; compare
2 Nephi 33:4; 3 Nephi 27:16).
These details qualify section 20 to stand as strong supporting evidence
that the Book of Mormon was consciously seen and used, in the first instance,
as the basic source for priesthood and administrative instructions for the
fledgling Church.
People Read and Knew the Book of Mormon

It is often hard to divest ourselves of our modern perceptions of the Church
when we try to imagine how it operated in the very early 1830s. At that time,
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the Church had no Primary association, no Relief Society, no meetinghouses,
no temples, no tithing, no Word of Wisdom, no websites, no Doctrine and
Covenants, and not much to read. But they did have the Book of Mormon.
Indeed, until 1835, not much else had been printed in the Latter-day Saint
library. So it stands all the more to reason that the nascent Church would
have made great use of the Book of Mormon for many purposes: for doctrine,
for prophecy, for inspiration, for testimony, for reproof, for exhortation, and
also for administrative guidance. Even if not cited nearly as often in ordinary
Latter-day Saint religious discourse as was the Bible, it is evident that the
Book of Mormon was seen as a record of ancient inhabitants of the Western
Hemisphere, as a sign of the Restoration of the gospel and of Israel, and as
a source for several religious teachings. Countering any perception that the
Book of Mormon was rarely used or was sidelined as a mere artifact, considerable evidence shows that the early Saints indeed made actual use of the Book
of Mormon for many reasons, including administrative purposes.
Journals of William E. McLellin. Important evidence in this regard can
be found in the six journals of William McLellin (1831–36), his 1831 diary
being the earliest of all Mormon diaries. From these early records, first published in 1994, we can now see that the Book of Mormon was read, quoted,
and drawn upon almost incessantly, at least by McLellin and most of his
companions. “By far the most frequent topic in his sermons was the Book of
Mormon, evidences in its behalf, prophecies about its coming forth, testimonies of its divinity, and validations of its worth in opening the glories of the
latter days (his theme in over thirty-three sermons).”16 The next most commonly treated subject in his discourses was the Articles and Covenants of the
Church, which he discussed on eighteen documented occasions. Perhaps for
textual and other reasons, this book and the Church were naturally and inextricably linked in his preaching.17 Indeed, McLellin’s conversion was based on
his acknowledgment of “the truth and Validity of the book of Mormon” and,
in the same breath, that he had “found the people of the Lord—The Living
Church of Christ.”18
In 1831, McLellin’s two main themes were the Book of Mormon and the
coming of Christ to judge the world and establish Zion among his Saints.19
More than this is unreported, but it is not difficult to imagine McLellin
using 1 Nephi 14, 2 Nephi 27–30, 3 Nephi 20–22, and 4 Nephi to proclaim
and inaugurate the program of establishing Zion as the first administrative objective of the restored gospel of Jesus Christ. On Sunday, October 2,
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1831, McLellin and his companion, Hyrum Smith, preached “about 2½
hours” about the Book of Mormon and “warned them of their danger”; but
in spite of their warnings, “they went on in their old way to administer the
sacrament.”20 Evidently he had tried to convince them that the correct way
to administer the sacrament was the manner found in the Book of Mormon.
In 1832, in addition to mentioning the “evidences and testimonies concerning the coming forth of the Book of Mormon, McLellin now stressed
the utility and importance of the book, . . . covenants, obedience, ordinances
(particularly the laying on of hands),”21 along with other practical elements of
the plan of salvation, gathering to Zion, and the organization of the Church.
All of these topics are to be found in the Book of Mormon, some primarily
so, laying the foundation for preaching about other revelations, such as the
recently revealed (on February 16, 1832) Doctrine and Covenants 76 on the
kingdoms of glory in the heavens, which McLellin also now emphasized.
In 1833, McLellin worked with Parley P. Pratt as his companion. “Pratt’s
themes were much broader than McLellin’s messages of fundamental simplicity and austere spirituality,” but both elders taught the plainness of the
gospel of Christ as found in the Book of Mormon.22 On March 22, 1833, for
example, Parley P. Pratt read the account of “Alma and Amulek’s teaching and
sufferings” in Ammonihah, found in Alma 9–16. McLellin reported that “Br
Parley was melted into tears and his words were powerful even to the cutting
of those to the heart who were present and I was filled to[o] so that I walked
through the room praising and blessing the name of the Lord and testifying
to his word even the book of Mormon until Sister Russel spoke out and ‘said
that she believed it.’”23 On March 31, McLellin records that Pratt “arose and
read a number of pages concerning the personal ministry of Christ . . . on
this continent, and in all he read, expounded and reasoned about 2 hours
and I then spoke about one hour, and read and expounded the covenants—&
articles.”24 Significantly, those particular teachings of the Savior in the Book
of Mormon would have been included in the ordinances and administrative
directives presented in the 1830 Articles and Covenants. But when Pratt
“then asked if any wished to obey,” or in other words follow the baptismal
procedures set forth in 3 Nephi 11, no one stepped forth.
In 1834, McLellin’s preaching and proselytizing emphasized virtues (such
as charity, humility, endurance, forgiveness, and unity) as well as the laws of
Zion. In connection with the nature of the kingdom of Christ, he spoke “about
the authority given by God to the Church of the Latter-day Saints, specifically
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about the two priesthoods.”25 In this regard, one easily imagines that (in a
missionary context) he quoted 3 Nephi 11:25, “Having authority given me
of Jesus Christ,” and 3 Nephi 18:37, when Christ “gave them power to give
the Holy Ghost,” as primary texts laying the groundwork for his testimony
of the restoration of the priesthoods and for the revelation on priesthood in
Doctrine and Covenants 84. The Church meeting described by McLellin on
September 7, 1834, comports readily with the directions given for the administration of Church meetings in Moroni 6.26 On October 12, 1834, McLellin
declined to “break bread because there was such a general division in the

Important evidence of the early Church’s use of the Book of Mormon can be found in the journals of
William McLellin.
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Church,”27 apparently following the directive in 3 Nephi 18:28–29 that the
priesthood should not administer the sacrament to the unworthy. So important was the Book of Mormon to McLellin that, on November 14, 1834, he
complained that his companion, John Boynton, delivered “a fine discourse
but he never mentioned the book of mormon once.”28
In 1835, McLellin traveled and served in New England together with the
newly organized Quorum of the Twelve Apostles. He gladly notes when other
Apostles who shared the pulpit with him spoke about the Book of Mormon,
notably about the Savior’s teachings in 3 Nephi, the two priesthoods, and
authority to act in the name of Jesus Christ.29 For example, on May 11, 1835,
he wrote: “Elder B. Young. after reading a portion of the Saviour’s teaching
in the book of Mormon he spoke about 1½ hours contrasting the religions of
the day with the truth.”30 Although McLellin does not report which teachings of the Savior were set in contrast with the teachings and practices of the
day, the result of Brigham Young’s teachings in this instance was clear: “We
went immediately to the watter and Elder O. Hyde immersed 7 persons. . . .
At evening we had another confirmation mee. and those baptized were confirmed by the laying on of hands and a number were blessed in order that they
might be healed of infirmaties.”31 The sequential connection between faith,
baptism, purification by the Holy Ghost, gifts of the Spirit, and healings is
established nowhere more clearly than in 3 Nephi 17:8; 18:32; 19:13–15; and
26:14–15.
Other uses of the Book of Mormon. William McLellin’s use of the Book of
Mormon was not aberrational. Ample use of the Book of Mormon in Church
meetings, proselyting, and other early Latter-day Saint administrative contexts can also be documented.
In his journals, Wilford Woodruff reports that he preached about the
authenticity of the Book of Mormon six times in the 1830s. On June 9,
1835, David W. Patten preached from John 10, likely regarding the “other
sheep” identified in 3 Nephi 15:16–16:3 as the people at Bountiful visited
by the resurrected Lord.32 On March 23, 1837, Woodruff wrote that he was
called upon in a meeting by Father Smith to read a chapter from the Book
of Mormon; Woodruff then read the third chapter from the book of Jacob
in the 1830 edition (today’s Jacob 5) regarding the extended allegory of the
tame and wild olive trees. Then in a meeting in the Kirtland Temple in April
1837, prophecies were pronounced on the heads of many of the Saints; his
journal prolaims, “Rejoice O earth & Shout O heavens for the natural fruit
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of the tame olive tree is again manifest in the earth.” On April 9, 1837, John
Smith read from the twelfth chapter of 2 Nephi (today’s 2 Nephi 28–30) and
preached from that text. Again, on February 18, 1838, and May 20, 1838,
Wilford Woodruff preached on Zenos’s allegory.33 Although none of these
occurrences involves administrative situations, the generously documented
usage of the Book of Mormon for all of these purposes strengthens the case
that the Book of Mormon was regularly on the minds and in the hearts of the
Saints.34
This pattern of using the Book of Mormon in the preaching and practices of the early Church continued as the Apostles traveled to gather Zion
in the British Isles. On October 18, 1840, Wilford Woodruff met for a sacrament meeting with the members; he “read in the Book of Mormon gave
instructions & broke bread unto them.”35 Quite likely his instructions came
from 3 Nephi 18 and from the opening chapters in the book of Moroni. On
December 11, 1839, Parley P. Pratt lectured on the origins of the American
Indians. On February 6, 1840, Woodruff preached to four or five hundred
people on the Book of Mormon; and on October 7, 1840, he held a public debate with a minister about the Book of Mormon, all as recorded in
Woodruff ’s journal.36
To the very end of the Joseph Smith era, the Book of Mormon was read,
followed, and even clung to by the leaders and members of the early Church.
On the way to Carthage Jail, Hyrum Smith knew right where to go to find
Ether 12:37–38, which he read aloud as his final source of solace and strength
before he was murdered: “Thou hast been faithful; wherefore . . . thou shalt
be made strong. . . . Farewell . . . until we shall meet before the judgment-seat
of Christ, where all men shall know that my garments are not spotted with
your blood.”37
Joseph Smith’s use of the Book of Mormon. Moreover, in making such use
of the Book of Mormon, the early Saints were following the example set by
their prophet-leader. In many ways, Joseph Smith continued to be involved
with and to make use of the Book of Mormon long after it was translated and
published. He did not somehow leave the Book of Mormon behind as other
dimensions of his ministry unfolded. On many occasions he extolled the
great benefits to the world that would come through the Book of Mormon.38
In November 1835, he expressly cited the Book of Mormon and the prophet
Ether regarding the unbelief of the Gentiles and the establishment of a New
Jerusalem.39 He personally made corrections and modifications for the 1837
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Joseph Smith continued to be involved with and to make use of the Book of Mormon long after it was
translated and published.

and 1840 editions of the book. On March 20, 1839, in Liberty Jail, Joseph
testified, “The Book of Mormon is true,”40 and on July 2, 1839, he preached
on revelations in the Book of Mormon and told the Saints: “Do not betray
the revelations of God, whether in Bible, Book of Mormon, or Doctrine &
Covenants, or any of the word of God.”41 On June 15, 1842, he enjoined the
Saints: “Seek to know God in your closets, call upon him in the fields; follow
the directions of the Book of Mormon, and pray over, and for, your families,
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your cattle, your flocks, your herds, your corn, and all things that you possess,”42 directly paraphrasing the words of Amulek in Alma 34:18–26.
Scouring the pages of the Teachings of the Prophet Joseph Smith, one finds
numerous ideas and phrases from 1831 to 1843 that most likely originated
with distinctive passages in the Book of Mormon.43 For example,
•
October 25, 1831: Joseph admonished the Saints to do their duty patiently and in perfect love: “Until we have perfect love we are liable
to fall.”44 This comports with Moroni 8:26, “which Comforter filleth
with hope and perfect love, which love endureth by diligence unto
prayer, until the end shall come.”45
•
February 16, 1832: God rewards everyone “according to the deeds
done in the body”46 // God judges “according to the deeds which have
been done in the mortal body” (Alma 5:15).
•
August 1832: “Ask your heavenly Father, in the name of his Son Jesus
Christ to manifest the truth unto you, and if you do it with an eye
single to his glory nothing doubting, he will answer you by the power
of His Holy Spirit”47 // “Ask God, the Eternal Father, in the name
of Christ, if these things are not true; and if ye shall ask with a sincere heart, with real intent, having faith in Christ, he will manifest the
truth of it unto you, by the power of the Holy Ghost” (Moroni 10:4);
“doubting nothing” (Mormon 9:21).
•
August 1832: “The Son of God came into the world to redeem it from
the fall”48 // “the Messiah cometh in the fulness of time, that he may
redeem the children of men from the fall” (2 Nephi 2:26).
•
January 4, 1833: Gentiles “grafted in from whence the chosen family
were broken off ”49 // “grafted in the branches of the wild olive-tree”
( Jacob 5:10).
•
November 19, 1833: “What manner of person ought I to be?”50 //
“what manner of men ought ye to be?” (3 Nephi 27:27).
•
December 1833: “puffed up, and fall under condemnation, and into
the snare of the devil”51 // “puffed up” (2 Nephi 28:15); “brought
under condemnation” (Moroni 9:6); “the snares and the wiles of the
devil” (Helaman 3:29).
•
January 22, 1834: “committed against light and knowledge”52 //
“against the light and knowledge of God” (Alma 39:6).
•
January 22, 1834: “remorse of conscience”53 // “remorse of conscience”
(Alma 29:5).
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January 22, 1834: “garments are spotless”54 // “garments are spotless”
(Alma 7:25).
January 22, 1834: “obey the gospel with full purpose of heart”55 //
“come with full purpose of heart” ( Jacob 6:5; 3 Nephi 10:6; 18:32).
May 14, 1840: “my soul delighteth in plainness”56 // “my soul delighteth in plainness” (2 Nephi 25:4).
January 5, 1841: “he allways [sic] is striving to get others as miserable
as himself ”57 // “he seeketh that all men might be miserable like unto
himself ” (2 Nephi 2:27).
May 26, 1842: “Said Jesus: ‘ye shall do the work, which ye see me
do’”58// “for that which ye have seen me do even that shall ye do”
(3 Nephi 27:21).
June 9, 1842: “God does not look on sin with allowance”59 // “the
Lord cannot look upon sin with the least degree of allowance” (Alma
45:16).
September 1, 1842: “There was no other name given under heaven,
nor no other ordinance admitted, whereby man could be saved”60 //
“there is none other way nor name given under heaven whereby men
can be saved” (2 Nephi 31:21).
July 9, 1843: “children have no sins . . . all made alive in Christ”61 // “all
little children are alive in Christ” (Moroni 8:22).

Based on all the foregoing citations, which can collectively be clustered as
the voice of a community of witnesses, I conclude that the Book of Mormon
was better known and a more important source of instruction and administrative directives in the early formative days of the Church than is often realized.
In the early 1830s, it was not only the Book of Mormon, it was indeed the only
Mormon book; and throughout Joseph Smith’s life it remained the quintessential Mormon book.
Implicit or Presumptive Early Administrative Uses of the Book of
Mormon as a Handbook of Instructions

Finally, the following data display numerous places where early readers of
the Book of Mormon would have found on its pages clear administrative
directives. There is ample reason to believe that these basic instructions and
patterns of fundamental religious practices were not taken lightly, as strings
in a simple narrative yarn. The Book of Mormon, written with the conditions
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and needs of the last days in mind, readily worked as a general handbook of
Church instructions.
For example, by reading 3 Nephi 27:21, readers hear the voice of the Savior
saying: “Ye know the things that ye must do in my church; . . . for that which ye
have seen me do even that shall ye do. Therefore, if ye do these things blessed
are ye, for ye shall be lifted up at the last day” (3 Nephi 27:21–22; emphasis
added).62 Here Jesus uses strong language. The exemplary actions and verbal
instructions of the Lord must be followed. Thus, in general, the directives
of the Book of Mormon were not optional but mandatory. In 3 Nephi, the
people had seen Jesus do many things: they had seen him lead them in prayer,
bless their children, ordain their leaders, show them how to baptize, heal the
sick, organize and name the Church, and other such things. His instructions,
examples, and procedures were to be followed.63 How could early Church
leaders and members embrace the Book of Mormon as the revealed word of
God without taking all of its teachings seriously?
By 1832, however, the Saints were forgetting to follow the Book of
Mormon in certain ways. Significantly, a revelation mainly “on priesthood”
placed the Church under condemnation until they remembered the Book of
Mormon “not only to say, but to do according to that which I have written”
(D&C 84:57; emphasis added). This mandate would seem to reinstate and
reinforce a clear direction that the Church was to use and follow the Book of
Mormon as an administrative guide, for just as Jesus had said at the end of his
first day among the righteous survivors at Bountiful, serious condemnation
would come upon the Church if the directives given on that occasion should
be ignored. Jesus said, “Keep these sayings which I have commanded you [this
day] that ye come not under condemnation” (3 Nephi 18:33).
To suggest the extent to which the early Saints did, in fact, administer the
affairs of the Church according to the things written in the Book of Mormon,
the following materials set forth several dozen passages in the Book of Mormon
that clearly provide distinctive procedural guidance. The large quantity of
these passages tends to increase the likelihood that the Book of Mormon was
a conscious source for this set of administrative practices. Moreover, on several occasions, historical sources are cited to show that these practices were
in place early in Church history. The early presence of these practices tends
to enhance the plausibility of the claim that the Book of Mormon was the
primary source for these practices, for in those early days there were few other
sources that could have been drawn upon. In addition, these passages have
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been clustered in groups that correspond with the chapters in today’s Church
Handbook of Instructions. The strong congruence between the main administrative components of the handbook and the unmistakable directives of the
Book of Mormon tends to confirm the observation that administrative order
of the Church distills and instantiates the explicit and implicit administrative
models woven into the essential fabric of the restored Church and gospel of
Jesus Christ.
Name, leaders, and congregations of the Church. The Book of Mormon
makes it clear that the name of the Church is integral to the identity of the
Church of Christ. To be the Church of Jesus Christ, it must bear his name
(see 3 Nephi 27:8–9). The doctrines taught must be the doctrine of Christ
(see 3 Nephi 11:31–40) and the gospel of Christ (see 3 Nephi 27:13–21). His
disciples must have authority to act in the name of Christ and “whatsoever
[they] shall do, [they] shall do it in [his] name” (3 Nephi 27:7). Consistent
with these requisites, the Church was referred to as “the Church of Christ” as
early as in the 1830 Articles and Covenants (D&C 20:1); and with references
to this all-important nomenclature, Oliver Cowdery was authorized, in a revelation given on April 6, 1830, to become “an elder unto this church of Christ,
bearing my name” (D&C 21:11).
Turning the pages of the Book of Mormon, any reader is hard-pressed
to miss the will of the Lord regarding such things as following a single
prophet-leader and not a council of elders or a sea of bishops or a congregational priesthood of all believers. Sole prophet-leaders such as Nephi, Alma
the Younger, Nephi the son of Helaman, and Nephi the son of Nephi (see
2 Nephi 5, Alma 1, Helaman 7, and 3 Nephi 7:25) set strong precedents that
have always encouraged the Latter-day Saints to look primarily to the Lord’s
true prophet for guidance in all ecclesiastical matters.
Other distinctive organizational features flow from the cohesive patterns of Church structure found amidst the lines of the Book of Mormon. An
indelible endorsement for the all-important body of twelve disciple-apostles
(3 Nephi 12:1; 19:12) is found in the first beatitude given by Jesus to the
people at Bountiful: “Blessed are ye if ye shall give heed unto the words of
these twelve” (3 Nephi 12:1). Three leaders among those twelve were given
exceptional powers (3 Nephi 28:2–12), and three witnesses were given
extraordinary privileges (2 Nephi 27:12; Ether 5:4), as had been Peter, James,
and John. All these instances collectively establish the precedent that grew
into the distinctive and pervasive Latter-day Saint use of three-member
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presidencies sitting at the head of each quorum and organization. The concept of “presiding” itself finds its religious imprimatur in Book of Mormon
passages reporting the administrations of Alma, who “ordained priests and
elders . . . to preside and watch over the church” (Alma 6:1; emphasis added).
One of the main functions of Church leaders was to create uniformity
and order among the faithful. Alma the Elder “did regulate all the affairs of
the church” (Mosiah 26:37; emphasis added), and his son and grandsons
followed his example each time they made “regulations” in establishing the
covenant community (Alma 6:7) or dispelled dissensions and promoted
peace by making “a regulation . . . throughout the church” (Alma 45:21; see
also 62:44) and by “uniting as many to the church as would believe in their
preaching” (3 Nephi 28:18; emphasis added). To the founding members of
the restored Church, passages such as these would not have been glossed over
lightly. If any of them wondered whether the Church of Christ should be, on
the one hand, an association of loosely connected individuals or, on the other
hand, a tightly knit cohort of like-minded members, the pattern of regularized organization found in the Book of Mormon would have given them clear
guidance.
Other organizational elements that quickly became constitutional in
the Church are modeled in the Book of Mormon. Fundamental was the
process—to say nothing of the very possibility—of legitimately introducing organizational and doctrinal changes by authoritative revelation (see
Mosiah 3:3; Alma 40:11; 3 Nephi 15:1), confirmed by the voice of the people
(see Mosiah 7:9; 29:25–29; Alma 2:3; 27:22). Leaders were called of God
by prophecy (see 1 Nephi 2:22), so much so that Church offices and assignments were known as “callings” ( Jacob 2:3; Moroni 7:2; 8:1). The body of
the Church was divided into smaller congregations: at one point, there were
seven local units (see Mosiah 25:19–23); on another occasion, they divided
into groups of about 250 people each (see 3 Nephi 19:4–5); at a difficult time,
they partitioned into flocks of 50 people per priest (see Mosiah 18:18). The
pastoral duties of these Church leaders who watched over their members,
teaching and fostering unity in love, are spelled out on several occasions (for
example, Mosiah 18:19–23; Moroni 6:4). The creating of new congregational
units is modeled in Mosiah 25:19, with the authorized formation of Alma’s
seven churches in the land of Zarahemla, and in Alma 27:22, with the settling
of the people of Ammon in the land of Jershon.
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Ordinations. Next in organizational sequence comes the administration of
the ordinations of the gospel. The Book of Mormon makes it clear that priests,
teachers, and elders are to be consecrated by a formal ordination (see 2 Nephi
5:26; Alma 6:1), that these priesthood ordinations must be performed by
the laying on of hands (Alma 6:1; Moroni 3:2), and that priesthood authority was necessary to administer the ordinances of the gospel. “Authority” in
this sense is mentioned a dozen times in the Book of Mormon (see Mosiah
18:13, 17, 18, 26; Alma 5:3; Helaman 5:18; 11:18; 3 Nephi 7:17; 11:25; 12:1;
Moroni 8:28), and “priesthood” occurs in Alma 4:20 and again seven times
in Alma 13. This early mandate for proper priesthood ordination in order for
one to act with power and authority in behalf of God is set forth much more
clearly in the Book of Mormon than in the New Testament. Indeed, Moroni
2:1–2 reveals the very words used by Jesus in 3 Nephi 18:37–38 as he gave the
disciples the power to bestow the gift of the Holy Ghost.
In all these cases, many choices were open to the fledgling Church:
whether to ordain, how to ordain, and which offices to install; whether to baptize, how to baptize, and when to baptize. The question here is not so much
whether similar practices were followed in various sectors by Methodists
or Catholics or others.64 Many options were available and could have been
embraced by the early Latter-day Saints. But in many cases, such as with the
ordination and authorization of priesthood officers by the laying on of hands,
the choice was already made for the Church by the scriptural instructions and
requirements found in the Book of Mormon.
Indeed, the procedures and actual words used in ordaining priests and
teachers are given expressly in Moroni 3:1–4. One priesthood authority is
required in order to baptize (conferred in 3 Nephi 11:19–22; see also Mosiah
18:13–14), and a higher priesthood authority or power is necessary in order
to bestow the gift of the Holy Ghost. Indeed, the last thing that Jesus did
at the end of his first day in Bountiful was to take his twelve disciples aside
and touch them one by one (see 3 Nephi 18:36). A cloud overcame the multitude so they could not see Jesus as he spoke the sacred words (revealed in
Moroni 2:2) that he used at the time when he conferred upon these disciples the power to bestow the gift of the Holy Ghost (see 3 Nephi 18:37–38).
This powerful combination of instructive texts told the readers of the Book
of Mormon that two priesthoods were necessary: one to baptize, another to
give the Holy Ghost. Thus it would be logical to conclude that, just as Joseph
and Oliver had been inspired by 3 Nephi 11 on May 15, 1829, to go to the
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woods in Harmony, Pennsylvania, to seek the authority to baptize,65 they
would have equally known from 3 Nephi 18 that they also needed the higher
priesthood power. From the Book of Mormon, they had also already learned
that the priesthood after the holy order of the Son of God was associated with
Melchizedek, the greatest bearer of the high priesthood in ancient times (see
Alma 13:1–15).
Ordinances. In answer to the question of what prerequisites should be
required of those wishing to join the Church through the door of the new
and everlasting covenant, faith was the first principle of admission, as taught
to the poor Zoramites by Alma and his companions in Alma 32. Working
examples of the roles of study, prayer, and change of heart in the conversion
process are also adeptly illustrated by the work of Ammon and his brethren
in the land of Nephi in Alma 17–26. Repentance follows faith (see Mosiah
4:10; 11:20–25; 26:22–37; Alma 5; 9; 12; 42; Helaman 7; 13; 3 Nephi 30:2),
and confession follows repentance as a concluding step before baptism (see
Helaman 5:17; 16:1; Moroni 6:7).
The essence of the required baptismal commitment is an offering of a broken heart and a contrite spirit (see 3 Nephi 9:20; 12:19; Moroni 6:2), through
which one may obtain forgiveness. Forgiveness must then be retained by giving to the poor and leading a life of righteousness (see Mosiah 4:26; Alma 5).
Unlike in most other Christian communities, which long in the past had
set aside the covenantal nature of baptism (mainly as a consequence of baptizing infants), baptism is clearly connected in the Book of Mormon with adult
covenant making and the subsequent remembering and keeping of God’s
commandments, which are his stipulations of the covenant (see Mosiah 5:1–
10; Mosiah 18:13; 3 Nephi 18). The further fact that, in this process, baptized
members of the Church take upon themselves the name of Christ is repeatedly emphasized in the covenant-making texts of the Book of Mormon (see
Mosiah 5:10–12; 25:23; 3 Nephi 27:25; Moroni 6:3). The point that repentance and baptism were “the gate by which ye should enter” was unequivocally
established by the Book of Mormon (for example, 2 Nephi 31:17).
The words of the baptismal prayer were embedded in the Nephite record
(see 3 Nephi 11:25). The rule that baptism had to be accomplished by immersion was indisputably established by the words and actions of Alma, Alma the
Younger, and Jesus himself (Mosiah 18:14–17; 3 Nephi 11:26). Baptizing in
the name of Jesus Christ was established in these texts as the regular order of
the Church (see 3 Nephi 18:11; 27:16; 30:2; 4 Nephi 1:1).
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The performance of baptisms in accordance with this very pattern, in
large measure unique to the Book of Mormon, began as early as May 25,
1829, within ten days of the translation of the passages in 3 Nephi that set
forth the elements of this crucially essential ordinance.66 In April 1830, these
elements were all succinctly pulled together in the Articles and Covenants:
“Behold whosoever humbleth himself before God and desireth to be baptized [3 Nephi 11:23], and comes forth with a broken heart and a contrite
spirit [3 Nephi 12:19], and witnesseth unto the church, that they have truly
repented of all their sins and are willing to take upon them the name of Christ
[3 Nephi 11:23], having a determination to serve him unto the end [Moroni
6:3], and truly manifest by their works that they have received the Spirit of
Christ unto the remission of their sins, then shall they be received unto baptism into the church of Christ.”67
Immediately arising out of the practice of baptizing only those who are
willing to enter into the baptismal covenant is the question of how old a person needs to be in order to be eligible for baptism. By supplying the doctrines
that only those who are “capable of committing sin” are accountable (Moroni
8:10), that children cannot repent (see Moroni 8:19, 22), and that infant baptism is abhorrent (see Moroni 8:20–21), the Book of Mormon established
the principled reasons behind the concept of the age of accountability, which
was spoken of as soon as the Book of Mormon was translated in 1829 (see
D&C 18:42) and the Church was organized in 1830 (see D&C 20:71). In
1831, that threshold was set as the age of eight (see D&C 68:25, 27).
Giving the gift of the Holy Ghost followed baptism, as directed by the
Book of Mormon (see Moroni 6:4). At the meeting at which the Church was
organized in April 1830, the newly set apart elders “laid [their] hands on each
individual member of the Church present that they might receive the gift of
the Holy Ghost, and be confirmed members of the Church of Christ.”68
The extensive practice of keeping “a list of the names of the several members” of the Church, which began at least as early as Doctrine and Covenants
20:82, would not have sounded unfamiliar to anyone who had read the Book
of Mormon, with its frequent practice of numbering and recording the names
of the people of the Church (see Mosiah 6:1; 26:35; Alma 6:3; Moroni 6:4).
The frequent administration of the sacrament among Latter-day Saints
tracks the words in Moroni 6:6, “they did meet together oft to partake of
bread and wine, in remembrance of the Lord Jesus.” In administering the
sacrament, the priesthood brings the bread, just as the disciples were told by
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Jesus to bring the bread and wine (see 3 Nephi 18:1). Latter-day Saint people
sit to receive the sacrament (as in 3 Nephi 18:2). The ordained priesthood
holder breaks the bread before, not after, it is blessed (3 Nephi 18:5). In offering the prayer, the priests kneel down in the presence of the Church (Moroni
4:2), not out of their view. The words of the two sacrament prayers are found
in the Book of Mormon (3 Nephi 18:7, 10–11; Moroni 4–5);69 two prayers
are offered, not just one. The disciples then give the emblems to “all those
who shall believe and be baptized” (3 Nephi 18:5). The disciples were “commanded that they should give unto the multitude” (3 Nephi 18:4), and thus
holding sacrament meeting is not optional among the Saints. This pattern is
followed as the order of the Church, just as Jesus commanded: “And this shall
ye always observe to do, even as I have done” (3 Nephi 18:6; emphasis added).
The practice of blessing children began as early as 1830 (see D&C 20:70).
Today, the father typically blesses his children, but in Kirtland, Reynolds
Cahoon brought his son to the Prophet Joseph Smith and asked him to bless
the baby. Joseph did so and named him Mahonri Moriancumer.70
Healing the sick, another priesthood ordinance, finds ample precedent
in the Book of Mormon (see Alma 15:5–11; 3 Nephi 7:22; 17:7–9; 4 Nephi
1:5; Mormon 9:24).
Patriarchal blessings, perhaps prompted in part by the blessings given by
Jacob (see Genesis 49) and Lehi (see 2 Nephi 1–4) to their sons, were given
to people at a meeting on December 29, 1835. “A large company assembled,
when Father Smith made some appropriate remarks. A hymn was sung and
father opened the meeting by prayer. About fifteen persons then received
patriarchal blessings under his hands.”71
Righteous living. Our vision for personal and religious righteousness
shines forth from the pages of the Book of Mormon. Included here are directives regarding the gifts of the Spirit, a mandate to deny not the gifts (see
Moroni 10), fasting (see Mosiah 27:22; Helaman 3:35; 3 Nephi 13:16–18;
Moroni 6:5), praying in private (see Enos 1:4; Alma 33–34; 3 Nephi 13:5–6,
19), praying in the name of Jesus Christ (see 3 Nephi 18:19, 23, 30), praying in
whatsoever place one might be (see Alma 34:38), and living in thanksgiving
daily (see Mosiah 18:23; Alma 34:38).
Regarding family life, the only place in scripture where family prayer is
expressly mentioned is in the Book of Mormon (3 Nephi 18:21, “pray in your
families unto the Father”; see also Alma 34:21). Parental duties to teach and
care for children are clearly taught (see 1 Nephi 1:1; Mosiah 4:14–15; Alma
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37:35). Prohibited are adultery, prostitution, and all sorts of abominations
and lasciviousness (see Jacob 2:23; Mosiah 2:13). Polygamy is allowed only
if the Lord of Hosts specifically commands his people to do this (see Jacob
2:27, 30; 3:5).
Winebibbing and drunkenness are disapproved (see 2 Nephi 15:11, 22;
Mosiah 11:15). The abuse of women and children is condemned (see Alma
14; 50:30).
Welfare. The origins of the vast welfare program of the Church are also
to be found in the Book of Mormon. The need to give to the poor is stated
emphatically and repeatedly (see Jacob 2:19; Mosiah 4; 18:27; Alma 1:27;
34:27–29; 35:9). Having property in common and living the principles
of consecration characterized the community that saw four generations of
peace and righteousness after the Savior’s visits (see 3 Nephi 26:19; 4 Nephi
1:3). The payment of tithes and offerings was called for by the resurrected
Lord (see 3 Nephi 24:8–10). The building of Zion, the New Jerusalem, on
the American continent was foreseen (see 3 Nephi 21:22–25), even should
it require moving to new lands, fleeing into the wilderness, and making great
sacrifices of personal wealth and well-being (as in the repeated cases of Lehi
leaving Jerusalem, King Mosiah leaving the land of Nephi, Alma’s people
suffering in bondage, and the people of Lachoneus gathering to the city of
Zarahemla).
Church meetings. It is also not hard to construct or find in the Book of
Mormon the origins of the Mormon patterns of worship. As in the modern
Church Handbook of Instructions, the Book of Mormon spells out the purposes of Church meetings and manner of conduct for congregational worship
(see Moroni 6). Included are instructions about praying together (see Alma
6:6; 3 Nephi 19; 4 Nephi 1:12; Moroni 6:5), fasting together (see Alma 6:6;
4 Nephi 1:12; Moroni 6:5), singing (see Alma 5:9, 26; Ether 6:9; Moroni 6:9),
preaching and exhorting as led by the Holy Ghost (see Moroni 6:9), meeting
“one day in every week” (Mosiah 18:25), keeping the Sabbath day holy (see
Mosiah 18:23), keeping the commandments of the Lord (see 4 Nephi 1:12),
holding conferences of large bodies of all the Saints (see Mosiah 2–5; see also
Alma 5; 7; 3 Nephi 11:1), and administering covenant renewals (see Mosiah
5; Alma 5; 3 Nephi 18). Affairs of the Church or its people were conducted
with the concurrence of the voice of the people, by common consent (see
Mosiah 29:25–29; Alma 2:3; 4:16; 27:21–22; Helaman 1:5–8).
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In April 1830, the revelation in Doctrine and Covenants 20 told the
elders “to conduct the meetings as they are led by the Holy Ghost, according
to the commandments and revelations of God [meaning, at least, the Book
of Mormon]. . . . And see that the church meet together often, and also see
that all the members do their duty. . . . It is expedient that the church meet
together often to partake of bread and wine in the remembrance of the Lord
Jesus.”72 On January 23, 1833, Joseph Smith recorded the following description of a typical early Mormon meeting: “Having continued all day in fasting,
and prayer, and ordinances, we closed by partaking of the Lord’s supper. I
blessed the bread and wine in the name of the Lord, when we all ate and
drank, and were filled; then we sang a hymn, and the meeting adjourned.”73
All of this follows Moroni 6.
Latter-day Saint worship services were, from the beginning, open to all,
just as the Book of Mormon had invited all to hear the word of God and
“none were deprived” (Alma 6:5), for “all are alike unto God” (2 Nephi 26:33).
Doctrine and Covenants 46:3–5 would soon add: “Ye are commanded never
to cast any one out from your public meetings, which are held before the
world. Ye are also commanded not to cast any one who belongeth to the
church out of your sacrament meetings; nevertheless, if any have trespassed,
let him not partake until he makes reconciliation. And again I say unto you,
ye shall not cast any out of your sacrament meetings who are earnestly seeking the kingdom—I speak this concerning those who are not of the church.”
Children were also to be included in the congregation (see Mosiah 2:5;
3 Nephi 17:25; Moroni 8), which was not always the case among the various
denominations.
Volunteerism. Very significant in Latter-day Saint Church administration is the principle of volunteerism, and the strong rejection of the idea of
a paid ministry is a frequent refrain in the Book of Mormon. All members
are expected to labor freely for the building up of the kingdom (2 Nephi
26:31, “the laborer in Zion shall labor for Zion”). Indeed, “if they labor for
money they shall perish” (2 Nephi 26:31). Priests “should labor with their
own hands for their support” (Mosiah 18:24), and any form of “priestcrafts,”
that is, seeking honor, riches, and gain, was strictly condemned (Alma 1:16;
Mormon 8:33, 37). For their labor, priests were “to receive the grace of God,
that they might wax strong in the Spirit, having the knowledge of God, that
they might teach with power and authority from God” (Mosiah 18:26). The
problem with priestcrafts was that they promoted the love of “the vain things
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of the world” and promoted “false doctrines” (Alma 1:16). Thus the Lord
“commandeth that there shall be no priestcrafts” (2 Nephi 26:29). Richard L.
Bushman correctly sees this position as having been “foreshadowed” by the
Book of Mormon and as “perhaps the most radical departure” from conventional religious practices.74 Indeed, reflecting these Book of Mormon precepts,
an article published in the Latter-day Saints’ Messenger and Advocate in 1836
expressly linked the Latter-day Saint view of priestcraft with the Book of
Mormon: “It is evident that the great goddess of this generation is in danger of being exposed, in consequence of the forthcoming of the book of
Mormon: which book speaks against priestcraft.”75 On December 7, 1837,
the Far West high council “heard the report of their Committee on raising
a revenue to pay the officers of the Church for their services, and after much
discussion and adjournment from time to time, dismissed the subject as being
anti-scriptural.”76
Temples and temple worship. Latent in the Book of Mormon were also the
seeds of the Latter-day Saint doctrines of temple worship. Temples are prominently mentioned on several occasions; building temples and holding sacred
convocations there was a high priority among the Nephites (see 2 Nephi 5:16;
Jacob 2:11; Mosiah 2:1; 3 Nephi 11:1).77 Requirements are listed in the Book
of Mormon, constituting quasi-interview lists for worthiness to stand before
the Lord or enter into his covenants (see 2 Nephi 26:32; Alma 1:32; 16:18;
Helaman 4:12; compare Psalm 24:3–4). On sacred occasions, white and
pure garments are worn (see 1 Nephi 12:11; Jacob 1:19; Alma 5:27; 3 Nephi
19:30). A new dispensation was greeted with a shout of “Hosanna! Blessed
be the name of the Most High God!” (3 Nephi 11:17). In temple contexts,
adherence to certain principles is taught and required concerning obedience
(see 1 Nephi 22:30–31; Jacob 4:5; Mosiah 5:5, 8; 3 Nephi 12:19–20), sacrifice (see 3 Nephi 9:19–20), chastity (see Jacob 2:28; Mosiah 2:13; Alma
30:10; 3 Nephi 12:27–28), and consecrating wealth to the kingdom of God
(see Jacob 2:18–19; 3 Nephi 13:20, 24, 33). Blessings are pronounced of
peace and prosperity (see 2 Nephi 1:9, 20; Alma 36:1, 30) and upon parents
and children (see 3 Nephi 17:17, 21). Sins are forgiven and sealing powers are
given (see Enos 1:5; Mosiah 26:20; Helaman 10:7). Above all, the Nephite
temple was associated with overcoming death (“death and hell must deliver
up their dead,” 2 Nephi 9:11–12), being lifted up at the last day (see 1 Nephi
13:37; Alma 36:3; 3 Nephi 27:22), standing before God the Eternal Judge of
both the quick and the dead (see Mosiah 2:27; 16:10; Alma 5:15; Mormon
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6:21; 7:6; 9:2; Moroni 8:21; 10:34), and keeping sacred things unwritten and
confidential (see 3 Nephi 28:16). Thus the yearning for the temple and several of its essential components is embedded in the Book of Mormon.
Missionary work. From the outset, another integral part of the Church’s
implicit handbook was missionary work. The Book of Mormon not only
sent people forth to proclaim the gospel to all people, it also modeled and
instructed how this was to be done. Guidance was there to be found concerning missionary preparation (see Alma 17:2–4) and the focus of missionary
work of “labor[ing] without ceasing . . . [to] bring souls unto repentance”
(Alma 36:24). Patterns of missionary work are found in many accounts (for
example, Mosiah 11; 18; Alma 4–15; 31–34; Helaman 5; 3 Nephi 27:1),
concerning the value of companions to serve as two corroborating witnesses
(Alma and Amulek), traveling out as a group and then dividing up into different fields of labor (the four sons of Mosiah), sometimes proselytizing
alone (Alma in the city of Ammonihah), taking the gospel to the Lamanites
(see 1 Nephi 13; Alma 17–26; 3 Nephi 20), opening the door to the Jews
and remnant of Jacob (see 3 Nephi 21), and proclaiming God’s plan for the
entire house of Israel and all nations of the earth (see 2 Nephi 29:11; Jacob 5;
3 Nephi 21–22). These missionary practices continue among the Saints today
as parts of the written and unwritten order of the Church, just as they were
inaugurated by Samuel Smith as early as 1830 and by the missionaries to the
Lamanites west of Missouri in 1831.
Excommunication and discipline. An important chapter in the Church
Handbook of Instructions deals with disciplinary procedures.78 Some churches
are strict and others are lax about joining or leaving membership. For Latterday Saints, the basic principles of jurisdiction in judging the members
(Mosiah 26:29, “him shall ye judge”) and guidelines for Church disciplinary
and excommunication procedures are set forth in the rules granted to Alma
the Elder by King Mosiah (see Mosiah 26:12), in the instructions given by
Jesus to his disciples (see 3 Nephi 18:28–32), and in the process followed
in Nephite church practice (see Moroni 6:7). For example, witnesses are
required in order to excommunicate (see 3 Nephi 18:28–32; Moroni 6:7),
and Church leaders are commanded to reactivate those cast out, to encourage
them to repent (see Mosiah 26:29–30; 3 Nephi 18:28–32).
These Church disciplinary ideals and procedures have been with the
Church from its inception, just as these directives were presented on the first
day of Jesus’ visit to the people in Bountiful and quoted in the 1829 Articles
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of the Church of Christ. In 1830 the Articles and Covenants prescribed:
“Any member of the church of Christ transgressing, or being overtaken in a
fault, shall be dealt with as the scriptures direct” (D&C 20:80). One wonders,
which “scriptures” does this passage have in mind? Matthew 18:15–20 is possible, but much more likely is 3 Nephi 18:20–32. The distinction between
church jurisdiction and governmental authority, found in Mosiah 26:11–12
and elsewhere in the Book of Mormon, was present in 1831 in Doctrine and
Covenants 42:79–87, and in 1835 in Doctrine and Covenants 134:10.
Several actual cases of excommunications could be rehearsed. For example, in 1833, “James Blanchard and Alonzo Rider were cut off from the Church
by a council of Elders, in Kirtland, for repeated transgressions, and promising
to reform, and never fulfiling. Nelson Acre was also cut off, on account of his
absenting himself from the meetings, and saying that he wanted no more of
the Church, and that he desired to be cut off. None of these being present, the
council notified them of their expulsion by letters.”79 In a case on February
3, 1834, one can find evidence that Joseph Smith was following the Book of
Mormon’s teaching in encouraging the transgressor to return to the fold. In a
letter mentioning this proceeding, the Prophet stated:
After some investigation of the case of Bro. Wood, in council, [it] was decided that
he should be cut off from the Church. [acc]ordingly the Council lifted their hands
against him and [he] was excluded from the church on this 3d. day of Feb. 1834.
[For] indulging an idle, partial, overbearing and lustful spirit, and [not] magnifying
his holy calling whereunto he had been [det]ained. These things were plainly manifest to the satisfaction of the council, and the spirit constrained us to separate him
from the church. Should bro. Joseph Wood, after learning [of the] decission [sic] of
this council, truly repent of all his sins and bring forth fruit meet [compare Alma
12:15; 13:13; 3 Nephi 18:32] to the satisfaction of that branch of the church where
he had committed the offences, he can be re-baptized and come into the church
again if he desire so to do.80

Teaching and education. From the outset, Latter-day Saints have spent
enormous amounts of time teaching one another. Administrative guidance
in this regard is also present in the Book of Mormon. Teachers and teaching
are often mentioned and exemplified (for example, see Jacob 1:19; Mosiah
18:25). One is to “trust no one to be your teacher, nor your minister, except
he be a man of God, walking in his ways” (Mosiah 23:14). Church leaders are
admonished to remember and nourish members by the good word of God
(see Moroni 6:4, 6). Teachers in the Church are to teach nothing except what
the prophets have spoken (see Mosiah 18:19), are to teach with power and
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authority from God (Mosiah 18:26), and are especially to teach the youth
(see 1 Nephi 1:1; Enos 1:1; Mosiah 1:2; Alma 57:21).
Record keeping. As early as section 21, the Church was commanded to keep
historical records. This practice is saliently emphasized from the beginning to
the end of the Book of Mormon. The Savior made the keeping of accurate
records a priority (see 3 Nephi 23:7–13). The making of annual reports was
formulaic during the reign of the judges (for example, see Helaman 6:6, 13).
Passages concerning the keeping and guarding of scriptures (see 1 Nephi 6, 9;
Mosiah 1; Alma 37:1–18) and the fact that people will be judged out of the
books which shall be written (see 3 Nephi 27:25) set the administrative patterns and policies that have reinforced the importance of clerks, secretaries,
historians, and documentary collections in the Church from the day of its
organization.
Church practices and policies. Finally, the Church Handbook of Instructions
today also gives guidance to leaders regarding many other miscellaneous
policies and practices. Although many of these deal with modern-day legal
and moral concerns, they are also congruent with teachings in the Book of
Mormon. Regarding civic duties of Church members, Mosiah 29 warns that
great evil will follow if the voice of the people chooses iniquity and if public
leaders seek personal power and gain. The duty to defend our religion, freedom, peace, wives, and children, which undergirds the Church’s posture with
respect to the military, is famously articulated in Alma 46:12, 20–21, together
with the duty of those at home to support those in combat (see Alma 27:24).
Rather simple rules regarding the conduct of funerals seem consistent
with the terse reports of the death and burial of Lehi, Benjamin, and others (see 2 Nephi 4:12; Mosiah 6:5; 29:45–46; Alma 62:52, 63:3). Cremation,
generally looked upon with disfavor, compares with the irregularity of death
by fire (see Mosiah 17:20; Alma 14:8; 25:11).
Simple attire of Church leaders is preferred over the scarlet and ostentatious “fine apparel” decried in the Book of Mormon (see 1 Nephi 13:7–8;
Alma 1:6, 27; 31:28; Mormon 8:37). Church buildings are to be decorated
plainly and not “ornamented” with “fine work” or “precious things” (Mosiah
11:7–10), “adorning” churches more than caring for the “needy, the sick and
the afflicted” (Mormon 8:37).
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Conclusion

Thus, in four interlocking ways, it becomes fitting to see the Book of Mormon
as the keystone or fountainhead of the administrative and operational principles of The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints. First, generatively: in
1829 Oliver Cowdery drew extensively on the Book of Mormon, as soon as it
was translated, as a primary source of administrative steps toward the building up of the Church. Second, constitutively: section 20 of the Doctrine and
Covenants enshrined the Book of Mormon, as soon as it was available from
the printer in 1830, at the heart of the Articles and Covenants of the Church.
Third, historically: in the 1830s and 1840s, leaders of the Church read, knew,
used, and followed the Book of Mormon, as its vocabulary shaped the administrative idiom of the Church. And fourth, programmatically: the full array
of practical themes and organizational instructions found in the Book of
Mormon stand congruent with the full complement of essential Church
practices and programs as they have been elaborated and implemented down
to the present day.
The administrative principles embedded in the Book of Mormon serve
today, as they have served from the beginning, as a handbook of Church
administrative instructions. Of course, the Book of Mormon is not organized
as a step-by-step handbook—just as its doctrines are not set forth as a systematic theology—but when its pieces are assembled, the totality has proven to
be amazingly detailed, inspired, enduring, and effective.
In its administrative functions, one may see yet another layer of divine
complexity. Surely, as Joseph dictated the Book of Mormon, he was not
thinking to himself, “Not only must I be sure that the story lines and the doctrinal implications of this book all hold together, but I need to leave thirteen
million people with a set of administrative guidelines that will actually work,
all around the world, as an effective and dynamic ecclesiastical order.” These
administrative stipulations fell from his lips as did the rest of the Book of
Mormon, day after day, by the gift and power of God.
Here one also sees evidence that the Book of Mormon indeed contains
the fullness of the gospel. The list of administrative elements spelled out above
closely resembles the complete table of contents in the Church Handbook
of Instructions. One might even say that in the Book of Mormon was to be
found the administrative DNA of the Church. Many of these administrative essentials have been with the Church from its beginnings in 1829 and
1830, and at least initially in many cases it was in the Book of Mormon that
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the early Saints in fact found them. Latter-day Saints overlook the Book of
Mormon at their peril, both to their historical jeopardy and to their spiritual
condemnation, while remembering the Book of Mormon brings our administrative and eternal well-being, with its incomparable promises of celestial
benefit: “Keep these sayings which I have commanded you that ye come not
under condemnation” (3 Nephi 18:33). “If ye do these things blessed are ye,
for ye shall be lifted up at the last day” (3 Nephi 27:22).
In a priesthood leadership meeting, training the Twelve Apostles, on
Sunday, November 28, 1841, in Nauvoo, Joseph Smith “told the brethren that
. . . a man would get nearer to God by abiding by [the] precepts [of the Book
of Mormon], than by any other book.”81 It may be especially significant that
this counsel was given to priesthood leaders, those in charge of administering the affairs of the Church. To “abide” means to “continue permanently,”
to “adhere to,” to “maintain, defend or stand to.”82 With this instruction, the
Prophet spoke not only of following the moral and ethical teachings of the
Book of Mormon, but surely also its organizational and leadership principles,
as well as its holy order of priesthood ministration and administration. As
Joseph concluded, the Book of Mormon is indeed “the keystone of our religion,”83 including the keystone of its administrative order. Its ordinances and
administrative principles are not just convenient or optional things to do in
a would-be church of Christ. They provide the essential and integral organizational principles and framework upon which the Church of Christ is truly
established.
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Considering Joseph’s limited formal education, it is highly unlikely he
invented the 188 unique names found in the Book of Mormon.
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ehi, Nephi, Helaman, Shiblon, Moronihah, Amalickiah, Korihor, Pahoran,
Lamoni, Zeezrom, Shiz—what strange names! Most are difficult to pronounce, remember, classify, and keep straight. And there are 188 of them.1
Joseph Smith claimed to have translated the Book of Mormon from ancient
records that included authentic names, which he was not at liberty to change.
Some critics maintain that the Book of Mormon is fiction and that Joseph
invented the names in the same way many authors of fiction do. It would be
interesting to study this topic in more depth.
Many successful fiction writers who choose and invent names for their
characters claim name selection is an extremely important and difficult process.2 Literary name specialist Leonard Ashley asserted, “Names require
serious and sensitive handling.”3 If Joseph Smith wrote the Book of Mormon
as a work of fiction, did he handle names as seriously and sensitively as authors
of fiction claim that they do?
To answer this question, we interviewed six contemporary writers of
children’s books, adolescent literature, and adult fiction about their naming
views and strategies. These authors’ names and some of their representative
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works are included in the appendix to this article. Into the mix we added the
viewpoints of some authors who have written about their naming practices
in books and on websites, along with the opinions of scholars whose works
could be found on websites and library shelves. We have grouped our findings
into five categories mentioned by all the authors whose works or words we
consulted. Interestingly enough, Joseph Smith does not appear to have followed any of these conventions.
•
Authors make conscious and deliberate choices for character names,
some of which require a great deal of time and consideration.
•
They choose names that are easily accessible so that readers can clearly
distinguish between characters and keep them straight.
•
They are careful that names fit the characters’ personalities, backgrounds, and cultures.
•
They go to many different sources to find names that are accurate and
interesting.
•
They often choose names that have personal significance for them.
We offer this study, recognizing its limitations. First, the study of names—
onomastics—is an imprecise discipline. Paul Y. Hoskisson refers to it as being
“composed of informed guesses punctuated with uncertainty.”4 Second, our
informed guesses are based on a relatively small number of authors, who are
from a different time period than Joseph Smith. However, as we have compared comments of onomasticians and writers with authoritative research
and analysis of Book of Mormon names, we have found many reasons to challenge the argument that the 188 names introduced (not adopted or adapted)
in the Book of Mormon were the creations of a writer of fiction. This article
will examine each of the themes discussed by writers we consulted and compare them to patterns and relationships in Book of Mormon names.
Conscious, Deliberate Choices

In an essay titled “Mudpies Which Endure,” scholar Leonard Ashley quipped,
“Names are necessary: even Dogpatch’s unnecessary mountain has a name
(Onnecessary Mountain).”5 Names establish identity and reveal information
about the nature of the thing named. Assigning names requires deliberate
and painstaking effort; the authors we interviewed and read about all agreed
on this matter. Specific processes, however, vary.
Michael Tunnell, author of fiction for both children and adolescents,
admits that occasionally a name comes quickly, but he labors over most of
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them. For Tunnell, studying Arabic history and culture was part of this labor
as he wrote Wishing Moon and Moon Without Magic, both set in the Middle
East. Similarly, Chris Crowe, author of histories, biographies, and historical fiction, remarked, “The names I give are not just deliberate choices, they
are very deliberate choices.” The names of Crowe’s fictional characters in
Mississippi Trial, 1955 are as historically accurate as the carefully researched
names in his nonfiction works like Getting Away with Murder: The True Story
of the Emmett Till Case and his biographies of author Mildred Taylor and
civil rights champion Thurgood Marshall.
Some authors tend to put off final name decisions until the novel is well
in process or even completed. Chris Stewart, author of a number of technomilitary novels and the Great and Terrible series, explained that the “character
always precedes the name,” and since characters evolve during the writing,
“sometimes I have named a character ‘X’ because I didn’t want to throw a
name in and get used to it.” For example, if an intended villain evolves into a
nicer character, the villainous name needs to change; Stewart has sometimes
“changed names midstream.” Leaving characters unnamed for a while makes it
easier to let this process happen.
Shannon Hale, New York Times best-selling and national award-winning
author of Princess Academy, The Goose Girl, and other fantasy novels for young
readers, agrees with Stewart. She doesn’t like to spend “first draft energy” on
names, so she begins by naming her characters quickly and spontaneously,
with the intention of changing the names later, “when I can think about it and
make more conscious choices.” Sometimes she has called a character by a particular name for two years, then changed it right before a book goes to press.
Brandon Mull, author of the New York Times best-selling Fablehaven series
of fantasies for adolescents, explains that for him names must often evolve as
a character evolves. Because many of his characters have fantasy names, he
sometimes manipulates sounds and sound combinations to develop a new
name until it “tastes better.”
Joseph Smith reportedly produced the Book of Mormon in approximately sixty days. He had no time to “taste” the names it contains, though
they are far more numerous and more complex and varied (yet internally
consistent) than names of any novel or series of novels we have ever encountered. It appears that savoring names was not part of Joseph Smith’s process.
Unequipped with computers or even typewriters, Smith dictated the Book of
Mormon to a series of scribes, who later reported that he did not hesitate over
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proper names. He dictated all 337 of them (188 unique ones and 149 also
found in the Bible) without pausing in his narrative. Emma, his wife, who
spent some time as his scribe, reported that although he could not pronounce
many of the names, he spelled all of them carefully and corrected the spelling when she had misunderstood it. Associates who observed the dictation
process (David Whitmer and Joseph Knight) confirmed this procedure.6
Scholars who have studied different manuscripts and printings of the Book
of Mormon note finding some variations in spelling for common words but
careful control of the spelling of names.7 An analysis of Book of Mormon
names revealed remarkable linguistic consistency8 despite haste, spontaneity,
and pronunciation problems. Unlike successful fiction writers, Joseph Smith
appears not to have spent time considering or revising names.
Accessible to Readers

Contemporary fiction writer Scott Nicholson has used a modern metaphor
to express the danger of a poorly chosen character name: “You don’t want
the name to throw up a speed bump for the reader.”9 All of our interviewees
agreed that names must be accessible. Readers must be able to pronounce
them, differentiate them, remember them, and keep them straight. When
Chris Stewart began writing, he did not worry about similar names or
repeated sounds, but his editor let him know that he was going to have to
make some changes, which he did. Now Stewart is more careful.
In creating fantasy cultures and civilizations for adolescent readers,
Shannon Hale has to come up with large numbers of names; however, she
is careful to avoid having two significant characters whose names begin with
the same sound. When interviewed, she admitted that sometimes she stares
at her keyboard to remind herself of letters that she has not yet used in a
particular book.
Brandon Mull also avoids repeating initial sounds in the names of his
fantasy characters. He does not want his readers to experience the confusion
he felt when he first encountered Sauron and Saruman in J. R. R. Tolkien’s
Lord of the Rings.
Joseph Smith died too soon to encounter Sauron and Saruman, and his
scribes had too much faith in his role as translator to suggest that he was using
too many similar names. From the very beginning of the Book of Mormon,
the reader has to remain alert. One of the first characters to appear—Lehi—
has a kinsman named Laban and an eldest son named Laman; a rather nasty
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encounter between the two is one of the earliest episodes in the narrative.
Laman’s next-in-line brother and cohort in rebellion is Lemuel, also too close
for the comfort of many modern editors, especially because the two are so
often linked that a reader can start to interpret “Laman ’n’ Lemuel” as a compound name. Maybe we could explain such odd choices in names by saying
that Joseph Smith must have had some kind of premonition that scholars
of the future would discover that the names Laman and Lemuel were in
Arabic a “pair of pendant names,” often given by ancient desert Semites to
the two eldest sons of a family.10 As if Lehi, Laban, Laman, and Lemuel were
not confusing enough, Joseph Smith later included characters named Lamah,
Lachoneus, Lamoni, Lehonti, and Limhi.
A few other rule-breaking name combinations include the following:
•
Two Almas (father and son), three Aarons (unrelated), two Ammons
(unrelated), two Amalekis, Abinadi, Abinadom, Abish, Akish, Amulek, Amulon, Amlici, Amalickiah and Ammoron (nasty brothers),
and Antipus (one of the generals who helped defeat them). Joseph
Smith may not have realized that Ammon was the name of the Egyptian “god of the empire” in Lehi’s day,11 or he might have been more
careful in using it. Other names derived from Ammon (consistent with
Egyptian name-forming practices) include Aminidab, Aminadi, Amnihu, and Amnor,12 following an ancient linguistic procedure somehow worked out by Joseph Smith.
•
Gadianton and Gidianhi (a couple of robbers); Gideon, Gilead, Gilgal,
Gid, Gidgiddonah, and Gidgiddoni (all military leaders or strategists).
Gidgiddonah and Gidgiddoni both come from the same Egyptian
stem and mean “Thoth hath said I shall live” and “Thoth hath said we
shall live.” Gidianhi was a “typical Egyptian name” meaning “Thoth is
my life.”13 (Did Joseph Smith even know Thoth was considered one of
the most important Egyptian gods? Highly unlikely.)
•
Zarahemla, Zerahemnah, Zeezrom, Zemnarihah, Zenephi, Zenos,
Zenock, Zeram, and three Zorams.
•
Gentilics (derivations of names of persons or lands), including Lamoni
(which means “Lamanite”—which he was), Muloki (which probably
comes from “Mulekite”), and Moroni (which means “coming from
the land of Moron,” a Book of Mormon land).14
This is only a sample. Scholars have traced these and other names largely
to ancient Egyptian and Hebrew languages, “with a sprinkling of Hittite,
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Arabic, and Greek.”15 They assert that the variations on the names follow
correct rules.16 So these names are linguistically and culturally justifiable—
confusing though they may be. Some might argue that Joseph Smith did not
appear to have the ability to generate names that are accessible to readers as
modern writers have because he was not as experienced or educated. However,
that argument does not explain the fact that Book of Mormon names are
accurate based on the originating cultures, something that would be impossible for an unschooled amateur.
Names That Fit Characters

The requirement for character names most frequently mentioned by authors
we interviewed, read, or read about was that the name must “fit” the character (e.g., Stewart and Tunnell), also expressed as “feel right” (Hale). Stewart
explained that “names convey something about characters, and I try to use
that for all it is worth.”
Leonard Ashley commented that as we study names, “we see [words]
releasing their magic.” He explained, “Names help create the characters in a
work of fiction and connect them with . . . the readership and its experience,
the ‘cultural context’ and the rest of the real frame of reference.”17 Finnish
onomastician Yvonne Bertills noted why this happens: “Proper names are, to
some degree, culturally and linguistically specific.”18 Hoskisson, an onomastician who specializes in Book of Mormon names, notes why this creation
of culture through names is significant beyond a single reading experience:
“An understanding of proper names can become a key to unlock windows
through which we may look to study the language and culture of the people
and places who bore those names.”19
Thus, authors who want to portray a culture different from their own
must find names that appropriately represent and reflect that culture. For
example, in a historical novel set in Mississippi during the 1950s,20 Crowe
named a white trash bully R. C. Rydell. In looking through newspapers of
the period, Crowe noticed that many uneducated whites went by their initials, thinking this made them seem more important. RC Cola was popular
during the fifties, and Rydell was a sought-after brand of athletic shoes. By
these subtle references, Crowe bound the character and thus his attitudes and
behavior to the teen culture of the period. Alleen and Don Nilson, former
copresidents of the American Name Society, say such a use of names keeps
readers “immersed in the time period.”21
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Similarly, when Shannon Hale decided to set Book of a Thousand Days in
Mongolia, she found that Mongolian names were quite long and potentially
confusing for readers. So she created names from Mongolian root words:
e.g., Dashti (good luck), Saran (moon), Batu (loyal), Erdene (jewel), Chinua
(wolf ), and Khasar (terrible dog).22
Joseph Smith was representing a culture from the distant past. No one
living in his time had ever witnessed any of it or known any of its people.
Existing historical works on the Americas did not go back that far. Little
was understood of its languages, even by recognized scholars such as Charles
Anthon, Luther Bradish, and Samuel L. Mitchell, who are said to have at one
point spoken for the authenticity of some of the copied Book of Mormon
characters. But the day would come when scholars would understand and
publish many facts about the cultures and languages of the time, which would
be relevant to public understanding and acceptance of the book.
Because future evidence would emerge,23 character names had to be
culturally and linguistically accurate—situated in a culture no one yet understood. Unlike Crowe, Joseph Smith could not create a name from a specific
drink or footwear. Unlike Hale, Joseph Smith could not look up ancient
Hebrew and Egyptian word roots, as these were yet to be discovered on
ancient papyri, clay tablets, and bullae (round seals). It was more than a century and a half later that relevant artifacts were recovered, particularly from
the Elephantine region of Egypt,24 an area to which refugees from Jerusalem
commonly migrated near the time Lehi and his family fled from this city’s
persecution.25 This kind of projection would be very difficult to make in a
realistic work—no novelist we know would undertake it in two months’ time,
particularly under duress from the heavy religious persecution that haunted
Joseph Smith and his scribes.
Varied Name Sources

Brandon Mull admitted that “when you have to come up with name after
name, you just can’t do it on your own without them sounding alike.” Modern
fiction writers have found valuable names in a variety of sources. When J.
K. Rowling, who wrote the Harry Potter series, needed a name for a vain,
publicity-seeking, blowhard professor, she found Gilderoy in the Dictionary
of Phrase and Fable and Lockhart on a war memorial. “The two together said
everything I wanted about the character,” she explained.26 Some authors go
to newspaper headlines or obituaries. Brandon Mull saw the name John Dart
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on a tombstone and found it “just a great name” for a character in The Candy
Shop War. Mull even used road signs for names. He noticed a road between
Las Vegas and California named Zzyzx. “That has to be the last word possible
in the English language. In any alphabetized list, it would have to be dead last,”
he thought. In choosing a name for a demon prison in the Fablehaven series,
“the last place on earth that anyone would want to go,” he decided on Zzyzx.
Though such unlikely sources are fun to talk about, most authors find
they get better mileage out of name lists. Lists not only give ideas for names,
they also help authors make sure that names are culturally and ethnically
appropriate for remote or minority characters. Dean Hughes, who has published more than eighty adolescent and adult novels, joins many authors in
using telephone books as name sources. Hughes finds this particularly helpful for ethnic names. He plays mix and match, however; perhaps a first name
from the top of a column and a surname from further down.
The Internet offers a considerable variety of name lists, selected according to a wide range of criteria. In addition to foreign name lists and ethnic
name lists, an author can find lists of names for various historical periods. For
example, an author would not use Zoe for a character born in the 1980s, when
it was considered “an extinct name,”27 but it would be just fine in 2010. Some
authors like baby name lists. There are also online name generators, including “Humorous Name Generator,” “Evil Name Generator,” “Fantasy Name
Generator,” and even “Pirate Name Generator.”
Joseph Smith had fewer resources. The telephone book had not yet been
invented. Newspapers and tombstones were plentiful, but ancient Hebrews,
Egyptians, and Arabs were not prominent in the news or the cemeteries. The
only ancient names in Joseph Smith’s culture were in the Bible, and he needed
188 more. Even if published lists had been available, Joseph Smith was churning out names so fast that he probably would not have taken the time to use
them.
Personal Associations

All the authors we interviewed and many of those who wrote about name
selection admitted that they sometimes slipped personal associations into
their name rosters. This is not surprising. After extensive study of names in
fiction, Yvonne Bertills wrote, “The author’s own personal background and
intentions form one significant criterion for name formation and selection
of literary characters.”28 J. K. Rowling chose the name for her successful
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wizard because Harry happened to be her favorite boy name and Potter was
the surname of close childhood friends.29 Orson Scott Card named the brutal Mazer Rackham after Karl G. Maeser, the gentle German scholar who
founded Brigham Young University, and Arthur Rackham, an illustrator
of fairy tales;30 the names just happened to sound harsh. Brandon Mull put
his little sister’s best friend and his little brother’s best friend in the starring
roles in Fablehaven and included his cousin and great-grandfather in the cast.
Michael Tunnell named many of the characters in School Spirits31 after his
own former schoolmates and a school principal. Tunnell named the three
children in Beauty and the Beastly Children32 after the three musketeers. Dean
Hughes sometimes writes himself into his novels, and he likes to call the character Dennis.
Having no close Hebrew, Egyptian, Arabic, or Hittite relatives or associates (that he was aware of ), Joseph Smith was not able to feature family names
in the Book of Mormon. There is a Joseph (his own and his father’s name),
along with allusions to biblical Joseph, but it would not be natural to have a
book set in an ancient Hebrew culture without at least one Joseph and some
biblical allusions.
Critics have accused Joseph Smith of naming Nephi’s brother Sam after
his own brother Samuel Harrison Smith—chiding him for using the short
nickname, which sounded “modern,”33 rather than the more Hebraic Samuel.
Ironically, the name Sam, which has been attested as an ancient form, having
been found on a bronze seal from seventh century BC,34 can also be read as
“Shem,” which is quite biblical. There is a Samuel in the Book of Mormon—
almost six hundred years later—and the shortened Sam is not used for him.
Conclusion

The 337 names included by Joseph Smith in the Book of Mormon (188 of
which had never been heard or written before) seem to violate all the rules for
choosing fictional names:
Joseph did not make conscious and deliberate choices. He dictated his
manuscript to scribes without even pausing when he introduced extremely
complex names.
Joseph did not choose names that would be easily accessible to readers. On the contrary, the names are almost all quite long and complex; his
scribes reported that he could not pronounce most of them himself but had
to spell them. Many of them are quite similar and easily confused: sounds are
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repeated with very little variation in surrounding sounds, and some names
seem to be close variants of others.
Joseph did not choose names to fit characters. Some names are given to
both heroes and villains, and no real correspondence has been noted between
sound and personality. The Book of Mormon is set in times and cultures with
languages about which Joseph Smith knew nothing. He knew little about its
antecedent Hebrew and Egyptian languages or cultures at the time of translation, although he did study them during later periods of his life.
Joseph did not use different resources. Local artifacts of Joseph Smith’s
lifetime and lifestyle had no connection to the civilization of the Book of
Mormon or its culture or languages. Ancient and foreign name lists were not
available.
Joseph did not choose names because of personal associations. The only
Book of Mormon names with any connection to Joseph Smith’s family or
associates are Joseph and Samuel—such common names in ancient Hebrew
cultures and so prominent in the Bible that claims of personal connections
seem unfounded.
Does Joseph Smith’s disregard for naming conventions indicate he was a
careless craftsman, or does it indicate he was a careful translator of a record
full of authentic names which were not his inventions? For Joseph Smith to
have invented the 188 unique names found in the Book of Mormon seems
highly unlikely. Coming up with that many names would have been overwhelming—especially considering Joseph’s limited formal education. Even if
someone were to suggest that inventing that number of names in a severely
limited time frame might have been possible, their consistency with language
patterns yet to be discovered removes it far from the realm of probability.
If the Book of Mormon is a clever work of fiction, it is reasonable to
expect that Joseph Smith chose character names in the way that clever fiction
writers do. However, this study demonstrates that he did not.
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Appendix: Fiction Writers Interviewed for
This Study and Some of Their Works
Books with an asterisk are those referred to in the text of the article.
Chris Crowe
nonfiction

*Getting Away with Murder: The True Story of the Emmett Till Case
*Thurgood Marshall: Up Close
*Presenting Mildred D. Taylor
More Than a Game: Sports Literature for Young Adults
fiction for young adults

*Mississippi Trial, 1955
Two Roads
essay collection

Fatherhood, Football, and Turning Forty
Shannon Hale
young adult fantasy

*The Goose Girl
*Book of a Thousand Days
Rapunzel’s Revenge
Calamity Jack
*Princess Academy
Forest Born
Enna Burning
River Secrets
Dean Hughes
novels

Children of the Promise (series)
Hearts of the Children (series)
Soldier Boys
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Search and Destroy
Missing in Action
Facing the Enemy
As Wide as the River
Under the Same Stars
children’s books

Scrappers (series)
Cinnamon Tree (series)
Nutty Nutshell (series)
Angel Park Soccer Stars (series)
Angel Park Hoop Stars (series)
Angel Park All-Stars (series)
Brandon Mull
fantasy

*Fablehaven (series)
*The Candy Shop War
Pingo
Beyonders: A World Without Heroes
Chris Stewart
fantasy

*The Great and Terrible (series)
techno-war novels

The Fourth War
The God of War
The Kill Box
history

Seven Miracles That Saved America: Why They Matter and Why We Should
Have Hope (with Ted Stewart)
Michael O. Tunnell
picture books

Mailing May
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Chinook
The Joke’s on George
Halloween Pie
*Beauty and the Beastly Children
nonfiction

The Children of Topaz
Candy Bomber
The Prydain Companion
young adult novels

*Wishing Moon
*Moon Without Magic
Brothers in Valor
*School Spirits
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Building the foundation of our lives on Jesus Christ assures us that we will always have
access to the peace and direction of the Lord through the influence of the Holy Ghost.
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da n i e l k j u d d

Daniel K Judd (daniel_judd@byu.edu) is a professor of ancient scripture at Brigham Young
University. From an address given at the BYU Conference on Family Life on March 28, 2008.

W

e are blessed to live in what the Lord has called “the dispensation of
the fulness of times” (D&C 112:30) and what President Gordon B.
Hinckley once described as “the greatest season in the history of the Church.”1
While the Lord and his servants have clearly stated that we live at an extraordinary time, we must also acknowledge that not all is well in Zion nor in the
world in general. It is clear from the scriptures, the teachings of latter-day
prophets, and even our own experiences that not only are we living in challenging times in the present but also there are difficult days yet ahead. The
intent of this article is to articulate a few things the Lord and his servants
have taught that will strengthen us as individuals, families, and communities.
I will also give special attention to how we can best deal with some of the
philosophical distractions, doctrinal distortions, and cultural practices that
are weakening marriages and families.
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Faith in Christ

President Hinckley, in his October 2001 conference address entitled “Living
in the Fulness of Times,” quoted the Apostle Paul’s familiar prophecy “that in
the last days perilous times shall come” (2 Timothy 3:1). After quoting the
Apostle Paul’s description of the evils that would (and do) exist in our day,
President Hinckley stated: “We live in a season when fierce men do terrible
and despicable things. We live in a season of war. We live in a season of arrogance. We live in a season of wickedness, pornography, immorality. All of the
sins of Sodom and Gomorrah haunt our society. Our young people have never
faced a greater challenge. We have never seen more clearly the lecherous face of
evil.” President Hinckley then described the answer to such problems when he
said: “Our strength is our faith in the Almighty. No cause under the heavens
can stop the work of God. Adversity may raise its ugly head. The world may
be troubled with wars and rumors of wars, but this cause will go forward.”2
Our strength is our faith in the Almighty. Several years ago when I was
serving as a stake president, I met with a member of my stake whose husband
had recently confronted her with his intention to end their marriage. Her
husband had told her that he did not love her, had never loved her, and their
marriage was a mistake from the beginning. As you can imagine, she was devastated. Not only was she experiencing a hurt she described as coming from
deep within her soul, but she was also having thoughts of taking her own life.
After counseling with her and making the necessary arrangements to
ensure her safety, I was able to contact her husband. Though he was a good
man in many ways, it became clear that his heart had become hardened, he
had no desire to reconcile, and he was moving forward with his plans to end
the marriage.
I was concerned that even though many were doing all that was possible
to help this woman, she might sink deeper into despair. However, to my great
surprise, when I saw her several days later, her countenance had changed dramatically for the better. I mistakenly thought that both husband and wife
had had a change of heart and were in the process of reconciling their differences. When I asked her privately if her husband had returned and if she was
hopeful they could reconcile, she again surprised me by explaining that their
relationship was actually worse than before. She explained to me that in addition to continuing with his plans for divorce, her estranged husband was also
attempting to gain legal custody of their children. I asked her how it was possible for her to be so peaceful and to have gained so much strength in such a
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short amount of time even though her circumstances had become even more
difficult. She explained to me that while she didn’t completely understand
her newfound strength, she had rediscovered from whom such strength came.
Our conversation led to a discussion of the familiar words of the prophet
Helaman to his sons Nephi and Lehi in Helaman 5:12: “And now, my sons,
remember, remember that it is upon the rock of our Redeemer, who is Christ,
the Son of God, that ye must build your foundation; that when the devil shall
send forth his mighty winds, yea, his shafts in the whirlwind, yea, when all his
hail and his mighty storm shall beat upon you, it shall have no power over you
to drag you down to the gulf of misery and endless wo, because of the rock
upon which ye are built, which is a sure foundation, a foundation whereon if
men build they cannot fall.” I had read the words of Helaman many times, but
this sister helped me come to an understanding of these inspired words that
has strengthened my faith in Jesus Christ and increased my desire to more
fully align my life with his.
She explained to me that many years earlier, while serving as a full-time
missionary, she had begun to understand and experience what it meant to
“take upon [her] the name of Jesus Christ” (D&C 20:37). She had learned to
make “feasting upon the word of Christ” (2 Nephi 31:20) a daily priority in
her life. She had also learned to sincerely repent of her sins and to follow the
direction of the Spirit. Her mission had been very difficult, but her experiences had helped her lay the proper foundation for her life.
A couple of years after she returned home from her mission, she met
and married her husband, and a year or so later they had their first child.
She explained that it was at this point in her life when the foundation in
Christ she had established began to shift. Without even realizing what was
happening, her foundation shifted from the Savior and his teachings to her
husband and children. Instead of taking some time each day to strengthen her
faith through meaningful prayer and study, her life had become completely
consumed with the constant demands of being a wife and mother. As her
relationship with her husband deteriorated over the next several years, her
foundation (which by this time had become her family) crumbled, and she
felt herself falling into the depths of despair.
Even though only a short time had passed since she first called me, she
had rediscovered that reestablishing her relationship with Heavenly Father
and Jesus Christ had miraculous power. Sincere repentance, praying with real
intent, and studying (not just reading) the scriptures and the words of the
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living prophets had made it possible for her to once again feel the comforting
and guiding influence of the Holy Ghost.
Even though this sister experienced a miraculous change of heart, she and
her husband eventually divorced. There have been difficult times since her
marriage ended, but she has continued to gain strength in the years that have
followed. She has truly come to understand President Hinckley’s words that
her strength is her faith in the Almighty. Once again, she is firmly grounded
upon what the Apostle Paul described as “the foundation of the apostles and
prophets, Jesus Christ himself being the chief corner stone” (Ephesians 2:20).
An important dimension of the story I have just told you is the fact that
part of the collapse of her marriage began when this wife and mother allowed
her dedication to her family to distract her from her worship of God. This
is a very real challenge for Latter-day Saint families because of our doctrinal
teaching that the family is eternal. We must always remember that not only
is the content of the following words of the Savior important, but the order
in which they appear is vital as well. In answering the question “Which is
the great commandment in the law?” (Matthew 22:36), Jesus Christ taught:
“Thou shalt love the Lord thy God with all thy heart, and with all thy soul, and
with all thy mind. This is the first and great commandment. And the second
is like unto it, Thou shalt love thy neighbour as thyself ” (Matthew 22:37–39).
President Henry B. Eyring provided the following counsel concerning
the relationship of loving God and loving our neighbor: “Keeping the first
commandment [love the Lord thy God] always leads to keeping the second
[love thy neighbour], because to love the Father and the Son is to serve those
They love. In answer to our prayers for guidance, They send the Holy Ghost
to tell us how to help others and to feel at least a part of God’s love. So in that
service, our love of God increases and the keeping of the second great commandment leads us back to the first, in an ascending circle.”3
President Hinckley was an example of a man who understood the
importance of putting the first commandment first. His wife, Sister Marjorie
Hinckley, described how she learned of his love for the Lord early in their
relationship: “As we got closer to marriage, I felt completely confident that
Gordon loved me. But I also knew somehow that I would never come first
with him. I knew I was going to be second in his life and that the Lord was
going to be first. And that was okay. It seemed to me that if you understood
the gospel and the purpose of our being here, you would want a husband who
put the Lord first. I felt secure knowing he was that kind of man.”4
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Sister Marjorie Hinckley said, “If you understood the gospel and the purpose of our being here, you would
want a husband who put the Lord first. I felt secure knowing he was that kind of man.”
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President Spencer W. Kimball taught, “Whatever thing a man sets his
heart and his trust in most is his god; and if his god doesn’t also happen to be
the true and living God of Israel, that man is laboring in idolatry.”5 As surprising as it may seem, even our families can become idols. We must not allow our
families, as precious as they are, to come before our worship of God. The stability of our families in this life and eternal life in the world to come may very
well be determined by how well we understand and live this doctrinal truth.
Building the foundation of our lives on Jesus Christ as individuals and
as families assures us that even though we will face great losses and disappointments, we will always have access to the peace and direction of the Lord
through the influence of the Holy Ghost. Remember the words of Isaiah:
“For the mountains shall depart and the hills be removed, but my kindness
shall not depart from thee, neither shall the covenant of my peace be removed,
saith the Lord that hath mercy on thee” (3 Nephi 22:10). In other words, we
may suffer great loss—the loss of love, the loss of a loved one, the loss of a
dream, the loss of health, and so much more—but the Lord has promised that
if we are true to the covenants we have made with him, we can have the peace
that comes through the presence of the Holy Ghost.
Doctrinal Deceptions

Satan is a master at counterfeit. The adversary will do all he can to destroy
elect and faithful families. President James E. Faust once taught: “Satan is the
greatest imitator, the master deceiver, the arch counterfeiter, and the greatest forger ever in the history of the world. He comes into our lives as a thief
in the night. His disguise is so perfect that it is hard to recognize him or his
methods. He is a wolf in sheep’s clothing.”6
The Savior and his servants, both ancient and modern, have given
sobering descriptions and prophetic counsel concerning the challenges that
individuals and families would face in this last and final dispensation. One
of the sobering descriptions of many of these latter-day challenges is found
in the Joseph Smith Translation of the twenty-fourth chapter of the Gospel
of Matthew.
False Christs

The Prophet Joseph Smith made more textual changes to the twenty-fourth
chapter of Matthew than any other chapter in the New Testament. The first
twenty-one verses of the Joseph Smith Translation of the twenty-fourth
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chapter of Matthew pertain to the Savior’s prophecy of the events that would
occur in Jerusalem shortly after his death. Verses 21–55 contain the Savior’s
prophecies and counsel concerning the latter days. Verse 22 reads: “For in
those days there shall also arise false Christs, and false prophets, and shall
show great signs and wonders, insomuch, that, if possible, they shall deceive
the very elect, who are the elect according to the covenant” (emphasis added).
The last eight words of this verse, “who are the elect according to the
covenant,” do not appear in the King James Version of the text. This addition is significant as it identifies “the very elect” as being a covenant people.
Elder Marion G. Romney taught: “Now, those ‘who are the elect according
to the covenant’ are members of the Church, so we ourselves are on notice to
beware.”7 It is important for each of us to understand that it is possible for the
very elect to be deceived. Some have been led to believe that they can never be
tempted with more than they can bear. They offer the following words of the
Apostle Paul as the evidence for their belief: “There hath no temptation taken
you but such as is common to man: but God is faithful, who will not suffer
you to be tempted above that ye are able; but will with the temptation also
make a way to escape, that ye may be able to bear it” (1 Corinthians 10:13).
Compare Paul’s words with the teachings in Alma 13:28: “But that ye
would humble yourselves before the Lord, and call on his holy name, and
watch and pray continually, that ye may not be tempted above that which ye can
bear, and thus be led by the Holy Spirit, becoming humble, meek, submissive,
patient, full of love and all long-suffering” (emphasis added). Alma’s words
clearly teach that successfully resisting temptation and avoiding deception are
conditional blessings we may receive only when we are watching and praying
continually. The Apostle Paul certainly understood this doctrinal principle,
but his words to the Corinthians have been misinterpreted by some to mean
that we can never be tempted with more than we can bear. Elder M. Russell
Ballard of the Quorum of the Twelve Apostles has stated, “If we are not
careful, even those who are among the faithful members of The Church of
Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints will fall victim to . . . deception.”8 The Lord
warned the early Saints: “But there is a possibility that man may fall from
grace and depart from the living God; therefore let the church take heed and
pray always, lest they fall into temptation; yea, and even let those who are
sanctified take heed also” (D&C 20:32–34).
Joseph Smith—Matthew 1:22 identifies those who attempt to deceive
the “very elect” as being “false Christs and false prophets.” While there have
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been many individuals over the years who have proclaimed themselves to be
Jesus Christ, their proclamations are usually quite transparent. But if these
imposters are easily identified, why have authorized servants of the Lord,
both ancient and modern, taken such great care to warn us of false Christs?
The following statement from Elder Bruce R. McConkie provides vital
understanding: “A false Christ is not a person. It is a false system of worship,
a false church. . . . It is any concept or philosophy that says that redemption,
salvation, sanctification, justification, and all of the promised rewards can be
gained in any way except that set forth by the apostles and prophets.”9
My own family has felt the deceptive influence of counterfeit religion.
In 1836, the Arza Judd family was baptized and confirmed by Elders John E.
Page and James Blakeslee. Shortly after gathering with the Saints in Nauvoo,
the Judds (with many other Latter-day Saints) faced a terrible crisis in the
death of the Prophet Joseph Smith. In the ensuing months, several individuals would vie for the leadership of the Church, including Sidney Rigdon and
a man by the name of James J. Strang. Mr. Strang, a charismatic convert to
Mormonism, asserted that the Prophet Joseph Smith had appointed him to
be his successor and had a document, allegedly from the Prophet, that proved
his claim. Some believed Strang’s argument, including Elder Page, the missionary who had baptized the Judd family. Since returning from his mission
to Canada, Page had become a member of the Quorum of the Twelve and
had also become a member of the Judd family when he married Arza Judd’s
daughter, Mary. The Judds loved Elder Page but chose not to follow him or
the leadership of James Strang. It was their testimony that President Brigham
Young and the majority of the Quorum of the Twelve were those whom the
Lord had chosen to lead the Church.
While James J. Strang and John E. Page may not have been anti-Christs,
the false salvation they promised in what they were teaching led many people
astray. We must be wary of those who make similar arguments in our day. We
must teach our children to be faithful to the leadership of the Church and
to “stand . . . in holy places, and be not moved” (D&C 87:8). The Prophet
Joseph Smith said, “I will give you a key that will never rust, if you will stay
with the majority of the Twelve Apostles, and the records of the Church, you
will never be led astray.”10
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False Prophets

While false prophets may be less grandiose in their claims than false Christs,
their agendas are similar and oftentimes more subtle. Bishop Richard C.
Edgley of the Presiding Bishopric described false prophets as follows: “There
are the so-called learned people who have let their intellect undermine their
spiritual moorings and who would also attempt to lead the faithful away from
those who are appointed by the Lord to lead. There are those who feel that
our leaders are out of touch with the realities of the day. They would attempt
to lead members by substituting their own knowledge for the revelations
from God to His prophets.”11
False prophets can be found in a variety of settings. Many years ago my
wife, Kaye, and I were dealing with one of the day-to-day problems experienced by many young parents. Our young son Jake was becoming more and
more aggressive with his younger sister, Jessi. We reasoned in part that Jake’s
problem could be due to his fascination with the Masters of the Universe
action figures. When Jake first began to play with these action figures, we
were amused as he, playing the role of He-Man, would rescue Jessi’s Barbie
dolls from the various villains who had abducted them. But soon our delight
turned to distress as Jake became more and more aggressive in his talk and
play. He soon changed from acting the part of the hero, He-Man, to the evil
villain, Skeletor. Jessi was upset not only because of the rough treatment she
was receiving from Jake but because Barbie was spending more and more time
as a hostage, for the good guys were no longer winning the battles. It seemed
Jake and Jessi were constantly fighting.
I remember one time in particular when I confronted Jake about the
way he was treating his sister and said something like, “Jake, I want you to
start being nicer to Jessi or else the two of us are going to have trouble.” Jake
responded to my warning by saying, “I’m not Jake. I’m Skeletor!” It seemed
to me that his very personality was changing, and Kaye and I became increasingly concerned about what we should do.
At the time I was a graduate student studying family science at Brigham
Young University and was studying the theories of human behavior and
how theorists and therapists understood and treated various problems. As I
attempted to apply what I was learning in the classroom to what was happening in my own home, I could see that there were nearly as many theories about
what I could do as there were theorists. Some of what I was learning was helpful and some was not. Some of the philosophers, educators, and therapists
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whose writings were based on the teachings of Sigmund Freud reasoned that
Jake’s aggressive behavior was to be expected, and we ought to allow him to
work through his inner conflicts through his play.12 Some suggested that we
could help channel some of Jake’s aggression into more acceptable behavior
like football or soccer.
Those coming from the behavioral perspective made famous by psychologists like J. B. Watson and B. F. Skinner encouraged us to identify the
behaviors we wanted to “extinguish” and those we wanted to “reinforce.”
These theorists suggested that we could set up a schedule of rewards and punishments that would help us “manage” Jake and obtain the results we were
looking for. Other theorists and therapists explained that Jake’s aggression
was only a stage through which he was passing and that it would end as he
matured. They encouraged us to reason with Jake and help him come to an
understanding that his style of play was harmful both to himself and others.
Those coming from an Adlerian perspective, which at the time was
especially popular among many Latter-day Saints, encouraged us to identify
the goal behind Jake’s misbehavior (such as seeking attention). After having
identified Jake’s goal, we could then set up a series of logical and natural consequences that would help us and Jake deal with what Alfred Adler defined
as an “inferiority complex.” Family systems theorists explained that Jake was
simply the “identified patient” and that his misbehavior could be a symptom
of a problem with the way our family system was functioning.
One of our friends suggested that what Jake really needed was an oldfashioned “spanking” (though he didn’t use that word) to show Jake who was
in charge and that his behavior toward his sister would not be tolerated. Our
“politically correct” friends did not allow their children to play with toys that
encouraged violence, and they were somewhat disappointed that we did not
take Jake’s toys away from him and insist that he engage in play that was more
acceptable.
I believe that there is some merit in most of the theories and therapies
that I have mentioned, but I have also learned that some of these ideas can
be distractions. The Lord has warned us that some of what is being taught in
the world comes from God, some comes from the mind of man, and other
philosophies come from the great deceiver, Satan himself. In the Doctrine
and Covenants, the Lord warned Church members of the dangers of being
“seduced by evil spirits, or doctrines of devils, or the commandments of men;
for some are of men, and others of devils” (D&C 46:7).
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Sometimes when we speak of false Christs and false prophets, we make
the mistake of labeling anything that isn’t found in the scriptures or the words
of latter-day prophets as false doctrine. It has been my experience that truth
can be found in many places and taught by many people. Elder Orson F.
Whitney once stated: “God is using more than one people for the accomplishment of His great and marvelous work. The Latter-day Saints cannot do
it all. It is too vast, too arduous for any one people. . . . We have no quarrel
with the Gentiles. They are our partners in a certain sense.”13
My wife and I responded to our situation with our son by muddling
along, dealing with each crisis a day at a time but being greatly concerned
about Jake’s increasing aggressiveness and resistance and our seeming inability
to do much about it. While I attempted to implement some of what I was
learning in school, nothing seemed to address our concerns in the ways we
had hoped.
One day as I was listening to Jake (a.k.a. Skeletor) and his friends do battle in the living room, which they had transformed into Castle Grayskull, the
thought came into my mind that I could simply abandon my “conscientious
objector” status and jump in and play with Jake and his friends! What if the
battle Jake and his friends were acting out really was a part of a war in which
I had been called to participate? How would I and how should I respond
to the challenges of war? At first I tried to justify not playing by rehearsing
many of the excuses I had used before. I thought of all the other supposedly
more important things I had to do at the time and told myself that I really
didn’t want to give my support to such an abominable marketing charade as
the Masters of the Universe. But for the first time in this particular sequence
of events, my rationalizations were not convincing. I asked Jake if I could
play. I don’t know if he was more surprised or reluctant, as his expression
was a combination of both. He was probably surprised that I wanted to play,
and reluctant to allow me to play because I would probably get in the way
of the fun he and his friends were having. Whatever his thoughts were, Jake
responded by saying, “Okay, Dad, you can be Man-at-Arms.” Man-at-Arms
was one of the good guys who was not one of the main players—kind of symbolic of my role as Jake’s parent at the time.
After a few light skirmishes, I soon found myself without much to do. If
you were not in the process of capturing or being captured, killing or being
killed, the game was somewhat meaningless. This changed quickly, however,
as Skeletor abducted Barbie. I knew it was my duty to rescue her, which, after
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a heroic battle, I did. I also captured Skeletor and took him to my newly
constructed military prison (Grandma’s antique end table). As I was trying
to figure out what to do with my new prisoner, a phrase from the Book of
Mormon came into my mind. In 3 Nephi we read that after the righteous
Nephites “had taken all the [Gadianton] robbers prisoners, . . . they did cast
[them] into prison, and did cause the word of God to be preached unto them”
(3 Nephi 5:4). I did not realize at the time the lasting impact this verse of
scripture would have on my relationship with Jake. Much to Jake’s chagrin, I
began reading to Skeletor from the Book of Mormon. Jake voiced his protest:
“Dad, you can’t do that—these guys aren’t churchy!” Between thwarting various rescue attempts by Jake and the other disciples of doom, I continued to
explain the gospel to Skeletor.
After a few minutes had passed, I informed Jake and his friends that I had
great news—Skeletor had agreed to be baptized! Jake continued his protest,
but his resistance soon softened as I asked him to fill his mom’s large yellow Tupperware bowl with water and invite the other characters to attend
Skeletor’s baptismal service. We then baptized Skeletor. I didn’t actually say
the baptismal prayer, as that would have been somewhat of a sacrilege, but we
did immerse Skeletor in the water and talk about the baptismal prayer and the
importance of baptism. To my surprise, Jake and his friends were fascinated.
The spirit Jake and I felt that day helped lay a foundation for a wonderful
relationship that has continued to this very day. I gave my heart to him, and
he gave his to me. That day certainly didn’t mark the end of all our challenges,
but I no longer saw Jake as a problem but as my son and brother whom I had
the privilege of introducing to the Master of the Universe, Jesus Christ.
Lessons of Life

While this story deals with the resolution of quite a simple problem, the experience taught me several lessons that have helped me in dealing with the more
complex problems that have followed.
I have learned that I must be discerning as I encounter the philosophies
of the world. While each of the theories of human behavior contains elements
of truth, we cannot allow them to be a distraction from seeking and following
the guidance of our Father in Heaven. Just because an idea is logical, is taught
by someone who is well educated, appears to be well accepted by others, and
may even be supported by research findings does not necessarily mean that it
is correct.
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I have also learned that I must always strive to be sensitive to the influence of the Holy Ghost, for the promptings of the Spirit are the Lord’s main
ways of communicating with me. President Joseph Fielding Smith taught:
The worship of reason, of false philosophy, is greater now than it was then. Men are
depending upon their own research to find out God, and that which they cannot
discover and which they cannot demonstrate to their satisfaction through their own
research and their natural senses, they reject. They are not seeking for the Spirit of
the Lord, they are not striving to know God in the manner in which he has marked
out by which he may be known, but they are walking in their own way, believing in
their own man-made philosophies, and teaching the doctrines of devils and not the
doctrines of the Son of God.14

This is not to say that reason, research, and intellect should be rejected,
only that they should not be embraced without regard to the wisdom of God,
of which they are a vital part. The prophet Nephi taught that we should not
“hearken unto the precepts of men, save their precepts shall be given by the
power of the Holy Ghost” (2 Nephi 28:31). The prophet Jacob taught, “To
be learned is good if they hearken unto the counsels of God” (2 Nephi 9:29).
I have also learned the importance of counseling with my companion. I
believe there are some questions that can only be answered as we counsel with
and learn from our spouse or other members of our family or those who have
priesthood keys. If we do not have a husband or wife, we can counsel with our
parents or Church leaders. Trusted friends can also be a valuable source of
wisdom, but we must be careful as sometimes our friends will tell us what they
think we want to hear. Flattery is the counterfeit of praise just as criticism is
one of the counterfeits of counsel and correction.
The methods I used in dealing with my son’s aggressive behavior were
not as important as the change of heart I experienced as I tried to do what I
felt to be right. There are no simple recipes for rearing children. Be wary of
those who tell you they know what is right for your child or your marriage,
especially when it goes against your own sense of right and wrong or what is
being taught by the leaders of the Church. President Faust once taught: “One
of the most difficult parental challenges is to appropriately discipline children. Child rearing is so individualistic. Every child is different and unique.
What works with one may not work with another. I do not know who is
wise enough to say what discipline is too harsh or what is too lenient except
the parents of the children themselves, who love them most. It is a matter
of prayerful discernment for the parents. Certainly the overarching and
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undergirding principle is that the discipline of children must be motivated
more by love than by punishment.”15
I have also learned to be cautious (Sister Judd would say skeptical) about
what I read on the Internet, hear on radio or television talk shows, and read
in the popular press. Just because something is discussed and promoted by a
popular host and endorsed by someone with an advanced degree does not
make it right. In fact, I have learned that if something I hear about child rearing or marriage is wildly popular in the world, there is a strong possibility that
it has a fatal flaw.
Years ago there was a best-selling book with an even more popular title:
Men Are from Mars, Women Are from Venus.16 Even the title of this publication suggests a problem. If my understanding of doctrine is correct, men aren’t
from Mars and women aren’t from Venus—we are both from somewhere near
Kolob. There is some value in this book’s suggestion that men and women
have ways of behaving and being that are unique; however, we should never
allow such descriptions to define who we are or serve as justifications for who
we should not be. Such descriptions as being from Mars or Venus, or “color
code” designations that describe us as having blue or red personalities may be
descriptive, but they are not definitive. Each of us should strive to repent of our
sins and invite the Lord to “make weak things become strong” (Ether 12:27)
and not simply accept our own or someone else’s description of who we are.
Attempts to categorize people into various stereotypes have an interesting history. In Victorian England, many parents considered their children to
have evil natures because they were born in sin as a consequence of Adam and
Eve’s partaking of the fruit in the Garden of Eden. Because of this erroneous
belief proposed by Protestant theologians such as John Calvin, many parents
believed their duties included providing stern discipline, even to the extreme
of beating the devil out of their children.17 Some historians believe that the
phrase “rule of thumb” originated in England, where parents were instructed
they could not discipline their children with a rod any larger in diameter than
their thumb.18 The idea that a child is born evil, which some still believe, can
lead to harsh, rigid parenting and even outright physical violence in some
cases.
Another tradition we find in our midst was first proposed by French philosopher Jean-Jacques Rousseau. Rousseau considered children to be born
good and simply in need of an environment of freedom. He believed that
parents and culture were the problem, and if the child was allowed to be free,
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he would achieve his greatest potential.19 This philosophy can also contribute
to serious problems for the family. If the parents believe that a child is naturally good, they will be more inclined to indulge their children by allowing
them to have total freedom of choice in their actions. Indulgence, called “free
agency” by the indulgent, is the adversary’s counterfeit of what the Lord has
termed in the scriptures as “moral agency” (D&C 101:78). President Boyd
K. Packer clarified this point of doctrine in the following statement about
“pro-choice” philosophy: “Regardless of how lofty and moral the ‘pro-choice’
argument sounds, it is badly flawed. With that same logic one could argue
that all traffic signs and barriers which keep the careless from danger should
be pulled down on the theory that each individual must be free to choose
how close to the edge he will go.”20 It is the parents’ duty to teach their children that moral agency does not simply imply the choice between alternatives
but the choice between right and wrong.
The English physician-philosopher John Locke raised concerns about the
contradictory philosophies of Calvin and Rousseau and proposed that a child
is born neither good nor evil but with a mind that is a tabula rasa, or “blank
slate.” Locke proposed that children develop and personalities are formed as
they are acted upon by the environment. American psychologist J. B. Watson
once wrote: “Give me a dozen healthy infants, well-formed, and my own
specified world to bring them up in and I’ll guarantee to take any one at random and train him to become any specialist I might select—doctor, lawyer,
artist, merchant-chief, and yes, even beggar-man and thief, regardless of his
talents, penchants, tendencies, abilities, vocations, and race of his ancestors.”21
Many parents who believe this philosophy believe that if their child is
going to amount to anything in life, it is going to be the result of successful
parenting. Parents who embrace such an understanding will often attempt to
enroll their children in multiple extracurricular activities, demanding excellence in each. One writer described a typical child participating in such a
lifestyle as “the hurried child.”22 Such a philosophy is a major contributor to
perfectionism, anxiety, and depression in adults as well as children.
Which one of these views is correct? Is a child born evil, good, or as a
blank slate? My vote is “none of the above.” The scriptures, while supporting parts of these theories, teach something quite different. From the words
of the Lord in the Doctrine and Covenants we read, “Every spirit of man
was innocent in the beginning; and God having redeemed man from the fall,
men became again, in their infant state, innocent before God” (D&C 93:38).
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Being “innocent” at birth is being born neither good nor evil but having the
potential for both. Some may argue that being born innocent is the same as
being born with a blank slate. The difference between these two assertions is
found in the fact that as children mature, they are free “to act for themselves
and not to be acted upon” (2 Nephi 2:26; see also Helaman 14:30). While we
have the potential to become like God, we also have the potential to become
like the devil. Most every human being is born to be an active agent and not
a passive object. The choice is ours; we do not have some preformed, predestined fate. Therefore, we must help our children learn to exercise their agency
wisely. We must also help them understand that there are limits to their
behavior that have been put in place to protect them and to help them discover their divine identity. We must help our children to identify and to fulfill
their own unique missions. It is only in fulfilling the measure and purpose of
our creation that we will experience the meaning and joy each of us seek.
Avoiding Deception

In addition to warning us of the “false Christs, and false prophets” ( Joseph
Smith—Matthew 1:22) that would exist in our day, the Savior’s words provide a wonderful key to assist us in avoiding deception. Let’s return to the
words of the Savior in Joseph Smith—Matthew 1:37: “And whoso treasureth
up my word, shall not be deceived, for the Son of Man shall come, and he
shall send his angels before him with the great sound of a trumpet, and they
shall gather together the remainder of his elect from the four winds, from one
end of heaven to the other.” I would like to draw your attention to the first ten
words of this verse: “And whoso treasureth up my word, shall not be deceived.”
One latter-day prophet said that to “[treasure] up my word” means to “not
read, not study, not search, but treasure up the Lord’s word. Possess it, own it,
make it yours by both believing it and living it.”23
Treasuring up the word of God not only refers to embracing the scriptures
and the teachings of latter-day prophets, but also includes the direction we
can receive through personal revelation. The prophet Mormon described this
source of divine direction when he taught his son Moroni that “the word of
the Lord came to [him] by the power of the Holy Ghost” (Moroni 8:7; emphasis added). Receiving the word of the Lord through personal revelation allows
our Father in Heaven to communicate to us individually and specifically concerning our own unique circumstances. The prophet Nephi taught, the “Holy
Ghost . . . will show unto [us] all things what [we] should do” (2 Nephi 32:5).
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It is vital that we treasure up the words of God that we not be deceived.

President Hinckley has taught, “The Holy Ghost is the Testifier of Truth,
who can teach men things they cannot teach one another.”24
One of the most important things we can do as we attend Church, pray,
and study the teachings of prophets, both ancient and modern, is to listen
for and write down the impressions that come to us through the Holy Ghost.
As someone once said, “The dullest of pencils is better than the sharpest of
minds.”
It is also important to remember that as we avoid deception by treasuring
up the word of God through personal revelation, the genuine promptings of
the Spirit will never contradict the teachings of the leadership of the Church.
The Prophet Joseph Smith warned, “Nothing is a greater injury to the children of men than to be under the influence of a false spirit when they think
they have the Spirit of God.”25 Our Father in Heaven has given us the word of
God in the scriptures, the words of living prophets, and personal revelation to
help us through the challenges of life and eventually to return to him.
Conclusion

It is vital that we treasure up the Lord’s words that we not be deceived. Elder
Orson F. Whitney taught: “We cannot safely substitute anything for the
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Gospel. We have no right to take the theories of men, however scholarly, however learned, and set them up as a standard, and try to make the Gospel bow
down to them. . . . We should hold up the Gospel as the standard of truth, and
measure thereby the theories and opinions of men. What God has revealed,
what the prophets have spoken, what the servants of the Lord proclaim when
inspired by the Holy Ghost, can be depended upon, for these are the utterances of a spirit that cannot lie.”26
I will conclude with the words of Samuel the Lamanite. His words
describe the faithful members of the Church in his day, the faithful Saints in
our day, and a summary of what I have attempted to communicate here. From
Helaman 15:5 we read:
And I would that ye should behold that the more part of them are in the path of
their duty, and they do walk circumspectly before God, and they do observe to
keep his commandments and his statutes and his judgments according to the law
of Moses.
Yea, I say unto you, that the more part of them are doing this, and they are
striving with unwearied diligence that they may bring the remainder of their brethren to the knowledge of the truth.

We find a remarkable pattern of counsel in verse 7:
And behold, ye do know of yourselves, for ye have witnessed it, that as many of them
as are [1] brought to the knowledge of the truth, and [2] to know of the wicked and
abominable traditions of their fathers, and [3] are led to believe the holy scriptures,
yea, the prophecies of the holy prophets, which are written, which leadeth them to
[4] faith on the Lord, and unto [5] repentance, which faith and repentance bringeth
[6] a change of heart unto them. (Helaman 15:5–7; numbering added)

Please remember the words of President Hinckley that “our strength is
our faith in the Almighty. No cause under the heavens can stop the work of
God. Adversity may raise its ugly head. The world may be troubled with wars
and rumors of wars, but this cause will go forward.”27
I bear witness that God lives and that Jesus is the Christ. I know that God
loves each of us and wants us to have joy in this life and eternal lives in the
world to come. I testify that living prophets and apostles walk the earth today
and are special witnesses of Jesus Christ. I know that as we follow the teachings of the Savior and of His servants we will be able to avoid the doctrinal
deceptions of the adversary and strengthen our faith and our families.
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T

hroughout my career as a faculty member at BYU–Idaho, I have posed a
question to my classes that divides students into two groups. To set the
stage for the discussion, I ask them to stand if they believe the answer to the
question I am about to ask is false and to stay seated if they believe the answer
is true. I then pose this question: “True or false? God will not allow Satan to
tempt us with evil influences that are beyond our ability to resist.” Without
exception, the majority of the class will stay seated, believing this to be a true
statement, with only a handful of students standing to indicate this is a false
statement. So who is right? Does God allow Satan to tempt us with evil influences that are beyond our ability to resist?
Perhaps some of us have been too confident in believing that the Lord
will not allow Satan to tempt us beyond our capacity to resist, only to find
ourselves in over our heads. In these situations we struggle to find answers
to questions such as, “Where was the Lord when I needed him most?” “If
I cannot be tempted beyond my ability to resist, why do I make such foolish choices?” “Can Satan tempt me beyond my capacity to withstand?” We,
like righteous Nephi, might feel to exclaim, “Yea, my heart sorroweth because
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of my flesh; my soul grieveth because of mine iniquities. I am encompassed
about, because of the temptations and the sins which do so easily beset me”
(2 Nephi 4:17–18).
Even Christ Was Tempted

All of God’s children face temptation according to their spiritual capacity. Even Jesus was tested and tempted according to his great capacity. The
Apostle Paul taught that Christ “was in all points tempted like as we are, yet
without sin” (Hebrews 4:15). Alma notes that Christ’s experience with temptation was complete—he escaped nothing, “suffering pains and afflictions
and temptations of every kind” (Alma 7:11). Yet King Benjamin underscores
that our experience with opposition will never compare to Christ’s, who suffered “more than a man can suffer, except it be unto death” (Mosiah 3:7).
Clearly temptation is part of the great plan of happiness (see 2 Nephi
2:11). Understanding the nature of temptation is fundamental to not succumbing to it.
The Devil Made Me Do It

In the Garden of Eden were all the components necessary for temptation to
flourish: moral agency, opposition, God, and Satan. While the King James
Version does not use the word tempt to portray Satan’s role in this first drama,
it does indicate that Satan was “more subtil [crafty or sly] than any beast of
the field” (Genesis 3:1).
From modern revelation we learn “that the devil tempted Adam, . . .
wherein he became subject to the will of the devil, because he yielded unto
temptation” (D&C 29:40). This early interaction between our first parents
and Satan helps us understand the nature of the devil and his desire to control
our lives. President Spencer W. Kimball wrote: “Satan is very much a personal, individual spirit being, but without a mortal body. His desires to seal
each of us his are no less ardent in wickedness than our Father’s are in righteousness to attract us to his own eternal kingdom. . . . He is also clever and
trained. With thousands of years of experience behind him he has become
superbly efficient and increasingly determined.”1
Given Satan’s subtlety and craftiness, it is no wonder that when we succumb to temptation we might think, “The devil made me do it.” But prophets
have taught differently. The Prophet Joseph Smith gave this commentary on
the power of Satan: “All beings who have bodies have power over those who
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have not. The devil has only as much power over us as we permit. The moment
we revolt at anything which comes from God, the devil takes power.”2
There Is a Difference between God’s Testing and Satan’s Tempting

We as a people must be “chastened and tried. . . . For all those who will not
endure chastening . . . cannot be sanctified” (D&C 101:4–5). In the early
stages of tribulation, it is challenging to differentiate between God’s proving
our valiancy and Satan’s seeking our ruin. Through his testing, God is proving us capable of greater instruction: “For he will give unto the faithful line
upon line, precept upon precept; and I will try you and prove you herewith”
(D&C 98:12). Satan, on the other hand, seeks our destruction and will take
unfair advantage through his subtle enticements. If trials come as instruction
from God, they come with divine promises intended to exalt; if trials come
from Satan, they are designed to see us fail. “And because he had fallen . . .
and had become miserable forever, he sought also the misery of all mankind”
(2 Nephi 2:18).
The word tempt is used in scripture to describe both processes—God’s
tutoring us for greater instruction and Satan’s seeking our destruction. “God
did tempt Abraham . . . and he said, Take now thy son . . . and offer him . . .
for a burnt offering upon one of the mountains which I will tell thee of ” (see
Genesis 22:1–9). The word translated as tempt comes from the Hebrew nissah, which means, “to test, try, or prove.”3 The Lord knew Abraham would
pass this trial, but “Abraham needed to learn something about Abraham.”4 If
God knows the beginning from the end, and surely he does, the proving part
of our nissah trials come when we learn what God already knows about us and
prove to ourselves we are trustworthy of his power. Satan, on the other hand,
desires to see us fail, “for he seeketh that all men might be miserable like unto
himself ” (2 Nephi 2:27).
Nissah is in direct contrast to Satan’s temptations, which are designed to
take away our blessings. For example, Job, who suffered much at the hands of
Satan and to whom we look for the great example of enduring faithfully, was
“a just and perfect man,” yet Satan obtained “leave from the Lord to tempt and
try Job” ( Job 1 chapter heading; emphasis added). The Lord, knowing Job’s
integrity, allowed the opposition. Even though Satan sought Job’s demise,
it was with the Lord’s watchful eye. The Lord knew that Job, like Abraham,
would pass the nissah challenge. We, like Abraham and Job, will fare better
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as we learn to discern between our God-given nissah challenges and Satan’s
attempts to see us fail.
At the time the Saints were driven from Missouri, it appeared that Satan
was the source of all their troubles: angry Missouri neighbors, weak political leaders, and aggression on every side. Scriptural history, however, teaches
us the Saints were chastened, driven out of Zion, because of yielding to the
enticements of Satan. The erring Saints needed to learn valuable lessons (see
D&C 101:1–7; 105:1–6). Often the Lord uses the opposition to test, try, and
prove us to accomplish his purposes. But he is in control, and the goal is our
growth and development. “Therefore, be not afraid of your enemies, for . . . I
will prove you in all things, whether you will abide in my covenant” (D&C
98:14). Identifying the source of our affliction helps us know whether the
Lord is preparing us for something greater or whether Satan is seeking our
destruction. In the first instance, God is in control and we must learn to trust
him; in the latter, we must exercise self-control as we seek divine assistance.
The Apostle Paul taught the Saints in Corinth that “there hath no temptation taken you but such as is common to man: but God is faithful, who will
not suffer you to be tempted above that ye are able; but will with the temptation also make a way to escape, that ye may be able to bear it” (1 Corinthians
10:13). The word temptation as used here is a translation of the Greek word
peirasmos, meaning (a) an experiment, attempt, trial, proving, and (b) the trial
of man’s fidelity, integrity, virtue, and constancy.5 When Paul’s instruction
regarding temptation is understood in this context, it yields a very different
interpretation—God does not test, try, or prove us beyond our preparation,
or if he does, help or deliverance is available. The New English Bible’s rendering of this verse supports this idea: “So far you have faced no trial beyond
what man can bear. God keeps faith, and he will not allow you to be tested
above your powers, but when the test comes he will at the same time provide
a way out, by enabling you to sustain it.”6
Perhaps these verses were not written as instruction on avoiding Satan’s
temptation as much as counsel on enduring well God’s nissah. When read
in this way, three key concepts emerge from Paul’s counsel to the Saints at
Corinth. First, God tries all according to their abilities, and while individual
tutorials may seem unique, trials are common to all. Second, if we are faithful,
God will not allow Satan to have an unfair advantage over us as the Lord tests,
tries, and proves us. Finally, in the moment of trials, deliverance, if sought for,
is available.
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Looking back to those moments when we yielded to temptation—enticement from Satan—we might feel that God let us down because we assume
we could not be tempted beyond our ability to withstand. We might have
felt overwhelmed as we struggled to resist evil and to do right. Our failure
to overcome temptation leaves us to ponder Paul’s words deeply: “God is
faithful, who will not suffer you to be tempted above that ye are able.” But
expecting God not to let us fail in a moment of temptation would be like
accepting Satan’s proposal in the premortal life: it would take away our agency.
Our understanding of how Satan works helps us to find strength to resist him.
“But ye are commanded in all things to ask of God, . . . that ye may not be
seduced by evil spirits, or doctrines of devils, or the commandments of men”
(D&C 46:7). Paul’s instruction that God will not try or prove us beyond our
preparation is reassuring indeed. However, knowing this is no guarantee that
we will not put ourselves into harm’s way or situations where we are vulnerable to Satan and his evil influences.
After explaining this to my classes, I like to ask the question again: “True
or false? God will not allow Satan to tempt us with evil influences that are
beyond our ability to resist.” There has usually been a shift in thinking; many
more students now stand.
God Tempts No Man

The Apostle James taught, “Let no man say when he is tempted, I am tempted
of God: for God cannot be tempted with evil, neither tempteth he any man;
but every man is tempted, when he is drawn away of his own lust, and enticed”
( James 1:13–14). The word tempted here comes from the Greek word peirazō,
meaning (a) to try whether a thing can be done; (b) to test people maliciously
or craftily to prove their feelings or judgments; (c) to try or test one’s faith,
virtue, character, by enticement to sin or; (d) to solicit to sin, to tempt, as the
temptations of the devil.7 God is not in the temptation-to-fail business; this
part of the plan of salvation is left to the opposition.
Scripture is rich in counsel on how to avoid the entanglements of sin.
Alma offers us a simple four-step formula that is representative of the many
scriptures found on avoiding temptation. Note the cause-and-effect relationship set up by use of the word that in the middle of the verse: “Humble
yourselves before the Lord, and call on his holy name, and watch and pray
continually, that ye may not be tempted above that which ye can bear” (Alma
13:28; emphasis added). In other words, if I do not humbly call upon God
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and watch and pray continually, I can expect to be tempted beyond my ability to resist. The spirit is willing, but the flesh is weak. Most of our failures to
resist temptation are the result of not watching more vigilantly.
For the last time I pose the question to my class: “True or false? God will
not allow Satan to tempt us with evil influences that are beyond our ability
to resist.” Usually by now all students in the class are standing. They realize
that God will allow Satan to tempt us with evil influences that are beyond our
ability to resist, especially when we are not faithful. With this paradigm shift
comes a wonderful opportunity to teach how one can withstand the evil one.
For Satan Desireth to Have You

We learn from latter-day revelation that “the spirit and the body are the soul
of man” (D&C 88:15). For the longest time I viewed this statement in the
context of my spirit and my body parts only. Actually, when the scriptures say
body, are they not more particularly suggesting our brain or mind? President
Boyd K. Packer taught, “Your mind is in charge, and your body is the instrument of your mind.”8 Our challenge is to get the body (that is, the brain or
mind) to be obedient to the Spirit, to light and truth—to the Spirit of truth.
The scriptures refer to this as enlightenment or understanding (see D&C
88:11–12). If being taught by the Spirit creates light and understanding and
the power to resist temptation, then resisting the Spirit, light, and truth must
lead to darkness and bondage. “And by this you may know they are under the
bondage of sin, because they come not unto me” (D&C 84:50).
We establish pathways of learning in our brains through the firing of
neurons and synapses. Increased amounts of myelin are laid down on these
pathways the more frequently our thinking travels a specific path; thus the
pathway becomes more prominent in the future. The production of myelin on
these neural pathways increases the likelihood that future actions and thinking will travel this same neural pathway. We can compare this process to the
interstate highway system across our vast nation, which is intended to increase
the efficiency of travel from one state to another. It is much easier to travel
via the interstates than to use the frontage roads. Similarly, our acting according to our myelinated pathway is the equivalent of traveling the well-paved,
efficient interstate of our minds. In order to change our behavior, we must be
willing to unlearn old thinking while trying to introduce new learning.
This is a challenging process; the brain doesn’t necessarily change just
because we expose it to a new idea. Whatever thinking we act on, the longer
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we act on it—laying down myelination over time—the harder it will be to
adopt new thinking that countermands it. Perhaps this is why President
Packer taught that “true doctrine, understood, changes attitudes and behavior. The study of the doctrines of the gospel will improve behavior quicker
than a study of behavior will improve behavior.”9 The study of doctrine solves
the problems in the mind and the heart first and the body second.
If my body is giving into temptation because of established neural pathways, the solution to the problem lies more in changing my understanding of
the doctrine than focusing on the body. Focusing on the body, the receptor,
addresses only behavior. Understanding the doctrine in my heart and mind
changes my desires and leads to a change in thinking and behavior. Nephi
observed this about Satan: “He leadeth them by the neck with a flaxen cord,
until he bindeth them with his strong cords forever” (2 Nephi 26:22). A
flaxen cord, a lightweight material that is easily torn, represents flirting with
temptation and is the equivalent of unmyelinated thinking. Strong cords that
bind represent the behavior and thinking that has been etched in our minds
repeatedly over a long period time and has become myelinated.
Satan is continually offering new and exciting stimuli for the receptors in
our bodies; there is no end to the combinations of wickedness he can produce.
“And finally, I cannot tell you all the things whereby ye may commit sin; for
there are divers ways and means, even so many that I cannot number them”
(Mosiah 4:29). At Satan’s disposal are innocent temptations as well as more
insidious sins that can rob us of our temple blessings.
Elder Jeffrey R. Holland once referred to our physical bodies as the “great
prize of mortal life.”10 The Prophet Joseph Smith taught that Satan is punished by not having a body.11 Clearly, temptation is a battle over who will
control this great prize. In drawing up the rules for engagement—the battle
lines, if you will—the Lord even uses body parts to illustrate who ultimately
has greater control: “And I will put enmity between thee and the woman,
between thy seed and her seed; and he shall bruise thy head, and thou shalt
bruise his heel” (Moses 4:21).
Battle for Man’s Loyalty

Satan’s three-part strategy, which begins with temptation and ends in captivity, is a well-tuned attack. Consider the following strategies Satan uses to take
us captive.
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First, he causes spiritual blindness, “And the mists of darkness are the
temptations of the devil, which blindeth the eyes” (1 Nephi 12:17):
He has laid a cunning plan, thinking to destroy. (D&C 10:23)
[He] deceive[s] and lie[s] in wait to catch. (D&C 10:25)
He goeth up and down, to and fro in the earth, seeking to destroy the souls of men.
(D&C 10:27)

Second, he works on the instrument attuned to receive (see 1 Nephi
12:17):
He stirreth them up to iniquity against that which is good. (D&C 10:20)
He [shall] rage in the hearts of the children of men, and stir them up to anger
against that which is good. (2 Nephi 28:20)
He stirreth them up, that he may lead their souls to destruction. (D&C 10:22)
He stirreth up their hearts to anger against this work. (D&C 10:24)
He flattereth them, and telleth them that it is no sin to lie. (D&C 10:25)
He flattereth them, and leadeth them along until he draggeth their souls down to
hell. (D&C 10:26)
Satan will harden the hearts of the people to stir them up to anger against . . . my
words. (D&C 10:32)

Third, he takes us prisoner “and leadeth them away into broad roads, that
they perish and are lost” (1 Nephi 12:17). Once off the strait and narrow path
that leads to God’s kingdom (or after becoming “lost and fallen,” to borrow a
Book of Mormon phrase), we become the servants of sin:
He causeth them to catch themselves in their own snare. (D&C 10:26)
Satan thinketh to overpower your testimony. (D&C 10:33)
And others will he pacify, and lull them away, . . . say[ing]: All is well in Zion; yea,
Zion prospereth, all is well—and thus the devil cheateth their souls, and leadeth
them away carefully down to hell. (2 Nephi 28:21)
Others he flattereth away, and telleth them there is no hell; and he saith unto them:
I am no devil, for there is none—and thus he whispereth in their ears, until he grasps
them with his awful chains, from whence there is no deliverance. (2 Nephi 28:22)
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President Wilford Woodruff taught, “There are two powers on the earth
and in the midst of the inhabitants of the earth—the power of God and the
power of the devil. . . . Whenever the Lord set His hand to perform any work,
those powers [of the devil] labored to overthrow it.”12 The Prophet Joseph
Smith saw in vision that Satan’s attack was specifically aimed at the Saints of
God. He wrote, “For we beheld Satan, that old serpent, even the devil, who
rebelled against God; . . . wherefore, he maketh war with the saints of God,
and encompasseth them round about” (D&C 76:28–29). He will employ any
means necessary to take us prisoner.
If we are careful, we can avoid being caught by the adversary. And if we
have been taken prisoner because of carelessness, there is an escape available if
we are willing to switch loyalties. President Kimball observed: “He who has
greater strength than Lucifer, he who is our fortress and our strength, can sustain us in times of great temptation. While the Lord will never forcibly take
anyone out of sin or out of the arms of the tempters, he exerts his Spirit to
induce the sinner to do it with divine assistance. And the man who yields
to the sweet influence and pleadings of the Spirit and does all in his power to
stay in a repentant attitude is guaranteed protection, power, freedom and
joy.”13 President Packer also taught: “In the battle of life, the adversary takes
enormous numbers of prisoners, and many who know of no way to escape
and are pressed into his service. Every soul confined to a concentration camp
of sin and guilt has a key to the gate. The adversary cannot hold them if they
know how to use it. The key is labeled Repentance. The twin principles of
repentance and forgiveness exceed in strength the awesome power of the
adversary.”14
Prayer Is Essential to Overcoming Temptation

Deliverance is available. The Lord’s Prayer teaches us to pray, “Lead us not
into temptation, but deliver us from evil.” Two of Alma’s four steps reference
our need for prayer (see Alma 13:28). The scriptures teach that prayer is vital
in the battle of resisting temptation. As we humble ourselves, call upon his
holy name, and watch and pray continually, we are fortified and strengthened
to resist temptation. Consider the following references, which further illustrate that without prayer we will fail in our attempt to resist the evil one:
Verily, verily, I say unto you, ye must watch and pray always, lest ye be tempted by the
devil, and ye be led away captive by him. (3 Nephi 18:15)
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Behold, verily, verily, I say unto you, ye must watch and pray always lest ye enter into
temptation; for Satan desireth to have you, that he may sift you as wheat. (3 Nephi
18:18)
Watch ye therefore, and pray always, that ye may be accounted worthy to escape all
these things. (Luke 21:36)
Pray always lest that wicked one have power in you, and remove you out of your
place. (D&C 93:49–50)
Pray always, that you may come off conqueror; yea, that you may conquer Satan,
and that you may escape the hands of the servants of Satan. (D&C 10:5)
Therefore let the church take heed and pray always, lest they fall into temptation.
(D&C 20:33)
Pray always, lest you enter into temptation and lose your reward. (D&C 31:12)
Pray always that you enter not into temptation. (D&C 61:39)
Pray always, that ye may not faint, until I come. (D&C 88:126)

The other part of Alma’s formula references our need to watch continually. What does Alma mean by the phrase “watch continually”? At the
conclusion of one of the finest sermons recorded in scripture, King Benjamin
warns, “If ye do not watch yourselves, and your thoughts, and your words,
and your deeds, . . . ye must perish” (Mosiah 4:30). In other words, we must
be vigilant. We are not yet immune to those influences that could cause us to
fall. Even the Savior, seeking relief from the difficult and agonizing moments
of Gethsemane, prayed “that [he] might not drink the bitter cup, and shrink”
(D&C 19:18). In his most difficult moments, He cautioned his sleepy
Apostles, “Watch ye and pray, lest ye enter into temptation. The spirit truly is
ready, but the flesh is weak” (Mark 14:38). Standing watch against sin enables
us to avoid sin.
We are taught in scripture on eight different occasions and in each of our
canonical works of the need to make a “holy stand” or to “stand in holy places”
(see 2 Chronicles 35:5; Psalm 24:3; Matthew 24:15; D&C 45:32; 87:8;
101:22; Joseph Smith—Matthew 1:12). For example, “Who shall ascend into
the hill of the Lord? or who shall stand in his holy place? He that hath clean
hands, and a pure heart” (Psalm 24:3–4). Or in other words, those who stand
in holy places, watching, are enabled through prayer to resist the temptations
of the evil one. The idea that God will never allow us to be tempted with
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evil influences that are beyond our ability to resist flies in the face of Alma’s
formula for withstanding temptation. Through our continual watching and
prayerfulness, we can overcome the arrogance and pride that leads to sin.
Conclusion

The Lord’s goal is to make us resistant to sin through trials and struggles—to
make us Saints (see Mosiah 3:19). Satan’s goal is to take us captive with awful
chains that bind. Initially, the Lord’s nissah, or trials to refine us, and Satan’s
temptations, or trials to entice us, may look very much the same. In the end,
however, they are very different. Regarding the Lord’s refining, Alma taught,
“Now they, after being sanctified by the Holy Ghost . . . could not look upon
sin save it were with abhorrence” (Alma 13:12).
When Satan tempts us, he is enticing us to avoid the hard work necessary
to pass the tests and trials designed “to bring to pass the immortality and
eternal life of man” (Moses 1:39). Like him, he wants us to take the easy way
out. When tests and trials are endured well and temptation is resisted, we
gain power over Satan (see D&C 121:7–8). We are “encircled about eternally
in the arms of [God’s] love” and clothed with the “armor of righteousness”
(2 Nephi 1:15, 23).
As we yield to temptation, we trade the armor of righteousness and the
warm heavenly embrace for cold “awful chains” that bind (2 Nephi 1:13).
President James E. Faust taught, “We need not become paralyzed with fear of
Satan’s power. He can have no power over us unless we permit it. He is really
a coward, and if we stand firm, he will retreat.”15 Elder Neal A. Maxwell has
suggested that we remain completely sovereign in this battle for our loyalty.16
When facing trials and tests we are of necessity enticed by both Satan
and the Holy Ghost. In order to demonstrate loyalty to one over the other, it
must be this way—“it must needs be that there is an opposition in all things”
(2 Nephi 2:11). The Holy Ghost, as a testifier and teacher, entices us to
choose wisely according to our “first lessons” (see D&C 138:55–56).17 Satan,
on the other hand, is continually enticing us to shift our loyalty from God to
him that we might avoid learning the “last lessons.” Since the premortal councils, he has been offering alternatives to the great plan of happiness. Nephi
observed of those who yield to temptation: the devil “grasps them with his
awful chains, from whence there is no deliverance” (2 Nephi 28:22).
Jesus suffered temptations far beyond what men could endure; he confronted the powers of evil and overcame. Since he “suffered temptations but
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gave no heed unto them” (D&C 20:22), he understands the effort we must
make to resist temptation and will succor us accordingly because he loves us
(see Alma 7:11–13). We must apply for the enabling power of the Atonement
to live our lives full of love and charity. Perhaps most of what separates us
from God is not what we do wrong but what we don’t do, which is to love and
love well. Avoiding sin seems the easier of the two. Loving well comes from a
much deeper place, and we are thus “led by the Holy Spirit, becoming humble,
meek, submissive, patient, full of love and all long-suffering” (Alma 13:28).
We should know that Satan will do all in his power to see that we tire
before expending our best efforts, that we might not qualify for the Savior’s
enabling grace. To qualify for the enabling power of the Atonement, we must
prove ourselves faithful. We must watch and pray continually, loving as he
loved.
Showing our loyalty to God by following the promptings of the Holy
Ghost and dressing sufficiently each day for battle in the armor of righteousness gives us power over Satan. As President Faust taught, Satan really is a
coward. As the Savior rebuffed and rebuked Satan on the mount of temptation, Matthew recorded, “Then the devil leaveth him, and, behold, angels
came and ministered unto him” (Matthew 4:11). As we stand firm in observance of our covenants, Satan will flee from us too, because we have power
over him.
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In 1912, Joseph F. Merrill petitioned the superintendent of Granite School District to allow students
to be excused from school for one hour each day to attend religious instruction in a separate building.
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eligion has been one of the most contentious issues in public schools,”
wrote Martha McCarthy.1 Topics over which religion and public schools
have continually clashed in the courtroom over the years include student-led
devotionals, prayers at graduation ceremonies, the reciting of the Pledge of
Allegiance, prayer sessions, the displaying or distributing of religious material,
religious references on signs at school-sponsored sporting events, the wearing of religious apparel, religion in curriculum (particularly creationist verses
evolutionary theory in science classes), and released-time religious instruction. Whereas in the past, prudent and reasonable educators did not have
to worry about litigation, that is not the case anymore. In fact, “their risk
of litigation has grown as our society has turned increasingly litigious and
school populations have become more diverse and challenging.”2 For example,
the advocate group Americans United for Separation of Church and State
receives “dozens of complaints of possible church-state violations every year.”3
As a result, “fear of litigation” has “made school boards and local governments
reluctant to publicly defend moral principles.”4
169
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The fear of litigation has been increased by misconceptions that educators
and the public have about what is appropriate with respect to regulations and
allowances in school-related church-state issues. In other words, “Americans
are confused about the role of religion in schools.”5 Evidence of this confusion among school teachers and administrators is examined in a 2002 study
which suggests that teachers have considerable misperceptions about churchstate legal parameters and base their conduct on rules of thumb instead of an
understanding of the law.6
The legal parameters surrounding released-time religious instruction are
not immune to this national fear and confusion. Lois F. Berlin notes, “Under
the First Amendment, some activities are prohibited; others are protected.”7
Therefore, it is important for educators to know which are prohibited and
which are not. Understanding what is prohibited and what is protected is
essential to establishing and maintaining a legal working relationship between
released-time programs and public schools.
The purpose of this paper is to identify the legal regulations surrounding released-time religious instruction in an attempt to eliminate confusion,
lessen litigation, and give direction with respect to this sphere of education.
To accomplish this, we must first take a look at the beginning of releasedtime programs to situate the phenomenon in its historical context. It is then
important that we analyze major litigation and court rulings that have made
an impact on defining the legal parameters of released-time instruction. Lastly,
it will be beneficial to list the legal guidelines that resulted from the court
cases. In so doing, we see a clearer definition of separation between church
and state and accommodation for private religious beliefs so as to improve
relations between released-time programs and public schools.
Beginning of Released-Time Religious Instruction

Released-time religious instruction was first proposed at a teachers’ conference in New York in 1905. The proposal was to allow public schools to be
closed one day a week so that parents could have the option of sending their
children to religious instruction outside the school building. Nearly a decade
later, in 1914, William Wirt, the superintendent of Gary Schools in Indiana,
implemented a released-time program. He did so because of his concern that
children were not receiving enough religious and moral instruction in public
school. His program consisted of local clergymen holding classes within the
school for those students wanting to attend. The program grew and inspired
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similar programs to begin throughout the United States under the names of
release(d) time, weekday religious education, and dismissed time.8
Though most histories cite Wirt’s released-time program as being the first,
documentation reminds us that a released-time program had already been running in Utah since 1912. This program was started by Joseph F. Merrill, a local
Church leader who later became commissioner of education and an Apostle.
In establishing the program, Merrill petitioned the superintendent of Granite
School District and the principal of Granite High School to allow students
to be excused from school for one hour each day, with parental permission,
to attend religious instruction in a building that would be constructed by
the ward across the street from the school. Both the superintendent and the
principal had no objections. The Granite school board and state board also
approved the program. After five years of success, other local Latter-day Saint
congregations started petitioning school districts for a released-time program.
By 1919, thirteen Latter-day Saint released-time programs, called seminaries,
were in operation in Utah, with 1,528 students. By 1925, seminaries were
adjacent to all but eighteen high schools in the state.9
Since their humble beginnings in Utah and Indiana, released-time programs have grown tremendously to the present day. For example, the Church
reports 115,787 students registered in released-time classes across the world,10
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while the Fellowship of Christian Released Time Ministries estimates on
their website over 1,000 released-time programs in operation today in the
United States, involving over 250,000 students in kindergarten through high
school.11
Litigation and Court Rulings regarding Released-Time Instruction

Though at first released-time programs of different religious denominations
grew rapidly throughout the United States, growth began to slow in 1948
when a released-time program in Champaign, Illinois, was ruled unconstitutional in a US Supreme Court hearing. The case was McCollum v. Board of
Education No. 71.12
In the McCollum case, the released-time program in question consisted
of teachers representing different religious denominations entering the public
school classrooms and giving religious instruction for thirty minutes once a
week. Those students not participating were to go to the library to study during that time. Justice Hugo Black, speaking for the court, claimed that the use
of tax-supported property for religious instruction and the close cooperation
between church and state officials constituted a violation of the Establishment
Clause of the First Amendment—that Congress shall make no law respecting
an establishment of religion. He commented, “This is beyond all question
a utilization of the tax-established and tax-supported public school system
to aid religious groups to spread their faith.” In citing an earlier court case,
Everson v. Board of Education (1947), the court concluded that the “wall of
separation” between church and state had been breached by the released-time
program. It was stressed, however, that the decision did not “manifest a governmental hostility to religion or religious teachings” and that both religion
and government can “achieve their lofty aims if each is left free from the other
within its respective sphere.”13
For nearly thirty years, no federal court had found released-time programs to be unconstitutional before the McCollum hearing. Afterward,
many thought any released-time program would be found unconstitutional.
However, that sentiment only lasted until the US Supreme Court case Zorach
v. Clauson (1952), which came four years later.14
The Zorach case dealt with a New York education law that permitted public schools to release students during school hours—on written requests from
their parents—to leave the school and go to religious buildings for instruction or devotional exercises. Students not released stayed in the classrooms.
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The churches participating reported to the school the names of students
released from public schools who failed to report for religious instruction.
The program involved neither religious instruction in public schools nor
the expenditure of public funds, as did the released-time program in the
McCollum case.
Justice William O. Douglas, in giving the opinion of the court, stated,
“When the state encourages religious instruction or cooperates with religious
authorities by adjusting the schedule of public events to sectarian needs, it
follows the best of our traditions. . . . To hold that it may not would be to
find in the Constitution a requirement that government show a callous indifference to religious groups.”15 It was then held by the court that the program
did not violate the First Amendment because it neither prohibited the free
exercise of religion nor made a law respecting an establishment of religion. In
making this decision, the court emphasized the difference between a school
supporting religious instruction and merely accommodating the students’
religious needs.
Despite the outcome of the McCollum case, “few released-time programs
have been challenged in the years since Zorach.”16 The Zorach ruling by the
Supreme Court “has provided a legal basis for the existence of released-time
programs.”17 It has become the “line of demarcation” with respect to litigation
of released-time programs because it changed the parameters of the debate.18 It
has become a landmark case and the comparison many lower courts have used
when considering the constitutionality of released-time programs. Important
lower court cases that have used the Zorach decision to validate the legality
of a released-time program are Perry v. School District No. 81 (1959), Holt v.
Thompson (1975), Smith v. Smith (1975), Lanner v. Wimmer (1981), Ford v.
Manuel (1985), and Doe v. Shenandoah County School Board (1990).
B. Glen Epley suggests that for educational leaders to “navigate effectively
and appropriately” around issues of church and state in public schools, they
need to examine court cases regarding the First Amendment “as applied to
public schools.”19 Therefore, in following this suggestion, we will look briefly
at each of these lower court cases dealing with released-time instruction, in
chronological order, to further define the parameters of a legal released-time
program beyond what McCollum and Zorach decided.
In Perry v. School District No. 81 (1959), Washington State’s Supreme
Court upheld a released-time program but struck down the school district’s
practice of allowing teachers to explain the program to students and hand out
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registration cards. In Holt v. Thompson (1975) Wisconsin’s Supreme Court
upheld the state’s released-time statute as accommodating students’ religious
needs.20
In Smith v. Smith (1975), a federal district court found a released-time
program in Virginia to be unconstitutional, arguing that Zorach was old
law that was no longer valid. The program was organized and operated by
a nonprofit organization for elementary school students. The students met
in trailers parked on the street adjacent to the school or in churches nearby.
Program organizers worked with school officials to coordinate schedules and
to designate which classes the students could be drawn from for the religious
instruction. The First Federal Circuit Court of Appeals reversed the lower
court’s ruling. In doing so, the higher court stated that Zorach was still “good
law”;21 therefore, released-time programs were considered constitutional
when “the schools aim only to accommodate the wishes of the students’ parents.” Thus the court decided the released-time program in question did not
“involve more entanglement between the school administration and the religious authorities than was present in the Zorach program.”22
In Lanner v. Wimmer (1981), the Tenth Circuit Court of Appeals
upheld a ninth- to twelfth-grade released-time seminary program in Logan,
Utah, which enjoyed a high level of coordination with the high school officials. In Lanner, coordination between the released-time program and the
public school included (1) released-time listed as a course option on school
registration forms; (2) students released for one hour each day to attend seminary; (3) the negotiation of land adjacent to the school; (4) a shared public
address system to coordinate class schedules; (5) a mailbox for the releasedtime instructors that was placed in the public school to prevent scheduling
conflicts; (6) the seminary faculty, as members of the general public, being
requested from time to time to assist in public school activities, such as taking
tickets at school events, handling line markers at football games, and timing
events in track meets; (7) released-time personnel using school cafeterias; and
(8) awarding credit for classes involving the Old and New Testaments.23
Despite opposition claiming that the high level of interaction and
awarded credit was a breach of the First Amendment, the trial court found the
program to be a constitutional accommodation of the spiritual needs of the
students. However, the court also found that “the least entangling administrative alternatives must be elected when a released-time program is instituted.”24
Therefore, the court of appeals agreed that the released-time program did
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not entirely violate the First Amendment but decided that “certain aspects
of this program violate the establishment clause” because they involved too
much entanglement between the public school and the seminary.25 Aspects
the court felt included too much entanglement between church and state
included (1) the keeping of daily attendance by the public school of the students attending seminary, though the seminary officials were to report their
attendance regularly to the school, and (2) allowance of credit for Old and
New Testament courses because it required the state to become too entangled
through the examination and monitoring of the religious course’s curriculum—though there was an allowance for elective credits upon state approval.
All other aspects of the program were upheld as constitutional accommodation of religious beliefs and conveniences for the administration and students.
In Ford v. Manuel (1985), the Federal District Court of Ohio forbade
released-time classes from meeting in classrooms rented from the school
district—at a price of one dollar a year—and from holding those classes during hours which overlapped the public school day because such a practice
allowed the program to benefit from state compulsory education laws.26 The
Federal District Court for the western district of Virginia also ordered in Doe
v. Shenandoah County School Board (1990) that a released-time program stop
recruiting students in public school classrooms, enrolling students whose parents had not given their consent, and holding classes in remodeled school
buses parked next to the school because it gave the appearance of school
sponsorship.27
Legal Guidelines for Released-Time

“Enumerating all of the elements that will make a program constitutional or
unconstitutional may not be possible”; however, the Supreme Court and
lower court rulings that have been mentioned suggest some basic legal guidelines for released-time instruction.28 Below is a list of guidelines, extracted
from these important court decisions, which we can use today to establish
and maintain legal released-time programs.
1. Released-time programs must not be created or implemented using
state funds.29
2. Released-time programs cannot be held on school grounds but may be
held in separately owned buildings or trailers adjacent to the school.30
Buildings or trailers must avoid the appearance of school sanction;31
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however, the public school is not to impose upon a church’s choice of
how and in what fashion they construct the released-time site.32
3. Students may only be released from the school with written permission from the student’s parent or legal guardian.33
4. Recruiting students for released-time programs must be done by
released-time personnel without assistance from the public school.
This includes public school personnel registering students in such
classes or in speaking in favor of or against them.34 However, enrollment lists from the school are allowed to be requested by released-time
administrators in order to contact parents about the released-time
program.35
5. The released-time programs’ daily attendance must be maintained by
released-time administrators and not by school officials; however, the
program administrators may be required to make attendance records
available for the public school to ensure that released students are attending.36
6. Records of attendance, grades, and other data from the released-time
programs may not be included in reports from the school to parents,
with the exception of reporting a student’s repeated absences from the
released-time program.37
7. Elective and eligibility credit may be granted to students who participate in a released-time program, but academic credit cannot. Additionally, schools may claim custodial and funding credit for the purpose of
meeting state attendance laws and receiving state-allocated funds.38
8. Student class schedules for public schools may not list released-time
instruction as an option, though for the convenience of the school, the
registration forms may contain a space indicating released-time.39
9. Public schools may not encourage participation in released-time instruction or punish students for not participating.40 However, it is permissible for the school to take some action against students who are
enrolled in released-time classes but do not attend.
10. Teachers of the released-time program are not to be considered part
of the public school faculty or be requested by the public school to assume responsibilities at public school programs and events unless they
are acting as a parent or regular citizen instead of a school official.41
11. The connection of bells, telephones, intercoms, or any other device
may not be established, unless it will benefit and convenience the pub-
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lic school and the released-time program bears all costs of installation
and maintenance.42
12. Released-time programs may hold parent teacher conferences at the
same time as the public school conferences for convenience to the parents, but should be held separately in their respective sites.43
In using these guidelines, it must be remembered that even the appearance that any element of the released-time program is connected with the
school may be grounds for striking down that element of the program.44 It is
also important to realize that the only court decisions that are binding on all
states are those of the US Supreme Court. Therefore, when a guideline relies
on decisions of lower courts it “is merely an indication of how one court has
viewed a particular aspect of a released time program” and not a binding law
upon all states.45
Conclusion

Religion in public schools is an “emotionally charged issue” that must be
addressed.46 By taking a historical perspective, we can see that while many religious activities have been prohibited in public school, a student’s choice to be
released from school to attend religious instruction has been protected. Over
a number of years, involving many different court decisions, released-time
religious instruction has gained legitimacy in the courts. By analyzing important court cases involving released-time instruction, as we have done here, we
can establish some general and basic guidelines or regulations for releasedtime programs. These guidelines are of extreme import for the success of a
released-time program because (1) they can clear up prevailing misconceptions about religion in public schools and help administrators, teachers, and
the public see clearly the line of separation between church and state with
respect to released-time programs, and (2) they provide legal boundaries that
empower administrators to establish positive working relationships without
fear of litigation.
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“This is the gospel which I have given unto you—that I came
into the world to do the will of my Father” (3 Nephi 27:13).
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A

concerned mother once approached me and asked what I thought could
be done to help her son realize the importance of the gospel in his life.
At the end of our conversation, we both concluded that, in the end, it would
be up to the son and the manner in which he chose to exercise his agency. I
said to the mother, “Don’t you sometimes wish you could force a testimony
into the hearts of those you love?” She just chuckled and replied, “Yes, you
can see why Satan’s proposal to force everyone to choose the right would have
been so tempting.” The mother then turned and exited my office, leaving me
alone with my thoughts. There was something that didn’t sit right about her
comment. The idea that Satan was trying to force people to choose right did
not seem to fit with his efforts here on earth. I searched the scriptures and the
teachings of the living prophets, and what I found convinced me of the need
to reflect more seriously on God’s plan and Satan’s proposal.
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God’s Premortal Plan

Elder Jeffrey R. Holland taught that “the need for [the] Fall and for an atonement to compensate for it was explained in a premortal Council in Heaven
at which the spirits of the entire human family attended and over which God
the Father presided.”1 Elder Joseph B. Wirthlin similarly stated, “In a premortal council at which we were all present, [ Jesus Christ] accepted our Father’s
great plan of happiness for His children and was chosen by the Father to
give effect to that plan.”2 It is important to note that the Council in Heaven
was about how to accomplish a plan that already existed and that had preestablished goals. It is unlikely that Heavenly Father called a council and said,
“Okay, I need to come up with a plan for my children. Does anyone have any
good ideas?” It is more likely that he knew exactly what needed to happen
for his children to return to him but allowed input concerning how those
ends would be met. The Bible Dictionary in the Latter-day Saint edition of
the Bible clarifies that “the war [in heaven] was primarily over how and in
what manner the plan of salvation would be administered to the forthcoming
human family upon the earth. The issues involved such things as agency, how
to gain salvation, and who should be the Redeemer.”3 Teachings such as these
imply that there was nothing ad hoc or impromptu about God’s premortal
plan. He knew what needed to happen, and he wanted to include his children
in carrying it out.
In another recent conversation I had with a faithful member of the
Church, we discussed doctrines of salvation. It quickly became apparent that
I had a far more optimistic outlook on the final outcome of God’s plan than
she did. I concluded our exchange by quoting 2 Nephi 33:7, 12: “I have . . .
great faith in Christ that I shall meet many souls spotless at [God’s] judgmentseat. . . . And I pray the Father in the name of Christ that many of us, if not all,
may be saved in his kingdom at that great and last day.” The implication that
many, if not all, would be saved was alarming to her, and she said very gravely,
“Be careful, brother. Remember that it was Satan’s idea to save all of God’s
children.” However, the idea to save all of God’s children did not originate
with Satan but with our loving Heavenly Father. His plan was and is “to bring
to pass the immortality and eternal life of man” (Moses 1:39). As the Apostle
Paul put it, “This is good and acceptable in the sight of God our Saviour; who
will have all men to be saved, and to come unto the knowledge of the truth” (1
Timothy 2:3–4; emphasis added). Elder John A. Widtsoe stated: “The eternal plan of the Lord, the gospel, is to save and exalt all of his children, from
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the first to the last man. Any other view is of a merciless, cold divinity, presenting an insurmountable handicap in life’s efforts. True religion is marked
by the doctrine that salvation, that is, unending happiness and joy, is within
the reach of all men and will be measurably reached by all. The gospel offers
eternal hope to every soul, in spite of weakness and failure and folly.”4 The
center of God’s premortally ordained plan was the salvation of his children,
and salvation continues to be the focus of all of his dedicated efforts.
The scriptures teach clearly that God’s plan is to make salvation and exaltation available to every one of his children. Some have expressed confusion
about the difference between the terms salvation and exaltation. In some circles, the word salvation has come to mean the universal gift of the Resurrection,
which is given to all of God’s children regardless of their actions in mortality.
In that sense, any one of God’s children who inherits any of the three degrees
of glory is technically saved, or has received salvation. Exaltation, however,
has been defined specifically as inheriting one of the degrees of glory within
the celestial kingdom to dwell in God’s presence. Yet even those who propose
such a distinction between the two words concede that “these [two] terms
are used frequently in the scriptures synonymously, in fact most of the time.”5
Concerning these terms, Elder Bruce R. McConkie taught, “We are ofttimes prone to create artificial distinctions, to say that salvation means one
thing and exaltation another, to suppose that salvation means to be resurrected, but that exaltation or eternal life is something in addition thereto.”
Elder McConkie continued, “When [prophets] speak and write about salvation, almost without exception, they mean eternal life or exaltation. They
use the terms salvation, exaltation, and eternal life as synonyms, as words that
mean exactly the same thing without any difference, distinction, or variance
whatever.”6 Hence, we have scriptural references stating that “the greatest of
all the gifts of God” is eternal life (D&C 14:7), and synonymously, “There
is no gift greater than the gift of salvation” (D&C 6:13). Unless otherwise
noted, the words salvation and exaltation will be used synonymously in this
article to mean life with God in the celestial kingdom.
The words of the Lord make it very clear that “the works, and the designs,
and the purposes of God cannot be frustrated, neither can they come to
naught” (D&C 3:1). In addition, the Lord counsels, “Remember, remember,
that it is not the work of God that is frustrated, but the work of men” (D&C
3:3). The work of God is captured in the Savior’s words to the Nephites in
3 Nephi 27:13–15: “Behold I have given unto you my gospel, and this is the
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gospel which I have given unto you—that I came into the world to do the will
of my Father, . . . and my Father sent me that I might be lifted up upon the
cross . . . that I might draw all men unto me, that as I have been lifted up by
men even so should men be lifted up by the Father. . . . Therefore, according
to the power of the Father I will draw all men unto me.” At the very least, the
Savior’s words in this instance represent a universal invitation to all of God’s
children to come unto him and receive the greatest gift that he has to offer,
which is eternal life (see D&C 14:7). When a child of God comes unto the
Savior with “a broken and a contrite heart” (Psalm 51:17), he or she becomes
a witness of the truth “that Jesus was crucified . . . for the sins of the world, yea,
for the remission of sins unto the contrite heart” (D&C 21:9). The repentant
soul who turns to Jesus will experience a liberation from sin as his or her disposition to do evil is purged through the power of the Spirit (see Mosiah 5:2).
In the New Testament, the Lord stated, “For God sent not his Son into
the world to condemn the world; but that the world through him might

Christ’s Atonement opens the door for exaltation in the celestial kingdom of the Father for anyone and
everyone who desires such a gift and is willing to live according to divine requirements.
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be saved” ( John 3:17). We find similar divine sentiments expressed in the
Doctrine and Covenants: “And this is the gospel, the glad tidings, which the
voice out of the heavens bore record unto us—that he came into the world,
even Jesus, to be crucified for the world, and to bear the sins of the world,
and to sanctify the world, and to cleanse it from all unrighteousness; that
through him all might be saved whom the Father had put into his power and
made by him; who glorifies the Father, and saves all the works of his hands,
except those sons of perdition who deny the Son after the Father has revealed
him” (D&C 76:40–43). This particular set of verses in the Doctrine and
Covenants has been identified by some as one of the few instances in the
scriptures where the word saved can mean acquiring any of the three degrees
of glory, from telestial to celestial. Yet we should also emphasize the fact that
Christ’s Atonement opens the door for exaltation in the celestial kingdom
of the Father for anyone and everyone who desires such a gift and is willing
to live according to divine requirements. Hence, the divine declaration “that
. . . all might be saved” may rightly be paraphrased as follows: “Anyone who
desires righteousness with a full heart and is willing to do all that the Father
asks can be exalted in his presence.” Christ’s Atonement, which constitutes
the center of God’s plan, makes the potential of exaltation available to anyone
who desires it.
Understanding that God’s plan and ultimate desire was and is to make
exaltation possible for all of his children sheds light on additional insights
concerning the premortal council and War in Heaven. For instance, when
the Bible Dictionary states that there was a war “over how and in what manner the plan of salvation would be administered to the forthcoming human
family upon the earth,” we can safely assume that the end goal of the plan was
already established before any input was considered. The potential exaltation
for every soul would have been a central requirement of any proposal or input
that our Father may have entertained. In essence, the Council in Heaven
was God’s way of including his children in carrying out the plan that he had
already developed.
The final outcome of the plan was certain and nonnegotiable. As Elder
Widtsoe suggested, every single one of God’s children had to have an opportunity to return to his or her Father’s presence. Any other outcome would
have been wholly unacceptable for a loving Father to consider. Two prominent gospel scholars have put it this way: “We must ever keep in mind that
our God and Father is a successful parent, one who will save far more of his
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children than he will lose! If these words seem startling at first, let us reason
for a moment.”7 They then go on to account for the innumerable hosts of
God’s children who are celestial candidates. These include all children who
die before the age of accountability, along with the countless billions who
have lived and died without the law, for whom the scriptures say “there is no
punishment” and “there is no condemnation; . . . for they are delivered by the
power of [the Holy One of Israel]” (2 Nephi 9:25). Indeed, God’s plan is one
of mercy and exaltation.
Satan’s Proposal

The Lord stated that in premortality Satan came before him and said, “Behold,
here am I, send me, I will be thy son, and I will redeem all mankind, that one
soul shall not be lost, and surely I will do it; wherefore give me thine honor”
(Moses 4:1). There are many who believe Satan came up with the concept of
redeeming all mankind. But when we consider that the potential exaltation
of all of God’s children was a premortal prerequisite for any proposal to the
council, those same words become reiterative, not declarative, in nature. For
example, if we were to insert some clarifying subtext into Moses 4:1, it might
read something like this: “Behold, here am I, send me, I will be thy son, and
I will redeem all mankind [the prescribed and divinely decreed goal of this
council], that one soul shall not be lost, and surely I will do it; wherefore give
me thine honor” (Moses 4:1). When we read Moses 4:1 in such a manner, our
primary focus shifts to the latter part of the verse in order to find the errant
ingredient of Satan’s plan: “And surely I will do it; wherefore give me thine
honor.”
What made Satan’s proposal so deviant, rebellious, and self-aggrandizing
was not that he desired to save all of God’s children. Indeed, we can rest
assured that the exaltation of God’s children was as far from his heart as any
other charitable motive. The scriptures make it clear that Satan sinned in that
he alone desired all the glory for any success in bringing to pass what the
Father had already set out to accomplish—the salvation and exaltation of all
of his children. “And surely I will do it,” Satan said. “Wherefore give me thine
honor” (Moses 4:1; emphasis added). Satan’s proposal was more than just
self-centered and egotistical. In reality, his proposal constituted an outright
rebellion against God and his kingdom. President Ezra Taft Benson taught
that “in the pre-earthly council, Lucifer placed his proposal in competition
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with the Father’s plan as advocated by Jesus Christ. He wished to be honored
above all others. In short, his prideful desire was to dethrone God.”8
The Doctrine and Covenants affirms that Satan’s desire was to dethrone
God. In section 29, the Lord states, “[The devil] rebelled against me, saying,
Give me thine honor, which is my power; and also a third part of the hosts of
heaven turned he away from me because of their agency” (v. 36). What this
verse says is just as important as what it does not say. Note that the verse does
not say, “The devil rebelled against me because he arrogantly proposed to save
all of my children.” By exclusively emphasizing Satan’s desire to dethrone God,
this verse squares nicely with Moses 4:2, in which God emphasized the primary distinction between Satan’s suggestion and the proposal of his Beloved
Son. God said, “But, behold, my Beloved Son, which was my Beloved and
Chosen from the beginning, said unto me—Father, thy will be done, and the
glory be thine forever” (emphasis added). The main difference was not that
Satan wanted to save everyone while Christ was resigned to losing some or
most of God’s children. The main difference was that Satan selfishly wanted
to seize all the glory for accomplishing the Father’s plan, while Christ unselfishly wanted to give all glory to his Father for accomplishing that same
prescribed plan.
Thus the idea to “redeem all mankind” (Moses 4:1) was not original to
Satan. Instead, that sentiment reiterates what God required of any proposal
in that premortal council. God’s plan of salvation, then, becomes just that—
a plan to save his children, not a plan that damns the large majority of its
participants, as many people believe. It is unfortunate that those who share
a pronouncedly optimistic outlook concerning the final outcome of God’s
plan of salvation are often warned about aligning themselves with Satan’s
premortal agenda. This is simply not the case. There can be danger in ascribing inclusive forecasts of exaltation to devilish beliefs. Doing so ignores the
faithful and optimistic comments made by Nephi and Paul cited earlier (see
2 Nephi 33:7, 12; see also Timothy 2:3–4) and by other modern-day prophets. Additionally, Mormon prayed that “[men] might be restored unto grace
for grace, according to their works. And I would that all men might be saved”
(Helaman 12:24–25). Indeed, longing for the salvation of all of God’s children is what God does, for “God is love” (1 John 4:8, 16).
Many members of the Church believe that Satan’s idea was to force all of
God’s children to follow the commandments during mortality. This would
ensure that no one would sin, and hence everyone would make it back to
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Heavenly Father’s presence. Under Satan’s proposal, no one would be able to
choose wrong instead of right, which explains (in the minds of many) how
Satan “sought to destroy the agency of man” (Moses 4:3). Disallowing people
to choose the wrong and forcing them to choose only the choices we deem
appropriate does indeed qualify as an attempt to destroy their freedom to
act. But our agency can be destroyed in other ways. Here again, with the help
of the scriptures and teachings of the modern prophets, we learn of other
possibilities.
President J. Reuben Clark Jr. taught two ways in which Satan could have
potentially tried to destroy the agency of God’s children. President Clark said,
“Satan’s plan required one of two things: Either the compulsion of the mind,
the spirit, the intelligence of man, or else saving men in sin.”9 In other words,
Satan’s plan may not have been one of forcing us to choose the right. Instead,
his plan may have been one of allowing people to do whatever they want
in life without consideration of consequences or personal accountability.
Without consequences for actions, no one would be damned, and all would
make it back to Father. Elsewhere President Clark taught, “[The devil] is back
where he was at the time of the great council in Heaven when he would have
taken away the free agency of men, save them in their sins, indeed there would
have been no sin.”10
Similar to forcing us all to choose the right, this second option also would
have had no way of producing the result of exaltation and personal growth in
anyone. Attempting to save humanity in their sins ignores the eternal, immovable requirement of having opposition in all things, which opposition creates
the circumstances where agency can exist. Lehi taught clearly that were it not
for the eternal and unchanging nature of the opposing forces of right and
wrong, there would not be sin. If there were no sin, then there would be no
righteousness. Lehi continued, “And if there be no righteousness there be no
happiness. And if there be no righteousness nor happiness there be no punishment nor misery. And if these things are not there is no God. And . . . there
could have been no creation of things, neither to act nor to be acted upon”
(2 Nephi 2:13).
According to Lehi, opposition is what makes agency possible, and agency
is what makes progression and growth possible. Without opposition between
the eternal constants of right and wrong—and such opposition creates consequence and accountability—Lehi seems to suggest that even God could never
have progressed to his current exalted and glorified condition. This is because
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President Hinckley taught that “the contest between good and evil, which began with the War in Heaven,
has never ended. It has gone on, and on, and on to the present.”

opposition is the engine of eternal progression. Hence, as Lehi taught, there
could have been no God and no creation, because there would have been
nothing to act or to be acted upon. President Clark explained further, “Under
[Satan’s] plan eternal progression would have been ruled out. We would have
become mere automatons, living and breathing, and eating if we could get
something to eat, and breeding like animals.”11 In other words, the devil may
have attempted to destroy our agency by attempting to nullify and destroy
the eternal conditions of opposition that make agency possible. Elder D.
Todd Christofferson said succinctly, “We recognize the gift of agency as a
central aspect of the plan of salvation proposed by the Father in the great
premortal council, and that ‘there was war in heaven’ (Revelation 12:7) to
defend and preserve it.”12
There must be opposition in all things; otherwise, agency cannot exist.
If Satan’s proposal was one of doing away with right and wrong, then it also
must have consisted of eliminating (or at least altering) the eternal forces of
opposition that, as Lehi mentioned, were so necessary for progression. In
short, Satan’s arrogant proposal was to change the dynamics of eternity. Such
an alteration would do away with requirements such as accountability and
consequences for choices. Under such a proposal, changing these eternal
requirements would allow all of humanity to come to earth and do whatever
they wanted without fear of consequence. Thus, all would be brought back
regardless of personal choice or preference.
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Satan’s presumptuousness in changing eternal law to suit his selfish purposes is described in the Doctrine and Covenants: “And again, verily I say
unto you, that which is governed by law is also preserved by law and perfected
and sanctified by the same. That which breaketh a law, and abideth not by
law, but seeketh to become a law unto itself, and willeth to abide in sin, and
altogether abideth in sin, cannot be sanctified by law, neither by mercy, justice,
nor judgment. Therefore, they must remain filthy still” (88:34–35; emphasis
added). In premortality, Satan may have tried (and may still be trying) to
become a law unto himself by attempting to alter the eternal laws that make
our Heavenly Father’s plan of salvation possible.
Satan’s Tactics in Mortality

President Gordon B. Hinckley taught that “the contest between good and
evil, which began with [the War in Heaven], has never ended. It has gone
on, and on, and on to the present.”13 Elsewhere he reiterated, “The conflict
we see today is but another expression of the conflict that began with the
War in Heaven.”14 Indeed, the war that began in premortality “is continued
in mortality in the conflict between right and wrong; between the gospel
and false principles, etc. The same contestants and the same issues are doing
battle, and the same salvation is at stake.”15 If the same contestants are doing
battle, and if the same issues are being fought for, it stands to reason that
Satan’s premortal agenda would be similar to (if not the same as) his current agenda. It’s unlikely that Satan’s selfish motives have changed much from
premortality until now. If we look around us at what type of rhetoric Satan
currently perpetuates, perhaps we can come to understand more accurately
what he promulgated in the premortal councils of heaven; he certainly does
not appear to be trying to force people to choose the right here in mortality.
The three anti-Christs in the Book of Mormon can be used to illustrate
the primary thrust of Satan’s proposal in premortality. While each anti-Christ
was slightly different in his attempt to dissuade people from believing in
Christ and embracing his gospel, integrating their messages provides an illustrative cross-section of the devil’s wicked plan. Sherem, for example, denied
the necessity for a Savior while pretending to maintain the importance of
certain aspects of the gospel, such as the law of Moses. He declared, “I know
that there is no Christ, neither has been, nor ever will be” ( Jacob 7:9). Nehor
rejected the notion of accountability and consequences for our actions when
he taught that no one needs to “fear nor tremble” in this life and that “all
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mankind should be saved,” regardless of their choices (Alma 1:3–6). Similarly,
Korihor blasphemously proclaimed that “there should be no Christ” (Alma
30:12) and that “whatsoever a man did was no crime” (Alma 30:17). In all
instances, the pernicious rhetoric of these anti-Christs “[led] away the hearts
of the people” ( Jacob 7:3) and caused them “to commit whoredoms” (Alma
30:18).
The three anti-Christs’ philosophical platforms mirror Satan’s premortal
proposal, in which he would essentially have done away with right and wrong,
which would have eliminated the need for a savior altogether. Elder Spencer
J. Condie observed, “There was an additional selfish flaw in Satan’s plan.
Because his plan allowed for no mistakes it required no atonement for sin,
and thus he could save his own satanic skin from any suffering.”16 The same
devilish motives that powered Satan’s premortal proposal are ever-present
in the rhetoric of his earthly representatives. The adversary of us all would
have us embrace his unrestrained and hedonistic approach to existence that
encourages us to “eat, drink, and be merry, for tomorrow we die; and it shall
be well with us. . . . Yea, lie a little, take the advantage of one because of his
words, dig a pit for thy neighbor; there is no harm in this. . . . And at last we
shall be saved in the kingdom of God” (2 Nephi 28:7–8). In the end, Satan’s
was and is a do-what-you-want philosophy that never could and never will
produce the power to save because it required no sacrifice. As stated in the
Lectures on Faith, “A religion that does not require the sacrifice of all things
never has power sufficient to produce the faith necessary unto life and salvation; . . . it is through the medium of the sacrifice of all earthly things that
men do actually know that they are doing the things that are well pleasing in
the sight of God. . . . Under these circumstances, then, he can obtain the faith
necessary for him to lay hold on eternal life.”17
Conclusion

The traditional distinction between God’s premortal plan and Satan’s devilish proposal can foster a somewhat pessimistic view of our Heavenly Father’s
power and willingness to save his children. By mistakenly attributing desires
for universal salvation to the enemy of us all, we detract from the glory, power,
and perfection of a loving Father’s plan to save. Like the prophets of old, we
would do well to remember “in whom [we] have trusted” (2 Nephi 4:19). We
worship a Father who provided his Son as a Savior “who is mighty to save
and to cleanse from all unrighteousness” (Alma 7:14). As the Prophet Joseph
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Smith taught, “Our Heavenly Father is more liberal in His views, and boundless in His mercies and blessings, than we are ready to believe or receive.”18
Elsewhere he added, “God does not look on sin with [the least degree of ]
allowance, but . . . the nearer we get to our Heavenly Father, the more we are
disposed to look with compassion on perishing souls; we feel that we want to
take them upon our shoulders, and cast their sins behind our backs.”19 Such is
the motive of our loving God.
To misunderstand God’s plan of salvation even slightly is to risk misunderstanding the core of his character. Elder McConkie reminded us that “it is
the first principle of revealed religion to know the nature and kind of being
that God is.”20 It is my hope that by clarifying the nature of and relationship
between God’s premortal plan and Satan’s selfish agenda, we can strengthen
our individual and collective faith and hope in our Father’s loving care, “that
faith also might increase in the earth” (D&C 1:21). As we come to understand more fully what the Lord intends to accomplish through his plan in
the eternities to come, we begin to understand why the morning stars sang
together “and all the sons of God shouted for joy” in the premortal courts
above ( Job 38:7). We feel to raise our voices with the Prophet Joseph and
declare, “Let the sun, moon, and the morning stars sing together, and let all
the sons of God shout for joy! And let the eternal creations declare his name
forever and ever! And again I say, how glorious is the voice we hear from
heaven, proclaiming in our ears, glory, and salvation, and honor, and immortality, and eternal life; kingdoms, principalities, and powers!” (D&C 128:23).
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“I felt I had learned some things that others may not know, and I ought to share it with them.
I did not care about making money on the books. . . . I just wanted to share my learning.”

An Example of
Lifelong Learning:
Monte S. Nyman
Monte S. Nyman is a professor emeritus of ancient scripture at BYU.

Religious Educator (RE): In a revelation given in December 1832, the
Lord said, “As all have not faith, seek ye diligently and teach one another words of
wisdom; yea, seek ye out of the best books words of wisdom; seek learning, even by
study and also by faith” (D&C 88:118). So it seems that very early in the Church,
the Lord was saying, “Look, the scriptures aren’t the only things that should be
read or written.” Some of this knowledge is learned by faith and prayer, but some
of it is learned by studying. You have always seemed to be engaged in learning.
What sparked that love for learning?
Nyman: I would have to go back to my mission. I hate to admit this,
but I really did not read the scriptures very much before I went on a mission. When I finally realized how precious and important they are, I studied
them continually. I just wanted to know more, and I kept studying diligently.
I came home and coached football, basketball, and baseball at Grace High
School in Idaho for a couple of years. Even when I was coaching, I would go
home at night and study the scriptures.
RE: But what was it about the scriptures? What light turned on in your
mind?
195
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Nyman: That light turned on when I served my mission in Minnesota.
In my first interview with my mission president, he asked me if I knew the
gospel was true, and I said, “I believe it or I wouldn’t be here.” Then he promised me that if I would study and pray, I would know that it was true, and
I received my answer during the first couple of months I was serving. As a
returned missionary, I made a habit of studying something out of the scriptures every day, because as a missionary you learn a great deal, but you do not
learn everything. Occasionally, I am afraid that all we know as missionaries is
what we have memorized for the lessons, but that is just the groundwork and
we can extend our knowledge from there. So I guess that was my incentive to
know as much as I could.
RE: And eventually you became a full-time religious educator.
Nyman: A Church Educational System administrator in Idaho asked me
if I would be interested in teaching seminary. At first I hesitated and told him
I was not really interested. I loved coaching. He asked, “Where do you want
to live?” I told him, “Logan.” He said, “We’ll get you a job there if that’s where
you want to live.” I was still hesitant to go because I really loved coaching, but
we made the decision to go to Logan, where I grew up, and I taught seminary
at South Cache High School for two years. Then my supervisor asked me
to join the institute program, which was a good change for several reasons.
Institute gets a little deeper into the scriptures and offers more variety. It also
gave me the opportunity to teach different classes (one semester I taught
seven different classes). I had to study continuously to teach them because
I was not familiar with all the material. But I loved the scriptures, and I still
love them and read them.
RE: When did you start reading books besides the scriptures to help you
teach?
Nyman: As I taught, I would look at the manual and other books on
the topic. I started to acquire books that I thought were exceptional, and I
studied them, always together with the scriptures. I did not just study a book
about the scriptures, but I would study the scriptures and then see what someone else had said about them.
RE: What books helped you discover gospel scholarship?
Nyman: The Comprehensive History of the Church, by B. H. Roberts. It
had a great impact on me. I read Jesus the Christ and The Articles of Faith and
books by Daniel H. Ludlow. As I read them, I would note the sources that
were quoted. I just love to learn.
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RE: How many books have you written or edited?
Nyman: I have written about fifteen books, and I have edited a Religious
Studies Center (RSC) series. I have cowritten a couple of books and approximately thirty articles. My total publications amount to at least fifty.
RE: That production is more than the average person who has a whole career
at BYU. It is one thing to read, and another to read other books and try to bring
them together. The next step seems to be to write; it clarifies your thinking.
Nyman: I started with a little book about the Book of Mormon testifying of the Bible, very small, less than a hundred pages. While I studied
non-Mormon scholars’ division of authorship, I saw that I did not agree with
the claims that Isaiah did not write Isaiah. So I studied and prepared the arguments and put them in print. We published only one hundred copies.
That was my start. But my first real book was Great Are the Words of
Isaiah. I had some encouragement for writing it. A good friend and missionary companion of mine who today is a federal judge sat in on my class and
asked, “Why don’t you put these ideas into a book? Why don’t you publish
this?” He gave me encouragement and prodded me along the way.
I sent the manuscript to Deseret Book, and they sent it back and said,
“It’s a good manuscript, but no one will buy a book on Isaiah—there is no

“I wanted to share . . . what I had learned. It is my nature that whatever I do, I do my best.”
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interest.” So I took it down to Bookcraft, and they gave me basically the
same story, but they said, “We really like it; let us think about it.” When I
told my friend about their responses, he said, “Let’s finance it.” So I talked to
Bookcraft again, and they said, “We don’t work that way, but we will publish
six thousand copies, and if we have not sold a couple thousand copies in the
first year, you will have to buy the ones that are left.” We signed a contract
saying that we would buy back whatever was not sold. The book was released
in October 1980, and I thought, “At general conference—maybe we will sell
a few. Christmas—maybe we’ll sell a few. And next Christmas—maybe we
won’t be stuck with a big bill.” I went back to school after the Christmas holiday, and Bookcraft called to say, “Your first edition sold out.” If I remember, it
was 6,200 copies. I said, “Are you going to reprint it?” They said it was already
at the press. The book is still in print thirty years later.
RE: You really brought out what the prophetic leaders said about Isaiah,
and you put it in a way that made it easy for Latter-day Saints to understand it.
Nyman: In Great Are the Words of Isaiah, I included what they called
then the Inspired Version, or the Joseph Smith Translation. I included quotes
from the Doctrine and Covenants and from the Book of Mormon that would
sustain the interpretation of Isaiah. I particularly emphasized that Jesus commanded us to study Isaiah, testifying, “Great are the words of Isaiah” (3 Nephi
23:1). Then as we continue on in 3 Nephi 23, we learn that other prophets
testified of the gospel of Christ, so that led me to do a book on Jeremiah and
eventually other Old Testament prophets. The Book of Mormon proves that
the Bible is true, and showing this relationship became my purpose. After that,
I thought, “Maybe there are other things that people would like to know.” I
wanted to share with them what I had learned. It is my nature that whatever
I do, I do my best.
RE: So in your classes you basically taught what you were studying, and
what you enjoyed and got excited about learning. What you really were doing in
publishing was simply expanding the walls of the classroom to a bigger audience,
to people who could not sit in your class. So now people are reading in California
or Maryland without sittimg in the classroom.
Nyman: That is a nice way to look at it. Through the years I get thankyou letters from readers. They say things like, “I never knew anything about
Isaiah (or something else), and I learned something.” That is the best paycheck I ever receive—their comments that they understand the scriptures or
the doctrine better now because of what they have read.
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RE: So you had an amazing career teaching at BYU, but on top of that you
also have some administrative responsibilities.
Nyman: Yes, I was the division chair of Book of Mormon teachers, and
then I served as the acting chairman of Ancient Scripture twice. I was associate dean for nine years under Dean Robert J. Matthews. I was always involved
in administrative responsibilities.
RE: It is the tendency, and naturally so, when someone gets into administration, that the desire to teach and research and write decreases because
administration is a hard job. Administrators are worried about all kinds of
things. During that long period, what was it that made you seek out of the best
books and keep learning?
Nyman: Teaching is learning. As I did administrative work, I really
missed the classroom, so I taught. Since I was responsible for making the
teaching schedule, I decided I wanted to teach more than one class. Most
administrators taught only one class. I taught three classes plus a night class
for ten years. I taught several different classes in order to keep learning about
all the scriptures. I taught at least half of the time because I loved it, and that
was where I kept my desire to learn alive.
RE: You have published a lot of books, like your multivolume Doctrine and
Covenants commentary, Ezekiel in the last days, the Book of Mormon series, and
many others—unbelievable! Why?
Nyman: I felt I had learned some things that others may not know, and I
ought to share it with them. I did not care about making money on the books,
and I have not made a great deal. I just wanted to share my learning. And I
found that by writing it down, it helped me. As I continued teaching, I gained
insights while writing.
RE: So these books—the Book of Mormon commentary series, Doctrine and
Covenants commentary series—these are not your old yellow classroom notes
that, now that you have retired, you have time to put into a book. You are saying
that this is new material? Rethinking the scriptures again?
Nyman: I started from my notes, and as I was writing I would get a new
idea. I would then go back and study it out and enlarge on what I taught. I
prepared. I never taught a class with the same lesson outlines, with only one
or two exceptions in my forty years of teaching. I taught from the scriptures
and learned from the scriptures. If I was teaching and a new idea came to me, I
would make a little checkmark in the book. Then after the class I would write
down and expand the idea I had learned. I think that is a great principle—the
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Lord will teach you as you learn, but you need to keep a record of it. It is an
incentive to write down what you learn.
RE: Jesus basically challenged the Nephite Saints, if something sacred happens, do you record it? Don’t you treasure it? So it seems that if he is teaching you
as an individual, and you are not recording it, you are basically telling the Lord
you do not treasure it.
Nyman: Yes, I would agree. Most people shun away from Isaiah, saying, “I can’t understand it.” That was a challenge to me. The Book of Mormon
would not include all those chapters in there if they had not been important.
The authors had so much more material. All of the four major authors said
they were not including a hundredth part of what they could. I thought, “If it
is that important, then let’s find out from what is in there and what it means.”
That was my incentive. I read Isaiah’s words in the Book of Mormon, and
I tried to see what Nephi or others, including the Savior himself, had said
about them. As I expanded my knowledge about Isaiah, I was able to share
that knowledge with others.
RE: Two questions: (1) how does one acquire the desire to be a lifelong
learner? And (2) how do we transmit that desire to the next generation?
Nyman: To the first question, how does one acquire the desire to learn,
I think you just do it. As I studied, I learned and just had an insatiable desire
to know what the Book of Mormon taught. And the second question, how
do we get others to do the same, I don’t know. It is something that individuals
have to gain for themselves. We can encourage it, we can plant a seed, but each
person must gain that desire for themselves.
Whenever I had extra time, I spent it reading the scriptures. I looked for
ways to set goals. I did not read a chapter a day. I don’t think that’s the way to
do it. If you read a chapter a day, that is good, but you are just meeting a goal.
I read when I had time to read, and then I stopped. And then the next time I
would start from there and go on. Joseph Smith made a statement about the
Bible. It is on page 56 in Teachings of the Prophet Joseph Smith: “He who reads
it oftenest will like it best.” I was doing that before I ever read this quote, but
I certainly love that statement.
RE: The truth is that there are faculty members who come in and clock
in and do their job and go home. They are honest, right, good people, but you
burned the midnight oil. You exuded a desire to learn.
Nyman: I think that’s a correct analysis. I just fell in love with the scriptures on my mission, I knew that they were true, and I wanted to know as
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“Whenever I had extra time, I spent it reading the scriptures.”

much about them as I could. When I lived in Alberta, Canada, where I spent
four years as an institute director, I burned the midnight oil. I studied every
assignment before I went, and as I already said, I did not have to teach that
many classes, but whenever a student would come in to me saying, “We don’t
know anything about the Pearl of Great Price,” I would answer, “We will
teach a class about it.” So I added a class with only seven or eight students. I
did not know that much about the Pearl of Great Price, so it was a challenge,
but I taught it. I have always felt that my assignment here on this earth is to
teach the gospel. My patriarchal blessing states this, and I noticed the promise
after I read it again.
RE: There are different ways to study, but what method has worked for you?
Nyman: People come up and have asked me through the years, “How do
you read the scriptures? How do you mark them?” And my answer has always
been, “You have to develop your own system. What works for me won’t necessarily work for you, but you need find out what is effective for you.” I had
a missionary companion who picked up my triple combination and thought
it was his, and he was underlining every word. I felt bad when I saw that. If
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you underline everything, what good is that going to do? I have a little color
system that I use. Blue is history, red is doctrine, and green is a second witness
to what the Bible says. Those are the three colors I use.
RE: Why do you think the Lord is interested in our being lifelong learners?
We are definitely encouraged not to stop when we finish school but to keep going.
Nyman: I think because it is not going to stop when we leave this earth
either. I think of the hundreds of thousands of pages of books we are promised we will have given to us: the sealed portion of the Book of Mormon,
the plates of brass, and the records the Jaredites brought with them. We are
promised we are going to get those records back. I am looking forward to
that. I hope I will be a faster reader. When we get those records, there are
going to be so many sources of information. We look at the first eleven chapters of Genesis, covering a couple of thousand years. We do not know much.
For example, in the eleventh chapter, there are ten generations from Noah to
Abraham, and all it says is “he begat this son,” and so forth. There must have
been some very interesting things going on there, and I am curious to know
what they were.
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New Publications
To purchase any of the following publications, please visit www.byubookstore.com and
search by book title or ISBN number or call the BYU Bookstore toll-free at 1-800-253-2578.

A Firm Foundation
Edited by David J. Whittaker and Arnold K. Garr

How did a church that started with just six official members blossom into
a global organization of over fourteen million members? Authors such as
Richard L. Bushman, John W. Welch, Mark L. Staker, Ronald W. Walker,
Susan Easton Black, and many other historians show how Joseph Smith,
Brigham Young, and other leaders established the foundation upon which
the Church was built. There is great security in this firm foundation, but
there is also a “living” dimension to the Church’s organization and administration. God’s hand is always outstretched, his Spirit is ever ready, apostles and
prophets continue to speak, and the destiny of his Church and people in these
changing and often calamitous times is therefore secure.
Some of these inspired developments in the restored Church are chronicled by the skilled historians who have contributed chapters to this book.
ISBN: 978-0-8425-2785-9, Retail $29.99
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My Redeemer Lives!
Edited by Richard Neitzel Holzapfel and Kent P. Jackson

This volume brings together talks from two
Brigham Young University Easter Conferences.
Presentations address the Savior, his life, his mission, the Atonement, and his influence in our
lives today. The contributors include Elder John
H. Groberg, Elder Gerald N. Lund, Robert L.
Millet, and others. The topics range from the
infinite sweep of the Atonement to its personal
reach in perfecting individuals.
“It is always a challenge to talk or write about
the Atonement of Jesus Christ,” notes Elder Lund. “First of all, it is infinite in
its scope. It is the most profound and pivotal event in all of eternity. And we
are so totally and utterly finite. We can but glimpse its importance and come
only to a small understanding of its full meaning for us.”
ISBN: 978-0-8425-2784-2, Retail $14.99
Banner of the Gospel: Wilford Woodruff
Edited by Alexander L. Baugh and Susan Easton Black

Wilford Woodruff was different from his predecessors and successors in one particular way—he
left an incredibly detailed, handwritten record,
spanning over sixty years. He is one of the most
important figures in Church history after Joseph
Smith, who began Mormonism, and Brigham
Young, who led the Saints to Utah and supervised
the early colonization of the intermountain west.
This book is a compilation of presentations selected from the BYU Church History
Symposium, hosted anually by BYU Religious Education, to honor Wilford
Woodruff, to explore his life and the many roles he filled, and to celebrate the
two-hundredth anniversary of his birth.
ISBN: 978-0-8425-2776-7, Retail $24.99

New Publications
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Preserving the History of
the Latter-day Saints
Edited by Richard E. Turley Jr. and Steven C. Harper

The pattern of keeping records dates back to the
earliest days of the Church when Joseph Smith,
the founding prophet, announced the divine
decree, “Behold, there shall be a record kept
among you” (D&C 21:1). Leaders of the Church
have strived to obey that command.
The Latter-day Saints continue to be a
record-keeping people. In fact, there may be no
other people on earth of comparable size who
have a richer record-keeping tradition than the people nicknamed Mormons.
Because of this tradition, scholars can readily evaluate Latter-day Saint history from a wealth of primary documents.
ISBN: 978-0-8425-2777-4, Retail $21.99
Converging Paths to Truth
Edited by Michael D. Rhodes and J. Ward Moody

Many great scientists such as Newton and Einstein
spoke and wrote freely of their religious thoughts
and feelings, seeing no fundamental conflict
between them and their sciences. Today there is
a tendency to emphasize conflict more than harmony. Sometimes people of faith are criticized
as blind, naive, or credulous, while scientists are
painted as arrogant, unfeeling, or deceived.
Truth is not in conflict with itself. Religious
truth is established through revelation, and scientific inquiry has uncovered many facts that have thus far stood the test
of time. It is incumbent upon us to seek insights into all truth and to mesh
together, where possible, its parts at their proper interface. We discover
bridges between scientific and religious knowledge best if we pursue them
through study, faith, and ongoing dialogue. The Summerhays lectures and
this book are dedicated to discovering and sharing insights on how the truths
of revealed religion harmonize with knowledge from the sciences.
ISBN: 978-0-8425-2786-6, Retail $19.99
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The Voice of My Servants:
Apostolic Messages on Teaching,
Learning, and Scripture
Edited by Scott C. Esplin, Richard Neitzel Holzapfel

Seasoned by time and coupled with an endowment of spiritual light, the prophets, seers, and
revelators of our time offer messages with special
meaning for all who seek gospel insight. Fulfilling
their divine mandate, the prophets in this dispensation have authored a large collection of essays,
articles, and addresses expounding issues related
to gospel teaching, learning, and scripture.
The Religious Studies Center (RSC) at BYU has regularly published
landmark scholarship on Latter-day Saint scripture, doctrine, history, and
culture. What is sometimes overlooked is that more than seventy significant
essays by General Authorities appear in its collection of publications. This
book contains selections from that collection, authored by prophets, seers,
and revelators and published by the RSC over the past thirty-five years.
ISBN: 978-0-8425-2773-6, Retail $23.99
Within These Prison Walls:
Lorenzo Snow’s Record Book 1886–1897
Edited by Andrew H. Hedges and Richard Neitzel Holzapfel

The leather-bound record book was a perfect place
for Lorenzo Snow to preserve his outgoing correspondence while incarcerated in the territorial
penitentiary. The record book’s significance lies
in three areas. First, the record book sheds muchneeded light into the thoughts, personality, and
personal life of Lorenzo Snow, which are unfamiliar to many Church members today. Second, the
record book is significant for its doctrinal content. Finally, it is an important primary source for students of the antipolygamy
crusade. His poems and letters are invaluable for understanding how the Saints
viewed their persecutions, justified their resistance to the laws, and found the
nerve and the will to carry on despite increasingly difficult circumstances.
ISBN: 978-0-8425-2762-0, Retail: $21.99
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Upcoming Events
For more information about these events, please visit us online at:
http://rsc.byu.edu/conferences-and-symposia
The Fortieth Annual Sidney B. Sperry Symposium

Scheduled for October 28–29, 2011. The keynote speaker will present in the
Joseph Smith Building auditorium Friday, October 28, at 6:30 p.m.
The Sidney B. Sperry Symposium at Brigham Young University has
become one of the premier venues for Latter-day Saint religious study. Over
the past four decades, both the conference and its corresponding publications have expanded in scope and outreach, extending the impact of Religious
Education at BYU. Like Sperry himself, today’s Sperry Symposium influences
thousands through seminars and publications. For more information, please
visit http://rsc.byu.edu/symposia/sperry.
The BYU Church History Symposium

Scheduled for March 3, 2012. The Brigham Young University Church
History Symposium was established to explore annually a topic of special
interest in the experience of The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter–day Saints.
In the symposium, historians meet to share the fruits of their research with
each other and with a general audience of interested Latter–day Saints and
friends. The symposium has become the premier symposium for scholarship
on Church history. Selected papers from each symposium are published in a
book by the Religious Studies Center. Hundreds of people attend each year
to be enlightened and edified. This symposium is free to attend and registration is not required.
The BYU Easter Conference

Scheduled for April 7, 2012. Presenters will speak about the Savior, his life,
his mission, the Atonement, and his influence in our lives today. The conference will feature notable Church leaders, historians, scholars, educators,
and authors. The conference also features special instrumental and vocal
presentations. Attending the BYU Easter Conference is an ideal way to celebrate Easter Sunday. This conference is free to attend and registration is not
required. For more information, please visit http://easterconference.byu.edu.
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Staff Spotlight
Editorial Advisory Board Member
Elder Joe J. Christensen was born in Banida, Idaho. He served as
an officer in the US Air Force during the Korean War. He received
a bachelor’s degree from BYU and a PhD from Washington State
University. He served as director of several institutes of religion,
including that adjacent to the University of Utah, from 1962 to
1970. He was associate commissioner of the Church Educational
System and was responsible for the administration of the worldwide program of seminaries and institutes of religion from 1970
to 1979. This assignment was interrupted by a four-year term as
president of the Missionary Training Center in Provo. In 1985, he
became president of Ricks College. In 1989, he was called to the
First Quorum of the Seventy and served six years in the Presidency
of the Seventy. He was given emeritus status in 1999. He served as
president of the San Diego California Temple from 1999 to 2002.
He is the author of four books on gospel themes.

Student Assistant
LeAnn Paulsen is a junior from Draper, Utah. She will graduate
from BYU in spring 2012 with a bachelor’s degree in family studies
and a minor in business management. In the fall of 2009, she spent a
semester studying abroad, living in London and visiting other parts
of Europe. She loves art, running, traveling, visiting Disneyland,
being outdoors, and spending time with her family and friends. She
hopes someday to be an intern in Washington, DC, and to participate in humanitarian efforts around the world. LeAnn loves being
an employee of the RSC, where she works as a student assistant.

Student Intern
Alan Taylor Farnes is a junior in the Ancient Near Eastern Studies
program, with a Greek emphasis, at Brigham Young University. He
has also completed a music minor and is working toward a minor
in classical studies with a Greek emphasis. Alan is currently serving
as the editor in chief of Studia Antiqua: A Journal for the Study of
the Ancient World. He plans to graduate April 2012 and thereafter
attend graduate school in New Testament studies. In his free time,
Alan likes to cycle in the aspens and swim with box turtles. He is
married to Erin Farnes (née Draper).
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